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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Proteins are flexible and dynamic. One static structure alone does not often completely explain 

biological functions of the protein, and some proteins do not even have high resolution 

structures. In order to provide better understanding to the biological functions of nicotinic 

acetylcholine receptor, Diphtheria toxin repressor and M2 proton channel, the dynamics of these 

proteins are investigated using molecular modeling and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. 

 With absence of high resolution structure of α7 receptor, the homology models of apo 

and cobra toxin bound forms have been built. From the MD simulations of these model 

structures, we observed one subunit of apo simulation moved away from other four subunits. 

With local movement of flexible loop regions, the whole subunit tilted clockwise. These 

conformational changes occurred spontaneously, and were strongly correlated with the 

conformational change when the channel is activated by agonists. Unlike other computational 

studies, we directly compared our model of open conformation with the experimental data. 

However, the subunits of toxin bound form were stable, and conformational change is restricted 

by the bound cobra toxin. These results provide activation and inhibition mechanisms of α7 

receptors and a possible explanation for intermediate conductance of the channel. 

 Intramolecular complex of SH3-like domain with a proline-rich (Pr) peptide segment in 

Diphtheria toxin repressor (DtxR) is stabilized in inactive state. Upon activation of DtxR by 

transition metal binding, this intramolecular complex should be dissociated. The dynamics of 

this intramolecular complex is investigated using MD simulations and NMR spectroscopy. We 

observed spontaneous opening and closing motions of the Pr segment binding pockets in both 

Pr-SH3 and SH3 simulations. The MD simulation results and NMR relaxation data suggest that 

the Pr segment exhibits a binding ↔ unbinding equilibrium. 

 Despite a wealth of experimental validation of Gouy-Chapman (GC) theory to charged 

lipid membranes, a test of GC theory by MD simulations has been elusive. Here we demonstrate 

that the ion distributions at different salt concentrations in anionic lipid bilayer systems agree 



 xvii

 

well with GC predictions using MD simulations. Na+ ions are adsorbed to the bilayer through 

favorable interactions with carbonyls and hydroxyls, reducing the surface charge density by 

72.5%. 

 The interactions of amantadine, an antiinfluenza A drug, with DMPC bilayers are 

investigated by an MD simulation and by solid-state NMR. The MD simulation results and NMR 

data demonstrate that amantadine is located within the interfacial region with upward orientation 

and interacts with the lipid headgroup and glycerol backbone, while the adamantane group of 

amantadine interacts with the glycerol backbone and much of fatty acyl chain, as it wraps 

underneath of the drug. The lipid headgroup orientation is influenced by the drug as well. 

 The recent prevalence of amantadine-resistant mutants makes a development of new drug 

urgent. The mechanism of inhibition of M2 proton channel in influenza virus A by amantadine is 

investigated. In the absence of high resolution structure, we model the apo and drug bound forms 

based on NMR structures. MD simulations demonstrate that channel pore is blocked by a 

primary gate formed by Trp41 helped by His37 and a secondary gate formed by Val27. The 

blockage by the secondary gate is extended by the drug bound just below the gate, resulting in a 

broken water wire throughout the simulation, suggesting a novel role of Val27 in the inhibition 

by amantadine. Recent X-ray structure validates the simulation results. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 

Introduction 

1.1 Dynamics of biomolecules, ligand binding and biological 

functions 

The amino acid sequence of a protein determines a unique three dimensional structure of the 

protein. Proteins, however, are not static but dynamic. One static structure alone does not often 

completely explain biological functions of the protein. In 1998, MacKinnon and colleagues 

solved the three-dimensional molecular structure of a potassium channel with X-ray 

crystallography (9). Based on the structure, mechanisms of the selectivity and conductance of the 

channel have been proposed. In 2003, MacKinnon won the Nobel Prize in chemistry for his 

works. A structure provides a lot of information but not all. That’s why we still see a number of 

papers about potassium channels being published nowadays. Biomolecules such as proteins, 

nucleic acids, polysaccharides and lipids, function through interacting with other biomolecules. 

Since they are flexible and dynamic, the interactions between biomolecules change their 

structures, or conformations. Consequently, dynamics is an important part to understand the 

biological functions of biomolecules. I would like to quote Martin Karplus and J. Andrew 

McCammon’s words,  

 “The early view of proteins as relatively rigid structures has been 

replaced by a dynamic model in which the internal motions and resulting 

conformational changes play an essential role in their function.” (10) 

 Conformational changes associated with protein-ligand binding have been modeled by 

‘induced fit’ (11) and ‘pre-existing equilibrium’ (12). In the latter model, a protein can undergo 

conformational changes spontaneously without ligand binding. The ligand simply biases the 

equilibrium toward the binding conformation. Unless there is evidence for a pre-existing 
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equilibrium, the system is considered as an induced fit model. Only when the ligand binds to the 

protein, the conformational change happens.  

 

1.2 α7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors 

Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) belong to the superfamily of ligand-gated ion 

channels (LGICs), which includes the 5-HT3 (5-hydroxytryptamine), glycine, GABA ( -

aminobutyric acid) receptors (13). This superfamily is also known as Cys-loop receptors because 

of a conserved C-X13-C sequence in which two cysteines are disulfide-bonded in the ligand 

binding domain of the receptor (14). The nAChRs form either homo or hetero pentamer. Each 

subunit contains an extra-cellular N-terminal ligand binding domain (LBD), followed by 

transmembrane domain (TMD) forming an ion channel which is permeable to cations such as 

Na+, K+ and Ca2+, and the intracellular domain (ICD) is composed of the loop between the third 

and forth transmembrane helix with variable length (13) (Figure 1.1).  

 The receptors mediate rapid synaptic transmission in the nerve system. Two (hetero 

pentamer) to five (homo pentamer) of the released acetylcholine (ACh) molecules, 

neurotransmitters, from presynaptic neuron to the synaptic cleft bind to the LBD of the receptors 

in the postsynaptic terminal, leading the putative open state of the channel (TMD) within a few 

microseconds. The functions of the receptors are associated with medical problems or disease 

such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, schizophrenia, attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder 

(ADHD), autosomal dominant nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy (ADNFLE), pain, and nicotine 

addiction (15). 

 The structures of soluble acetylcholine biding proteins (AChBPs), homologues (~ 27% 

sequence identity) with the ligand binding domain of nAChRs, and mutation experiments of 

nAChRs led rapid progress in understanding the structure-function relationship of nAChR. 

However, all available structures are believed in closed (inactive) states, and the propagation of 

conformational change of the binding site to the channel is not able to be explained by this one 

snap shot. The computational studies using homology models showed the efforts to explain the 

detail of dynamics and mechanism of channel gating. Since the previously proposed 

computational models are supported indirectly, we decide to build a homology model and to run 

MD simulations and to compare our model with experimental data. The results are provided in 
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Chapter 3. This study of activation and inhibition mechanism of nAChRs may help to design 

new drugs.  

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                    ligand binding site 

 

                LBD 

 

 

 

                TMD 

 

 

 

                 ICD                                                   channel open 

 

 

Figure 1.1 The structure of Torpedo nAChR (PDB code: 2BG9) is represented by ribbons in 
side (left) and top views (right, viewed form synaptic cleft down to the channel pore). One of 
five subunits is colored by orange with different hue along each domain, and the other four 
subunits are shown in gray. The ligand binding site and the channel gate are separated by more 
than 40 Ǻ distance. 
 

1.3 Diphtheria toxin repressor 

Diphtheria is acute, contagious and toxin mediated disease that affects upper respiratory track 

and skin. Bacterial infection induces inflammation of pseudomembrane, resulting difficulty of 

breathing. The toxin produced by the Corynebacterium diphtheria causes cell death by inhibiting 

protein synthesis (16). Toxin entering the circulation system may cause failure of heart and other 

organs. The bacteria exhibit iron (metal ion) concentration dependent virulence. As for human, 

iron is essential for bacterial cells to survive, and should be obtained from the environment. 
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However, too much iron in the cell would form harmful radicals and kill the bacterial cells. 

Therefore, the homeostatic regulation of iron concentration is critical. 

 Diphtheria toxin repressor (DtxR), a regulatory protein of iron concentration, is activated 

upon Fe2+ binding. The activated DtxR binds to the tox operator and stops the expression of 

genes including diphtheria toxin (Figure 1.2A). Therefore, iron concentration regulates the 

activity of DtxR, and DtxR regulates iron concentration; toxins kill cells → dead cells release 

iron → iron concentration increases → more DtxRs are activated → the number of toxins 

decreases → iron concentration decreases → more DtxRs become inactive → the number of 

toxins increases → toxins kill more cells. 

 

 

 

        A                                                                                     B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 (A) X-ray structure of diphtheria toxin repressor (DtxR) with DNA (PDB code: 
1C0W); N-terminal domain (white) including a proline-rich (Pr) peptide segment (red) and SH3-
like C-terminal domain (yellow) are represented by ribbons. 2 metal ions (gray) are displayed by 
spheres. (B) Solution NMR structure of Pr-SH3 intramolecular complex (PDB code: 1QW1). 
 

 
 DtxR contains two domains that are connected by a proline-rich (Pr) flexible peptide 

segment. The N-terminal domain (Met1-Asn142) is structurally well-defined and is responsible 

for metal binding, dimerization, and DNA binding (Figure 1.2) (17). The C-terminal domain 
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(Ala148-Leu226) forms Src homology 3 (SH3)-like domain (18), and SH3-like domain is linked 

to the N-terminal domain by a flexible Pr segment (Arg125-Gly139) (Figure 1.2A). Unlike N-

terminal domain, the function of C-terminal domain remains unclear. Solution NMR shows that 

Pr segment can binds to the C-terminal SH3-like domain (19), forming Pr-SH3 intramolecular 

complex (Figure 1.2B) (3). NMR data shows that Pr segment stabilize inactive state in the 

absence of metal ions by binding to SH3 domain, suggesting that Pr segment dissociates from 

SH3 domain and binds to the N-terminal domain in active state in the presence of metal ions (3). 

In order to provide a better understanding to the function of C-terminal domain and activation 

mechanism, dynamics of the C-terminal domain of DtxR is investigated using MD simulations 

and solution NMR. The results are provided in Chapter 4. 

 

1.4 Biological membrane 

Biological membranes are made of lipids (mostly by phospholipids, Figure 1.3), proteins, 

polysaccharides, peptidoglycans and polyolphosphates. Membranes are used for storing 

substrates and compartmentalize biological processes. They protect cells and subcellular 

organelles. Proteins and protein complexes are organized in a two dimensional matrix in 

membrane environment. Most membrane proteins function as oligomeric structures or in protein-

protein complexes. Diffusion on two dimensional space is more efficient than in 3 dimensional 

space. The targets of many drugs are channel proteins that are embed in membrane. Lipid 

bilayers provide the spatial constraints to these proteins (20).  

 

                                        Hydrophilic head 

 

 

 

 

                                            (a)      (b)      (c)        Hydrophobic tails 

 

Figure 1.3 An anionic phospholipid, dioleoyl-phosphatidylglycerol (DOPG), is shown by sticks 
(cyan: carbon, red: oxygen, white: hydrogen) and a gold sphere (phosphorus). Hydrophilic head 
group consisting of diol or glycol group (a), phosphate group (b) and carbonyl ester group (c) is 
followed by hydrophobic tails. 
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 In order to understand membrane proteins, it is critical to understand membranes. The 

environment influences on the membrane protein and other biomolecules. Also the membrane 

environment is effected by the embedded biomolecules. For example, the thickness of lipid 

bilayer changes the structure of a membrane protein (21), and the bound protein changes the 

structure of lipid bilayer. Membrane environments are anisotropic and heterogeneous. The 

structure of lipid bilayers is highly dependent on temperature and their components. Membrane 

bilayer has a very large gradient in dielectric (22), water concentration, lateral pressure and 

dynamics (20). Here, the interactions and structure of an anionic lipid bilayer solvated by water 

at different concentrations of NaCl are investigated by extensive MD simulations (Chapter 5). 

 

1.5 M2 proton channel of influenza virus A 

Influenza, the flu, caused by influenza viruses is a contagious respiratory illness. Of the three 

types of flu, type A is the most epidemic and pandemic. According to the department of health 

and human services, every year more than 200,000 people are hospitalized, and about 36,000 

people die in the United States. Amantadine (1-aminoadamantane) has been used for the 

treatment of influenza A viral infections. However, over 90% of recent influenza A cases were 

found to have mutations on the M2 protein that confers amantadine resistance (23). 

 The M2 protein is a proton selective ion channel activated by low pH, and its channel 

activity is essential for the replication of influenza virus A (reviewed in (24)). M2 channel 

conducts protons into the virus, acidifying inside the virus. Acidic environment triggers the viral 

membrane fusion with endosomal membrane. Consequently, the viral genetic materials are 

released from the virus into the cytoplasm of the infected cell (25-27). The M2 channel is a 

homotetramer consisting of four identical 96-residue subunits. Each subunit consists of a N-

terminal domain exposed to the outside of the viral coat, a hydrophobic transmembrane domain 

(TMD, residues Pro25-Leu43), and a C-terminal domain oriented to the outside of the virus (26, 

28-31). It has been shown that the 25-residue synthetic transmembrane domain (M2 TMD, 

residue Ser22-Leu46, Figure 1.4) forms proton channel in lipid bilayers (32), and the structure of 

M2 TMD has been solved by solid-state NMR spectroscopy (6). 
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Figure 1.4 Structure of M2 proton channel transmembrane domain (purple ribbons) in 
membrane (gray lines). Side chain of Val27 (yellow), Ser31 (orange), His37 (green) and Trp41 
(blue) are displayed by sticks, and the amantadine, anti-influenza drug, is displayed in spheres. 
 

 

 Mutants on His37 have shown loss of proton selectivity and pH dependency of the 

channel (33). However, the selectivity of the mutants has been recovered by adding imidazole 

into the buffer (34). Mutants on Trp41 have shown the inverse conductance (35), and a pH-

dependent change in interaction between His37 and Trp41 has been detected by UV resonance 

Raman spectroscopy (36). These studies suggested that His37 and Trp41 play critical roles as pH 

sensor, proton selective filter and channel gate. The structure of the M2 TMD in the presence of 

amantadine has been determined recently by solid-state NMR without knowing the location of 

amantadine (7). Amantadine resistant mutations take place on Val27, Ala30, Ser31 and Gly34. 

However, the inhibition mechanism by amantadine is still controversial. MD simulations and 

solid-state NMR spectroscopy were used to provide better understanding to the interactions 

between amantadine and M2 TMD (Chapter 7). The interaction between amantadine and 

membrane has also been investigated (Chapter 6) to understand the inhibition mechanism, the 
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influence of amantadine on membrane, the influence of membrane environment on amantadine. 

These studies might help to design new drug molecules. 

 Five biomolecular systems are investigated using molecular dynamics simulation 

technique (Chapter 3-7). Some of them are studied by MD simulations and NMR experiments 

(Chapter 4 and 6). The NMR experiments and analyses have been done by Dr. Timothy M. 

Logan and Dr. Timothy A. Cross and their group members. In methods chapter (chapter 2), the 

general basics of molecular dynamics simulation are described as a tool to study dynamics of 

biomolecules. In each chapter, the detail of method for each biomolecular system is described. 

Finally, a summary of this dissertation and discussion of future works are given in Chapter 8.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

Methods 

2.1 Molecular dynamics simulation 

Dynamics is important at the molecular level of biology. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 

provide the atomic detail of interesting particle motions as a function of time. MD simulations 

allow us to access not only microscopic scale motions, but also short time scale dynamics from 

femtoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds. These properties allow the simulations to address the 

questions that cannot be answered by experiments on the real biomolecular system. This makes 

the MD simulations important and complementary to the experiments.  

 While MD simulations provide atomic details of the structures and motions; for example, 

the instantaneous positions and velocities of all atoms in the simulation can be measured, this 

kind of details are often irrelevant nor be able to be compared with experimental data having 

macroscopic properties. A typical experimental measurement is averaged over a large number of 

particles and averaged over a certain time: usually a measurement takes time. Due to the 

limitations of MD simulations, in order to validate the results from MD simulations it is 

important to compare the results with experimental data which have the macroscopic properties. 

Statistical mechanics provides theoretical frame work for this. The limitations of MD 

simulations should be described here. 

2.1.1 Limitations of MD simulations 

MD simulations are classical. MD simulations solve Newton’s equations of motion for N 

interacting atoms in a system 
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=
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F ,    1i N= …  (2.1) 

The forces are determined by negative derivatives of a potential V (r1, r2, …, rN) 
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This means that the motion of atoms is described by classical mechanics. In principle, quantum 

mechanics accurately describes the properties of molecular systems, but solving the Schrödinger 

equation of a complex system is computationally expensive. The motion of hydrogen has 

quantum mechanical characters. For example, in a low-barrier-hydrogen bond proton can hop 

between the donor and acceptor. This cannot be properly treated by classical dynamics. The high 

frequency vibrations of hydrogen involved covalent bonds are beyond the classical limit. Usually 

the bonds are constrained in the equation of motion. Electrons are in the ground state. In MD the 

motions of electrons are not considered. Electrons are always in the ground state. For example, 

chemical reactions involving electron transfer processes are not handled properly in MD. Force 

fields are approximate. The force fields are empirically parameterized based on quantum 

calculations and experimental observations. Force fields will be discussed in a latter section. 

Force fields are non-polarizable. The atomic charges are not changed by environment. Lennard-

Jones interactions are truncated by using cutoff. Boundary conditions are unnatural. Since we 

want to simulate a bulky system, we use periodic boundary conditions. Liquids, however, are not 

crystal. Especially for small system, the internal correlations may be enhanced by periodic 

boundary conditions.  

2.1.2 MD simulation overview 

The common process of MD simulations is described here. Each simulation has its own protocol 

that is described in each chapter. 

1. Get the structure: e.g. from the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb). 

2. Check the structure: titrable amino acids especially His, disulfide bonds, salt bridges, ions, 

crystal waters in X-ray structures, and protons in NMR structures. 

3. Prepare input files for MD simulations: add hydrogen atoms, solvate protein, add counter ions 

to make the system neutral → save the topology and coordinate files. 

4. Run energy minimization to remove bad contacts while gradually decreasing harmonic 

restraints on the protein. 

5. Start MD simulation with heating the system up to a target temperature under the constant 

volume condition. 

6. Equilibrate the system under the constant pressure condition to achieve correct density. 
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7. Check the structure and stability in energy, temperature, density, etc., → continue the 

simulation for production. 

2.1.3 Force field 

The basic force field has the following form: 

 

                                                     2( ) ( )r eq

bonds

V K r r= −∑R  (2.3) 

                                                               2( )eq

angles

Kθ θ θ+ −∑  (2.4) 

                                                               (1 cos[ ])
dihedrals

K nφ φ γ+ + −∑  (2.5) 
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i j

i j ij

q q
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The first three terms (Equations 2.3 to 2.5) describe interactions between covalently bonded 

atoms. The bond stretching and angle vibration are described by harmonic potentials, Equation 

2.3 and 2.4 respectively. r is the bond length between atoms i and j. θ is the angle made of atoms 

i, j and k. Dihedral angles are defined by φ, angle between two planes composed of atoms i, j,k 

and j,k,l respectively (Equation 2.5). n and γ determine the periodicity and phase of dihedral 

energy function, respectively. Non-bonded interactions contain van der Waals and electrostatic 

interactions represented by Lennard-Jones (Equation 2.6) and Coulomb potentials (Equation 2.7) 

respectively. The coefficients Aij and Bij are dependent on pairs of atom types, and ε is the 

relative dielectric constant. rij is the distance between two atoms, and qi and qj are their partial 

charges. 

2.1.4 Simulation algorithms 

Potential energy (hyper) surface of a macromolecular system is very complex that has one global 

minimum and a large number of local minima. The derivatives of potential energy function with 

respect to coordinates at these points are zero, and second derivatives are nonnegative. Hessian 
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matrix, the matrix of second derivatives, has nonnegative eigenvalues. There are saddle points 

between local minima in which the Hessian matrix has only one negative eigenvalue. Through 

these points the system can transition form one local minimum to another. It is impossible to 

sample all the local minima and saddle points of a complex system. No energy minimization 

method can guarantee the determination of the global minimum in practical amount of time. 

Only the nearest local minimum can be found for a given starting configuration. Steepest descent 

(SD) method is the simplest energy minimization algorithm. In each step the coordinates are 

adjusted in the negative direction of the gradient. The step size is adjustable along a step result in 

a lower energy to accelerate the minimization process. SD quickly improves a very poor 

conformation, but its convergence is very slow in general. Conjugate gradient (CG) method 

converges faster using the previous history of minimization steps as well as the current gradient 

to determine the next step, but performs worse with very poor conformations. Usually energy 

minimizations are performed with SD in the early stages and switched to CG. 

 As mentioned in the section 2.1.1, proton has quantum characters and the highest 

frequency motions. The hydrogen involved bonds are usually constrained through the MD 

simulations with SHAKE or LINCS algorithms. The rigid bonds remove the highest frequency 

motions allowing a larger integration time step (practically speed up MD simulation 

performance). SETTLE or RATTLE algorithms are especially for rigid water molecules. 

 The van der Waals interaction is truncated by cutoff. However, long range interactions 

like electrostatic (decay too slowly to truncate) cannot be truncated without loosing accuracy of 

MD simulations. The electrostatic energy of a periodic system is expressed by a lattice sum over 

all pair interactions and over all lattice vectors (n) excluding the i = j term in the primary cell.  
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Equation 2.7 is replaced by equation 2.8. It is known that this sum is conditionally convergent 

but very slow. Ewald developed a method in which this summation is transformed into two more 

complicated but rapidly convergent sums. One summation is carried out in reciprocal space 

while the other is carried out in real space. The point charges in the primary cell can be 

redescribed by its charge density by   
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j

qρ = −∑r r r  (2.9) 

In the Ewald method this distribution is replaced by two other distributions  
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and 

                                                            2 ( ) ( )j j

j

q fρ = −∑r r r  (2.11) 

so that the sum of the two recovers the original (Figure 2.1).  
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of charge distributions in Ewald method.  
 

 

The diffuse charge distribution, f(r), is described by a spherical Gaussian function. The charge 

distributions are located on the ion lattice positions, and integrate to zero. The potential from the 

charge distribution ρ1(r) is a short range potential evaluated in a direct real space summation and 

truncated by a cutoff. The diffuse charge distribution placed on the lattice sites reduces to the 

potential of the corresponding point charge at large r. ρ2(r), being a continuous distribution of 

Gaussians situated on the periodic lattice positions, is a smoothly varying function of r and thus 

is well approximated by a superposition of continuous functions. This distribution is, therefore, 

expanded in a Fourier series and the potential is obtained by solving the Poisson equation. 

Particle-mesh Ewald (PME) is a method to improve the performance of the reciprocal sum of the 

Ewald summation method. Instead of directly summing wave vectors, the charges are assigned to 

a grid using B-spline interpolation. This grid is then Fourier transformed with a 3D fast Fourier 

transformation algorithm and the reciprocal energy term obtained by a single sum over the grid 
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in k-space. The potential at the grid points is calculated by inverse transformation, and by using 

the interpolation factors we get the forces on each atom. 

 Amber, Charmm and gromacs manuals and “Understanding molecular simulation from 

algorithm to applications” by Daan Frenkel & Berend Smit (2002, Academic press, New York) 

are consulted for this chapter. 

2.1.5 Timescales of biomolecular dynamics 

 

 

    

  10-15                10-12                10-9                  10-6                  10-3                  100                  103 s 

           vibration                                                    allostatic regulation 

                                    rotation                               protein folding  

                          libration                                       catalysis                          lipid flip-flop diffusion 

                                                                           ligand binding  

                      MD simulation                                       macroscopic diffusion  
                                                                                      lipid lateral diffusion  

                                                                         chemical exchange  

                        water permeation through a membrane bilayer          NMR relaxation time T1  

 

Figure 2.2 Typical motional timescales for physical processes.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 

Spontaneous conformational change and toxin binding in α7 

nicotinic acetylcholine receptor: Insight into channel activation and 

inhibition 

 

Myunggi Yi, Harianto Tjong, Huan-Xiang Zhou 

 

This work will be published on Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. 

Abstract 

Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) represent a paradigm for ligand-gated ion channels. 

Despite intensive studies over many years, our understanding of the mechanisms of activation 

and inhibition for nAChRs is still incomplete. Here we present molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulations of the α7 nAChR ligand-binding domain (LBD), both in apo form and in α-Cobra 

toxin bound form, starting from the respective homology models built on crystal structures of the 

acetylcholine binding protein. The toxin-bound form was relatively stable and its structure was 

validated by calculating mutational effects on the toxin binding affinity. On the other hand, in 

the apo form one subunit spontaneously moved away from the conformation of the other four 

subunits. This motion resembles what has been proposed for leading to channel opening. At the 

top the C loop and the adjacent β7-β8 loop swing downward and inward while at the bottom the 

F loop and the C-terminal of β10 swing in the opposite direction. These swings appear to tilt the 

whole subunit clockwise. The resulting changes in solvent accessibility show strong correlation 

with experimental results by the substituted cysteine accessibility method upon addition of 

acetylcholine. Our MD simulation results are consistent with a mechanistic model in which the 

apo form, while predominantly sampling the “closed” state, can make excursions into the “open” 

state. The open state has high affinity for agonists, leading to channel activation, whereas the 

closed state upon distortion has high affinity for antagonists, leading to inhibition. 
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3.1 Introduction 
 

 

Figure 3.1 The structure of nAChR and definition of top and side views. (A) Top view, down 
the channel pore of Torpedo nAChR (PDB code 2BG9), is indicated by a red arrow. Four of the 
five subunits are shown as cyan, red, green, and blue in the background. The fifth subunit is 
shown in orange for the ligand-binding domain (LBD) and in gray for the transmembrane 
domain (TMD). The LBD β1 and β10 strands and the TMD M1 and M2 helices are labeled. For 
clarity, the M3 and M4 helices of this subunit and the whole intracellular domain are not 
displayed. In a side view, one faces a subunit and looks into the vestibule. One subunit of the α7 
nAChR ligand-binding domain from such as a view is displayed in (B). The N-terminal α helix, 
inner and outer β strands are colored in yellow, blue, and red, respectively. 
 

 

Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) are a well-studied prototype for ligand-gated ion 

channels (1, 2, 37-53). nAChRs are pentamers consisting of either homo or hetero subunits. The 

N-terminal extra-cellular regions of the subunits make up the ligand binding domain (LBD), with 

two or five binding sites in hetero and homo pentamers, respectively. The central regions form 

the transmembrane domain (TMD), which is an ion channel selective for cations such as Na+, K+ 

and Ca2+ (Figure 3.1). A central issue is the mechanisms of channel activation by agonists and 

inhibition by antagonists. How is agonist/antagonist binding transmitted to trigger channel 

β7-β8 

β1 

M2 

β10 

M1 

LBD 

TMD 

A B
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opening/closing? What are the necessary conformational changes? Experimental and 

computational studies together have begun to provide mechanistic insights at the atomic level. 

Here we present a molecular dynamics simulation study of the α7 nAChR LBD (consisting of 

five α-type subunits), both in apo form and in α-Cobra toxin bound form. Our simulation results 

are in broad agreement with a wealth of experimental data. Combining the present work with 

experimental data and previous computational results, we propose a mechanistic model in which 

the apo form, while predominantly sampling the “closed” state, can make excursions into the 

“open” state. Details of the conformational change leading to channel activation/inhibition are 

presented. 

A number of structural models for the conformational changes leading to channel 

activation have been proposed. In the model proposed by Unwin and co-workers (50), the inner 

β sheet of the extra-cellular region of each subunit rotates clockwise relative to the outer β sheet 

(top view in Figure 3.1A); the inner β sheet is assumed to be coupled to the TMD, and hence 

when the former rotates the latter is dragged along, leading to channel opening. However, the 

proposed relative rotation between the two β sheets is not seen in MD simulations (45, 48) and 

does not appear to be consistent with acetylcholine-induced changes in residue solvent 

accessibilities measured by the substituted cysteine accessibility method (SCAM) (1, 2). 

From normal mode analysis, Changeux, Karplus, and co-workers (49, 53) proposed the 

lowest-frequency mode as the model for channel activation. In this “quaternary twist” model, the 

LBD rotates counterclockwise around the central axis and the TMD rotates in the opposite 

direction (top view). This motion was also found to be the first mode in a normal mode analysis 

of McCammon and co-workers (51), but the latter authors built a structural model for channel 

activation by linearly combining the first and second modes. The resulting model appears to 

reproduce some aspects of the Unwin model. McCammon and co-workers (52) also carried out 

targeted MD simulations, in which the C loop is pulled from the “up” position to the “down” 

position (side view in Figure 3.1B); the latter position is observed when an agonist is bound (54). 

This downward motion of the C loop triggers the motion of the tip of the F loop, the C-terminal 

of β10, and the β1-β2 loop in the opposite direction. The latter motion is coupled to rotation of 

the TMD, which in turn is assumed to lead to channel opening. 

Our study is based on MD simulations in explicit solvent. The toxin-bound form is found 

to be relatively stable, and the structure of the LBD-toxin complex is validated by comparing 
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calculated mutational effects on the binding affinity against experimental data (44). In the apo 

form, one subunit spontaneously moves away from the “closed” conformation of the other 

subunits, with motions resembling those obtained in targeted MD simulations (52). We propose 

that this subunit has undergone a transition from the closed conformation to the “open” 

conformation while the other four subunits remain in the closed conformation. The details of our 

open conformation correlate well with the SCAM results of Rosenberg and co-workers (1, 2). In 

particular, relative to the closed conformation, both our MD simulations and SCAM find that 

residues M37 and M40 in the β1 strand have decreased solvent accessibility while N52 in β2 has 

increased solvent accessibility. The F loop residues N170 and E172 also show opposite changes 

in solvent accessibility. 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Homology model, conformational distortions and flexibility 

 

 

1        10        20        30        40        α0       β0        70
7   EFQRKLYKELLKNYNPLERPVANDSQPLTVYFTLSLMQIMDVDEKNQVLTTNIWLQMYWTDHYLQWNVSE

AChBP -FDRADILYNIRQTSRPDVIPTQRDRPVAVSVSLKFINILEVNEITNEVDVVFWQQTTWSDRTLAWNSSH

Cys loop
71       80        90        100       110       120      130       140

7   YPGVKNVRFPDGLIWKPDILLYNSADERFDATFHTNVLVNSSGHCQYLPPGIFKSSCYIDVRWFPFDVQK
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Figure 3.2 Sequence alignment between Gallus gallus α7 receptor LBD and Lymnaea stagnalis 
AChBP. α7 residue numbering is shown. Identical residues are colored in green. α helix and β 
strands in inner and outer sheets are indicated by yellow, blue, and red bars, respectively. 
 

 

The apo and α-Cobra toxin bound forms of chicken α7 LBD were built by homology on the 

structures of the respective forms of the acetylcholine binding protein (AChBP) (55, 56). The 

sequence alignment between the α7 N-terminal region and AChBP is shown in Figure 3.2. The 
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structures of the apo and toxin-bound forms at the start of the MD simulations are shown in 

Figure 3.3. The two starting structures superimposed very well except for the C and F loops. 

These loops form the toxin binding site and the changes are necessary to accommodate the 

bound toxin (55-57). The five subunits in either the apo or toxin-bound form will be referred to 

by their colors shown in Figure 3.3; subunit-specific properties will be presented using the same 

color code. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Homology models of apo and toxin-bound α7 LBD, shown in top view. The five 
subunits are shown in different colors. Perpendicular arrows in the vestibule of the apo form 
indicate viewing directions (side view in Appendix A.1). 
 

 

The root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) of the individual subunits from their starting 

conformations are shown in Figure 3.4A and 3.4B for the apo and toxin-bound forms, 

respectively. In the toxin-bound form, the RMSDs reached stable values in ~1 ns; the RMSDs 

among the five subunits averaged ~1.4 Å. In the apo form the RMSDs stabilized more slowly. 

For three of the subunits, with colors red, green, and blue, the RMSDs also plateaued at 1.4 Å 

after ~5 ns. The RMSD of the orange subunit gradually increased all the way to the end of the 60 

ns of simulations, reaching as much as 2.4 Å. The change in RMSD of the cyan subunit with 

time was intermediate. 
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Figure 3.4 conformational changes during MD simulations. (A) and (B): RMSDs of individual 
subunits from their starting conformations in the apo and toxin-bound forms, respectively. In 
(A), the black curve is the mean of the red, green, and blue subunits; in (B) the black curve is the 
mean all of the five subunits. RMSDs were calculated using Cα atoms in β strands. (C) and (D): 
Cα RMSF in the apo and toxin-bound forms, respectively. Black curve in (C) is the mean of four 
subunits (excluding orange subunit); black curve in (D) is the mean of all five subunits. (E): 
Local conformational change of the apo orange subunit from the mean structure (in gray) of the 
red, green, and blue subunits (arrows indicate directions of relative motion). The displayed 
structures are the respective averages in the period of 5 to 30 ns along the apo trajectory. 
 

 

The root-mean-squared-fluctuation (RMSF) of each subunit around its average 

conformation was calculated after discarding the first 5 ns of simulations (Figure 3.4C and D). 

Relative to the red, green, blue, and cyan subunits of the apo form, the toxin-bound form shows 

lower flexibilities in the C loop, the adjacent β7-β8 loop, and residues 162-167 of the F loop. 

The lower flexibilities of the C and F loops in the toxin-bound form most likely arise from 

stabilizing interactions with the bound toxin. The behavior of the orange subunit of the apo form 

is mixed, with high flexibility seen in residues 162-167 of the F loop (resembling the other four 
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subunits of the apo form) but low flexibility seen in the C and β7-β8 loops (resembling the toxin-

bound form). 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Superpositions of the closed and open conformations of the apo form with the toxin-
bound form of the α7 nAChR ligand-binding domain. In both (A) and (B), the mean structure of 
the toxin-bound form is shown in gray. The mean structure of the red, green, and blue subunits, 
representing the closed conformation, of the apo form is shown in red in (A). The average 
structure of the orange subunit, representing the open conformation, of the apo form is shown in 
orange in (B). Structures are averaged over the period of 5 to 30 ns along either the apo or toxin-
bound trajectory. 
 

 

The differences in RMSD and RMSF between the orange subunit and the other four 

subunits in the apo form prompted us to scrutinize the specific conformational change occurred 

in the orange subunit. In Figure 3.4E, we compare the average structure of the orange subunit in 

the period of 5 to 30 ns with the mean structure of the red, green, and blue subunits in the same 

period. From a side view, the C loop and the adjacent β7-β8 loop of the orange subunit appear to 

swing downward and inward while the F loop and the C-terminal of β10 swing in the opposite 

direction. The β1-β2 loop swings inward (toward the vestibule). The opposite swings of the C 

loop and the F loop are reminiscent of the motions seen in the targeted MD simulations of 

McCammon and co-workers (52). Note that in our simulations the opposite swings occurred 

B

apo 

C loop 

toxin-bound 

F loop 

A 
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spontaneously, whereas in the study of McCammon and co-workers the motions were triggered 

by pulling the C loop from the “up” position to the “down” position, which was supposed to 

mimic agonist binding. In the cyan subunit the C loop also moved toward the down position, but 

the rest of the molecule did not experience additional distortion, leading to the intermediate 

RMSD shown in Figure 3.4A. The mean structure of the red, green, and blue subunits of the apo 

form largely resembles the mean structure of the toxin-bound form, except for the C loop, which 

forms part of the toxin binding site (Figure 3.5). 

3.2.2 Tilting of apo orange subunit 

In addition to the local motions of the C and F loops, the apo orange subunit also exhibited rigid-

body like rotation. In general, overall rotation can be decomposed into rotations around three 

perpendicular axes. We set two of these to be those defining the top and side views, which are 

displayed as blue and red arrows in Figure 3.3 and 3.6. Relative to the other four subunits in the 

apo form (Figure 3.6A), the orange subunit developed a clockwise tilt (side view down the red 

axis; Figure 3.6C). This tilt was particularly prominent in the period of 15 to 35 ns, reaching over 

10° at ~22 ns. In comparison, none of the five toxin-bound subunits exhibited any systematic tilt 

(Figure 3.6B). The tilt of the apo orange subunit follows the directions of the swings of the C and 

F loops. It is thus tempting to suggest that the swings of the loops triggered the tilt of the orange 

subunit as a whole. 

If the other four apo subunits were to tilt in the same way as the orange subunit, then the 

LBD as a whole would appear to rotate counterclockwise when viewed from the top (Figure 

3.6D). This is the same motion seen in the first mode of normal mode analyses (49, 51, 53). We 

propose that the apo orange subunit is in the “open” conformation, with the swings of the C and 

F loops and concomitant tilt of the whole subunit leading to channel opening. In our simulations 

only one subunit in the apo form made the excursion to the open conformation while the other 

four subunits remained in the “closed” conformation. The receptor most likely becomes activated 

only after two or more subunits take up the open conformation (58, 59). Perhaps the probability 

for more than one subunit to be simultaneously in the open conformation is low, making 

spontaneous channel opening an infrequent event. 
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Figure 3.6 Tilt of subunits along the MD trajectories. (A) and (B): tilt angles in the apo and 
toxin-bound forms, respectively. (C): Tilt of the orange subunit at 22.02 ns of the apo trajectory 
(relative to the starting structure in gray). (D): Cartoon illustrating tilt of all five subunits. Upper 
and lower panels show side and top views, respectively. 
 

 

3.2.3 Experimental evidence for proposed open conformation 

The agonist-induced conformational change of the LBD in the chicken α7 receptor has been 

probed by SCAM (1, 2). After channel activation, residues M37 and M40 on the β1 strand 

become more buried but N52 on the neighboring β2 strand becomes more exposed (2). Similarly, 

at the tip of the F loop, residue N170 becomes more exposed but the neighboring E172 becomes 

more buried (1). These opposite changes in solvent accessibilities of neighboring residues would 

be difficult to rationalize by models for channel activation based on rigid-body rotation alone. 
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Figure 3.7 Comparison in changes in solvent accessibility upon activation between MD 
simulations and SCAM. The MD simulation result for each residue (in Å2) was calculated by 
taking the difference in solvent accessibility between the apo orange subunit and the mean of the 
other four subunits (averaged over the period of 15 to 35 ns). For residues M37 to N52 the 
displayed SCAM results were –5ln(kM

+/kM
–), where kM

+ and kM
– are the modification rate 

constants measured in the presence and absence of acetylcholine, respectively (1). For residues 
N170 to D174, the displayed SCAM results were the difference in percent inhibition with and 
without acetylcholine (2). 
 

 

On the other hand, our proposed open conformation is in broad agreement with the 

SCAM results, as demonstrated by the differences in residue solvent accessibility between the 

orange subunit and the other four subunits. These differences, averaged over the period of 15 to 

35 ns, are displayed in Figure 3.7 for 12 residues on which SCAM data (1, 2) are available. 

Overall the differences in solvent accessibility between the proposed open and closed 

conformations are in the same directions as the agonist-induced changes in solvent accessibility 

obtained by SCAM. The opposite changes in solvent accessibility between M40 and N52 and 

between N170 and E172 are reproduced by the open and closed conformations in our 

simulations. The only notable disagreement between our simulations and the SCAM data is for 

residues V42 and E44, located around the C-terminal of β1. The solvent accessibility of these 

residues increased in the open conformation but SCAM indicated a decrease upon agonist 

binding. The decrease may come about due to the presence of the TMD (Figure 3.1A), which 

was not included in our simulations. 
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The conformational change that led to the differences in solvent accessibility between the 

open and closed conformations, as represented by the orange subunit and the mean of the other 

four subunits, respectively, is illustrated in Figure 3.8. In the closed conformation, residue E172 

was well exposed to the vestibule while N170 was partially exposed to the outside. The outward 

swing (i.e., away from the vestibule) of the tip of F loop in the open conformation brought E172 

into the interface with the subunit in the adjacent blue, decreasing E172’s solvent accessibility, 

and brought N170 to full exposure to the outside. The decrease in solvent accessibility of M40 in 

the open conformation was due to the tilt of the subunit, which brought the lower part of the 

subunit into closer contact with the blue subunit. Distortions in the open conformation produced 

the opposite changes in solvent accessibility between M37 and N52. 

As further support of the proposed open conformation, the orange subunit was found to 

present a binding site poised for agonist binding. The Cα RMSD of the principal binding-site 

residues (Y92, W148, Y187, C190, and Y194) of the orange subunit and the complementary 

binding-site residues (W54, L108, Q116, and L118) on the adjacent cyan subunit averaged 1.5 Å 

over the 60-ns trajectory when compared with the corresponding residues in the carbamylcholine 

bound AChBP structure (PDB code 1UV6) (55). The average RMSD increased from 1.7 to 2.2 Å 

when the other four subunits provided the primary binding-site residues. 

3.2.4 Structural validation of the LBD-toxin complex by mutation effects 

As the results in Figure 3.4B, 3.4D, and 3.6B indicate, relative to the apo form, the toxin-bound 

form was more rigid and showed a higher degree of homogeneity among the five subunits. It can 

thus be suggested that toxin-binding locked the subunits in the closed conformation. 

Changeux and co-workers (44) measured the effects of a large number of mutations on 

the binding affinity between the chicken α7 receptor and α-Cobra toxin. These data provided an 

opportunity for us to assess the structure of the LBD-toxin complex obtained from our homology 

modeling and MD simulations. We chose to calculate the effects of five single charge mutations 

that showed the highest decreases in binding affinity. Such an approach has previously allowed 

us to rationalize mutational effects on binding affinity and validate the structure of an ion 

channel-toxin complex derived from MD simulations (60-62). 
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Figure 3.8 Differences between the closed and open conformations, as represented by the red 
and orange subunits, respectively, of the apo form of the α7 ligand-binding domain (22.02 ns). 
The top panel defines viewing directions, as indicated by red arrows, into the interfaces of the 
red and orange subunits with their respective neighboring subunits (cyan and blue, respectively) 
in the foreground. The resulting views of the two interfaces are shown in the bottom panels. In 
each bottom panel, the subunit in the foreground is shown as a cross section (cut through the 
dashed line shown in the top panel). Only the lower portion of the red or orange subunit is 
shown, as this is where the interface is located. Five residues (M37, M40, N52, N170, and E172) 
are displayed as sticks, and their solvent accessible surfaces are displayed as dots. 
 

 

Of the five chosen mutations, four (D27R, R33E, K35E, and R36E) were on the toxin, at 

the tip of the central loop, and one (F186E) was on the C loop of the LBD (Figure 3.9A). The 

mutational effects were calculated on five snapshots from the toxin-bound trajectory between 9 

and 14 ns. Though our structure lacked the TMD, this domain is distant from the toxin binding 
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site and hence is not expected to affect the calculation results. Overall the mutational effects 

calculated on the MD structure agree well with the experimental data, though the calculation 

underestimated the effect of the F186E mutation (Figure 3.9B). The agreement suggests that the 

structure of the LBD-toxin complex generated by the MD simulations is reasonable. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.9 Test of the structure for the complex between the α7 ligand-binding domain and α-
Cobra toxin by mutational effects. (A) Interface of the ligand-binding domain (green and blue 
subunits shown) and the toxin (yellow). Five mutated residues, D27, R33, K35, and R36 on the 
toxin and F186 on α7, are shown as red and blue sticks. Three neighboring residues on α7 
(Y187, E188, and D196) are also shown (as cyan sticks). The figure is taken from 22.27 ns 
snapshot. (B) Comparison of calculated and experimental results for the effects of the five 
mutations on the binding free energy. 
 

 

B 

A 
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3.2.5 Mechanistic model for channel activation and inhibition 

Changeux and Edelstein (41) have described nAChRs as allosteric proteins, in which each 

subunit spontaneously transitions between conformational states, and ligands (e.g. agonist, 

antagonist, and buffer molecules) can change a pre-existing equilibrium among the 

conformational states. In line with this description, single-channel currents recorded by Jackson 

(38) demonstrated spontaneous opening of a nAChR channel, suggesting that “the acetylcholine 

receptor briefly and infrequently fluctuates into an active state in the absence of agonist.” The 

spontaneous opening was inhibited by snake toxin binding. Mutational effects on spontaneous 

opening observed by Grosman and Auerbach (43) further indicate that “both unliganded and 

diliganded gating result from the same global conformational change” and that the five subunits 

make independent contributions to gating. Our simulations perhaps provide the first glimpse into 

the molecular details in such a spontaneous conformational change. 

By combining our MD simulations with previous experimental and computational 

studies, a mechanistic model for nAChR channel activation and inhibition emerges. As Figure 

3.10 illustrates, in the apo form, the dominant conformation of a nAChR channel is one which 

each subunit as a whole is not tilted and the C and F loops have limited interactions with 

neighboring subunits.  Local conformational sampling of the C loop, by swinging downward and 

inward, and of the F loop, by swinging in the opposite direction, brings the loops into contact 

with their respective neighboring subunits (right branch of Figure 3.10). These initial contacts 

trigger the tilt of the subunit as a whole, reinforcing the inter-subunit interactions. When two 

adjacent subunits undergo such a local-global conformational change at the same time, a binding 

pocket for agonists is formed at their interface.  Agonist binding then locks the subunits in such 

an “open” conformation. 

How might the conformational change within the LBD be propagated to the TMD? The 

C-terminal of β10 is connected to the TMD M1 helix. We suggest that the up and outward 

motion of the C terminal of β10 seen in our simulations would pull the M1 helix and the N-

terminal of the M2 helix in the same direction (Figure 3.1A). (The C-terminal of the M2 helix 

serves as a pivot point since it is stacked against the β1-β2 and Cys loops of the LBD.) The up 

and outward motion of the N-terminal of the M2 helix widens the channel pore, leading to 

channel opening. This type of tilting motion is precisely what is implicated by recent 

experimental data for channel opening (46, 47). 
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Figure 3.10 Mechanistic models of nAChR activation and inhibition. In the apo form, the 
receptor can make rare excursions to the active or inhibited states. Agonist and antagonist select 
the active and inhibited states, respectively. 
 

 

Our model for channel activation envisions that each of the subunits can separately 

undergo a spontaneous conformational change, leading to intermediate states with asymmetric 

arrangements among the five subunits. There is indeed structural and functional evidence for 

asymmetry (39, 40, 43). These intermediate states perhaps provide an explanation for the 

existence of multiple conductance states (37, 42, 46). 

The C and F loops can also swing in the reverse directions (left branch of Figure 3.10). In 

so doing, a binding pocket for antagonists is created. Antagonist binding locks the subunits in the 

closed conformation and leads to channel inhibition. The same model thus works for both 

activation and inhibition. Besides being supported by experimental and other computational 

studies noted already, this model provides a natural explanation for the observation that nAChR 

antagonists generally have large sizes than agonists. 

agonist antagonist 
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3.3 Conclusion 
 

We have explored spontaneous conformational changes of the α7 nAChR ligand-binding domain 

by MD simulations in explicit solvent. The global and local conformational change observed in 

one of the subunits is consistent with previous targeted MD simulations and normal mode 

analyses (52, 53). That these conformational changes correspond to channel opening is supported 

by SCAM experiments upon agonist binding (1, 2). Our study provides atomic-scale mechanistic 

insight to nAChR in particular and contributes to the understanding of spontaneous 

conformational changes in protein function and regulation (63-65) in general.  

 

3.4 Methods 
 

Homology modeling. The sequence alignment and molecular modeling of Gallus gallus α7 

receptor ligand-binding domain were performed by SWISS-MODEL (66), and the models were 

checked by PROCHECK (67). The hepes bound (PDB code 1UX2) (55) and α-Cobra toxin 

bound (PDB code 1YI5) (56) structures of Lymnaea stagnalis acetylcholine binding protein were 

selected as the templates for the α7 receptor LBD in apo and toxin-bound forms, respectively. 

The sequence alignment between the α7 LBD and AChBP is shown in Figure 3.2. For the toxin-

bound form, the five subunits of the toxin in the template (1YI5) were copied onto the homology 

model of the α7 LBD. 

MD simulations. The apo and toxin-bound forms were solvated in truncated octahedral 

periodic boxes with 17,557 water molecules and 25 sodium ions for the former, and 46,922 

water molecules and 15 sodium ions for the latter. Energy minimization and MD simulations 

were performed by the AMBER package (68) with the modified parm99 force field (69) and 

TIP3P water model (70). To achieve a proper density for the systems quickly, after removing bad 

contacts with 2000 steps of energy minimization, a 20-ps NPT simulation (with a 0.2 ps pressure 

coupling time) was performed while restraining the backbone heavy atoms. Then three rounds of 

energy minimization (consisting of 2000, 1000, and 500 steps, respectively) were applied while 

gradually decreasing the harmonic restraining constant from 100 to 0.5 kcal/mol Å2. Finally, the 
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whole systems were energy minimized for 500 steps without restraint. The MD simulations were 

started by gradually heating up the systems from 50 to 298 K at NVT for 50 ps. Afterwards the 

simulations were switched to NPT. Nonbonded interactions were calculated with a cutoff of 9 Å, 

and the nonbond list was updated with a 2 Å skin width. The particle mesh Ewald method (71) 

was used to treat long-range electrostatic interactions. The average temperature and pressure 

were maintained with a 2 ps coupling time constant at 298 K and 1 bar, respectively (72). All 

bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained with the SHAKE and RATTLE algorithms 

(73, 74), allowing an integration time step of 2 fs. Snapshots were saved every 10 ps for analysis. 

The total lengths of the MD trajectories of the apo and toxin-bound forms were 60 and 32.65 ns, 

respectively. 

Binding energy calculations. Like in previous studies (60-62, 75), the electrostatic 

contribution to the binding free energy was calculated as 

 

 el el el el(toxin-bound) (LBD) (toxin)G G G GΔ = − −  (3.1) 

 

where Gel is the total electrostatic energy (Coulomb plus solvation) of a solute molecule. The 

effect of a charge mutation on the binding affinity was predicted as 

 

 el el el(mut) (WT)G G GΔΔ = Δ − Δ  (3.2) 

 

The UHBD program (76) was used to calculate the electrostatic energy by solving the Poisson-

Boltzmann equation. Each calculation started with a course grid with a 1.5 Å spacing, followed 

by an intermediate grid with a 0.7 Å spacing and a fine grid with a 0.25 Å spacing. The grid 

dimensions for all the three spacing’s were 240 × 240 × 240. The first two grids were centered at 

the geometric center of the complex, while the last grid was centered at the site of mutation. 

Mutations were modeled onto the wild-type structure, sampled from the MD trajectory, by 

energy minimizing the new side chains. AMBER atomic partial charges (77) and Bondi radii 

(78) were used for the electrostatic calculations. The solute and solvent dielectric constants were 

set to 4 and 78.5, respectively, with the dielectric boundary specified by the van der Waals 

surface (61, 62, 75). The temperature was 298 K, and ionic strength was 150 mM (with ion 

exclusion radius of 2 Å). 
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Subunit rigid-body rotation. Rotation of each subunit was represented by its orientation in a 

global reference frame. The frame was identified with the help of a set of “rigid” residues, those 

with mean RMSFs among the five subunits less than 0.8 Å. The z axis of the global frame was 

specified as the normal to the least-squares plane of the rigid residues of the five subunits. The x 

axis lay in the plane formed by the z axis and the vector pointing from the center of the rigid 

residues of the five subunits to the center of the rigid residues of a particular subunit. Rotation 

angles were calculated between the global frames of a snapshot and the initial snapshot after 

superimposing the conformations of the subunit in these two snapshots. Rotation around the x 

axis is referred to as tilt. Note that the z and x axes define the top and side views, respectively.  

 

Supporting information is available in Appendix A.2 for calculation of solvent accessible surface 

area, in Appendix A.3-5 for calculation of rotation of each subunit, and in Appendix A.6 for 

comparison with a recently released high resolution X-ray structure. 
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Abstract 

The diphtheria toxin repressor contains an SH3-like domain that forms an intramolecular 

complex with a proline-rich (Pr) peptide segment and stabilizes the inactive state of the 

repressor. Upon activation of diphtheria toxin repressor (DtxR) by transition metals, this 

intramolecular complex must dissociate as the SH3 domain and Pr segment form different 

interactions in the active repressor. Here we investigate the dynamics of this intramolecular 

complex using backbone amide nuclear spin relaxation rates determined using NMR 

spectroscopy and molecular dynamics trajectories. The SH3 domain in the unbound and bound 

states showed typical dynamics in that the secondary structures were fairly ordered with high 

generalized order parameters and low effective correlation times, while residues in the loops 

connecting -strands exhibited reduced generalized order parameters and required additional 

motional terms to adequately model the relaxation rates. Residues forming the Pr segment 

exhibited low-order parameters with internal rotational correlation times on the order of 0.6 ns–

1 ns. Further analysis showed that the SH3 domain was rich in millisecond time scale motions 

while the Pr segment exhibited motions on the 100 s time scale. Molecular dynamics 

simulations indicated structural rearrangements that may contribute to the observed relaxation 

rates and, together with the observed relaxation rate data, suggested that the Pr segment exhibits 
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a binding ↔ unbinding equilibrium. The results here provide new insights into the nature of the 

intramolecular complex and provide a better understanding of the biological role of the SH3 

domain in regulating DtxR activity. 

4.1 Introduction 

The diphtheria toxin repressor (DtxR) proteins function as the primary iron sensors that regulate 

iron homeostasis, oxidative stress response, and virulence in Gram-positive bacteria. First 

identified in Corynebacterium diphtheriae as responsible for the Fe-sensitive expression of the 

diphtheria toxin (79, 80), DtxR homologues have been identified in Gram-positive, Gram-

negative, and archae bacteria. DtxR contains two domains: a large, strongly conserved N-

terminal domain that functions in metal binding, dimerization, and DNA binding, and a smaller, 

less conserved C-terminal domain that structurally resembles eukaryotic SH3 domains (17, 18, 

81, 82). These two domains are connected by a flexible proline-rich (Pr) peptide segment. In the 

active metal-bound repressor, the Pr segment contacts and stabilizes the N-terminal domain 

helices that form the dimer interface. In the inactive metal-free repressor, the Pr segment is 

bound to the SH3 domain, forming an intramolecular complex (Pr–SH3) (Figure 4.1) (3) that 

resists reactivation of the inactive repressor by stabilizing the monomeric form of the protein. 

Consequently, a key step in the activation of DtxR by divalent transition metal ions must involve 

dissociation of the Pr segment from the Pr–SH3 intramolecular complex. Subsequent binding of 

the Pr segment to the N domain contributes to the stability of the activated repressor. In this 

sense, the Pr segment functions as a molecular switch: binding to the SH3 domain represents the 

“off” state while binding to the N domain represents the “on” state. This switch hypothesis 

requires that the Pr segment be relatively weakly bound to the SH3 domain to compete with the 

micromolar metal binding affinity (83, 84) of the N terminal domain. 

A previous study of the Pr–SH3 intramolecular complex (3) suggests that the Pr segment 

is, indeed, weakly bound. Here, we use 15N-NMR based relaxation measurements and molecular 

dynamics simulations to probe backbone motions of the Pr–SH3 intramolecular complex. The 

Pr–SH3 construct corresponds to residues D110–L226 of DtxR (Figure 4.1). Residues P148–

L226 form the SH3 domain. Residues R125–L135 interact most strongly with the SH3 domain 

and represent the intramolecular proline-rich ligand (the Pr segment). Residues D136–A147 

form a disordered loop that tethers the Pr segment to the SH3 domain. Residues D110–S124 are 

referred to as the N-terminal extension. Residues V117–L120 form a single turn α-helix that 
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interacts with 2′ in the SH3 domain. Motions in the complex were compared to those in the 

unbound SH3 domain, which was formed by truncation of the Pr-SH3 construct, leaving residues 

D144–L226, of which P148–L226 form the SH3 domain proper (Figure 4.1) (3). We find the Pr 

segment to exhibit motions on multiple NMR-sensitive time scales. In addition, we see Pr 

segment binding-dependent changes in the SH3 domain backbone dynamics. The nature of the 

backbone motions would contribute to a weakly stabilized intramolecular complex, consistent 

with the proposed role for this complex in DtxR.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1 Ribbon diagram structures of (a) Pr–SH3 and (b) SH3. The Pr segment in Pr–SH3 is 
indicated in black. Structures are shown in the same orientation and are from PDB files 1QW1 
and 1QVP (3), respectively. The Figure was prepared using MOLMOL (4).  
 

4.2 Results 

4.2.1 15N relaxation measurements for SH3 

Complete R1, R2, and nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) data sets were collected at 14.1 

and 16.9 T magnetic fields for 73 of the 83 amino acid residues in this construct (Figure 4.2 and 

Appendix A.1, respectively). NOE values at 16.9 T showed high variability and, in several cases, 

exceeded the theoretical maximum for this magnetic field and were not considered further 
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(relaxation rates and heteronuclear NOE values for SH3 have been deposited with the 

BioMagResBank, accession number 15255). Besides two proline residues (P148 and P160), 

resonance overlap precluded the interpretation of relaxation data for eight other residues (D144, 

A146, A156, Q167, D177, E194, N207, and R222). The average relaxation values were 

R1 = 2.18(± 0.04) s− 1 (1.93(± 0.09) s− 1), R2 = 7.19(± 0.6) s− 1 (8.97(± 0.90) s− 1) and 

NOE = 0.66(± 0.02) at 14.1 T (16.9 T). Higher than average R1 values were seen for loop regions 

and for several residues preceding α2, indicating that these regions exhibit nanosecond motions. 

Several residues (I153, D154, L182, A185, D186, I187, I195, and S205) exhibited elevated R2 

values and increased R2/R1 ratios (Figure 4.2). Most of the residues in the loop preceding α2 

(E170–T176 and Q178) showed low NOEs, as did residues preceding 3 (D199–H201), 

indicating higher frequency motions for these residues.  

4.2.2 15N relaxation measurements for Pr–SH3 

Complete backbone R1 and R2 relaxation data were obtained for 92 of the 116 residues in Pr–

SH3 at both fields (Figure 4.2 and Appendix B.1, respectively). Heteronuclear NOE data were 

collected at both fields, but the NOE data from the higher field were not used in subsequent 

analysis (relaxation rates and heteronuclear NOE values for Pr–SH3 have been deposited with 

the BioMagResBank, accession number 15254). Relaxation rates for residues in the SH3 domain 

of Pr–SH3 were similar to that of SH3, with average values of R1 = 1.83(± 0.07) s− 1 

(1.43(± 0.08) s− 1), R2 = 9.0(± 0.7) s− 1 (10.1(± 0.9) s− 1) and NOE = 0.77(± 0.05) at 14.1 T 

(16.9 T). Several residues (Q181, R188, V196, and D210) exhibited lower NOE values in Pr–

SH3 compared to the same residues in SH3. Interestingly, the relaxation rates for residues 

preceding the SH3 domain differed from those forming the SH3 domain in Pr–SH3 (Figure 4.2). 

While the average R1 for residues D110–A147 was approximately the same as that of the SH3 

domain, the average R2 and NOE were substantially lower than for SH3 domain residues. 

Concentration effects were investigated by comparing the R2 values from a CPMG = 0 

experiment at 1 mM, 0.5 mM, and 0.1 mM at 14.1 T. ANOVA analysis indicated there was no 

difference between the mean and distribution of R2 values at these three concentrations. There 

was a slight difference in R2 values for residues L125–V140 (~ 10% lower at 0.1 mM versus 

1 mM) and D144–R161 (~ 10% higher at the lowest concentration), but these differences were 

similar in magnitude to the uncertainty in the R2 measurement at the lowest concentration. 
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Figure 4.2 Backbone 15N relaxation data for Pr–SH3 (●) and SH3 ( ) constructs. (a) 
Longitudinal relaxation rate. (b) Transverse relaxation rate. (c) Heteronuclear NOE. (d) R2/R1 
ratio. Error bars in plots (a)–(c) indicate the fitting error. 
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Figure 4.3 Reduced spectral density analysis of backbone relaxation data for Pr–SH3 (●) and 
SH3 ( ) constructs. (a) J(0.87ωH); (b) J(ωN); (c) Jeff(0). 
 

 

4.2.3 Reduced spectral density mapping 

The reduced spectral density functions Jeff(0), J(ωN), and J(0.87ωH) were calculated for each 

residue in SH3 and Pr–SH3 using relaxation rates and NOE values from 14.1 T (Figure 4.3 and 

Appendix B.2 and B.3, respectively). Figure 4.3 compares Jeff(0), J(ωN), and J(0.87ωH) for Pr–

SH3 and SH3. J(ωN) is nearly uniform for all Pr–SH3 residues, with an average value of ~ 

0.3 ns/rad. J(ωN) reflects the spectral power for frequencies that contribute significantly to 

longitudinal relaxation, and consequently shows the same insensitivity to residue position as R1. 

In contrast, Jeff(0) and J(0.87ωH) indicate clear motional differences between residues of the Pr 

segment and those of the SH3 domain. Residues preceding P148 show lower Jeff (0) and higher 
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J(0.87ωH) than residues within the SH3 domain (Figure 4.3), indicating that slower motions 

contribute significantly to relaxation in the SH3 domain of Pr–SH3 while faster motions 

dominate relaxation for residues of the Pr segment. Within the SH3 domain, residues E170–

Q178 and Q181, R188, V196 and D210, which contact the Pr segment, generally showed 

elevated J(0.87ωH) and reduced Jeff (0) values compared to the rest of the SH3 domain.  

4.2.4 Modelfree analysis of backbone motions in SH3 

Relaxation rates from two fields and NOE values from one field were used to estimate the 

diffusion tensor for SH3 using a two-step filtering procedure (85) combined with an additional 

filtering as described by van Doren (86). Residues that satisfied these criteria (33 residues out of 

73) were used to characterize the diffusion tensor. The relative moments of inertia for the SH3 

construct were calculated to be 1.0:0.85:0.67, suggesting an axial model for the protein. The 

axial model was chosen over isotropic and anisotropic (or axially asymmetric) models for the 

SH3 construct based on a comparison of reduced χ2 and F-statistic values, yielding a || /D D⊥  

ratio and global rotational correlation time ( c) of 1.36 and 4.71 ns, respectively (Table 4.1).  

 

 

Table 4.1 Diffusion parameters for SH3 and Pr–SH3 from analysis of 15N relaxation by 
quadric_diffusion 

 

 Diso (10
− 7

 s
− 1

) 2Dzz/(Dxx + Dyy)
c Dxx/

Dyy 
θ (rad)

d φ (rad)
d  

(rad)
d 

2 F
e 

SH3a 3.53 ± 0.02 1.36 ± 0.05 – 0.66 ± 0.06 3.1 ± 0.09 – 2.32 11.9 

Pr–SH3b 2.56 ± 0.01 1.21 ± 0.03 – 0.6 ± 0.1 5.89 ± 0.14 – 4.1 3.36 

 

a Values of Di for 33 residues were fit using local diffusion approximation. 
b Values of Di for 26 residues were fit using local diffusion approximation. 
c Diso = Dxx = Dyy = Dzz; 

e D|| = Dzz, D⊥ = Dxx = Dyy, Diso = (D|| + 2 D⊥ )/3, D|| 

/ D⊥ = 2Dzz/(Dxx + Dyy). 
d Orientation angles of diffusion tensor. 
e F-test to test the significance in addition of extra variable to the fit. 
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Figure 4.4 Microdynamic parameters obtained from Modelfree analysis of backbone relaxation 
data for the Pr–SH3 (●) and SH3 ( ) constructs. (a) Local correlation time, e. (b) 
Conformational exchange rate, Rex, for PrSH3. (c) Conformational exchange rate, Rex, for SH3. 
(d) Order parameters for all residues fit to a Modelfree motional model. Error bars indicate 
fitting errors. 
 

 

The internal motion parameters for 73 residues of SH3 were analyzed by Modelfree (87) using 

relaxation rates from two magnetic fields (14.1 and 16.9 T) and NOE data at 14.1T. SH3 

residues were most frequently fitted to model LS-2 (29 of 73 residues; Appendix B.4). Thirteen 
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residues were fitted to LS-1, 5 to LS-3, 19 to LS-4, and 4 to LS-5. Three residues (N169, H216, 

and H219) could not be fitted to any model. Following model selection, Modelfree parameters 

for SH3 were optimized using an axially symmetrical diffusion tensor, yielding c = 4.76 ns and 

D||/ D⊥ = 1.38. The results for SH3 are shown in Figure 4.4. The average generalized order 

parameter, <S
2>, for the backbone was 0.85 ± 0.05, ignoring residues with high error and 

unreliable parameters (see below). For the two helical regions, <S
2> was 0.88 ± 0.026 (α1) and 

0.91 ± 0.03 (α2), respectively, and <S
2> was 0.88 ± 0.026 ( 1), 0.85 ± 0.025 ( 2), 0.86 ± 0.026 

( 2′), 0.86 ± 0.026 ( 3), 0.83 ± 0.025 ( 4) and 0.88 ± 0.025 ( 5) for the five -strands. 

4.2.5 Modelfree analysis for Pr–SH3 

Relaxation rates (14.1 T and 16.9 T) and NOE values (14.1 T) were used to estimate the 

diffusion tensor for Pr-SH3 as outlined above. The relative moments of inertia for the Pr–SH3 

construct were 1.0:0.86:0.66. An axially symmetric diffusion model was identified for Pr-SH3 

using the 26 residues that survived the coarse and fine filters. Binding the Pr segment changes 

the shape of the protein, making it less axially symmetric than the free SH3 domain. Initial 

estimates for D||/ D⊥  (1.21) and c (6.5 ns) were obtained (Table 4.1) and used as input for 

Modelfree calculations. 

Of the 98 Pr–SH3 residues that were analyzed by Modelfree, 11 were fitted to LS-1, 47 

to LS-2, 3 to LS-3, 13 to LS-4, and 20 to LS-5 (Figure 4.4 and Appendix B.5). Four residues 

could not be fitted to any of the five traditional Modelfree models (F128, N142, D144, and 

N169). A final optimization for all residues assigned motional models yielded c = 6.52 ns and 

D||/ D⊥ = 1.19. The <S
2> for residues P148–L226 of the PrSH3 intramolecular complex was 

0.83 ± 0.06. <S
2> for the two helical regions in Pr–SH3 was 0.89 ± 0.03 (α1) and 0.81 ± 0.04 

(α2), respectively, and, for the five -strands, was 0.89 ± 0.03 ( 1), 0.80 ± 0.04 ( 2), 0.80 ± 0.04 

( 2′), 0.85 ± 0.10 ( 3), 0.76 ± 0.04 ( 4) and 0.89 ± 0.03 ( 5). The order parameters show 4 to 

be the most flexible of the secondary structures, followed by 2, 2′, and α2. The majority of 

residues forming secondary structures have internal correlation times e ~ 33–160 ps except for 

residues at the ends of the secondary structure elements (K162, E192, and V196), which had e 

~ 1.4–2.2 ns (Figure 4.4). High e values were also obtained for residues I171–F179 and other 

residues belonging to loops in the SH3 domain. The loop within residues A185–S191 showed e 

~ 35–210 ps, except for R188 ( e = 1.1 ns). Residues assigned to LS-3 or LS-4 generally had Rex 
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values in the ~ 1–7 Hz range (Figure 4.4). Residue I171 had Rex = 0.013 s− 1. This residue is 

assigned to LS-4 but the statistical certainty of this assignment instead of LS-2 is rather low and 

it may be that neither model adequately describes the motions of this residue. Residues D110–

A147, which include the Pr segment (R125–G135) and precede the SH3 domain of Pr–SH3, 

were fitted to LS-2 or LS-5, except for K118 and L120, which were fitted to LS-4. The average 

order parameter for D110–A147 is <S
2> = 0.31 ± 0.07. The internal correlation time for many of 

these residues was high, with e ~ 0.64–1.04 ns. 

This filtering and model assignment strategy allowed model assignment for nearly all 

residues in both SH3 and Pr–SH3. Still, there were several residues for which Modelfree failed 

to adequately describe the relaxation rates. For example, S158 was consistently assigned to LS-3 

in SH3, but gave S2 = 1 with a very small Rex value. In Pr-SH3, this residue was assigned to LS-

2, but was refined to give a large e and associated error. Clearly, neither LS-2 or LS-3 appear to 

adequately describe the motions in this residue, nor could it be assigned to LS-4 or LS-5, even 

with the AIC filtering (88) of the reduced χ2 values. In addition, A218 and I223 (both assigned to 

LS-1) also showed S
2 → 1. S

2 values approaching unity have been observed in other SH3 

domains (89, 90) and in other proteins (86, 91, 92). When this happens, the generalized order 

parameter loses sensitivity to the observed relaxation rates (93) and becomes less reliable. 

Other residues assigned to motional models yielded non-sensible internal motional 

values. R161, assigned to LS-5 in PrSH3, consistently gave e at the maximal value allowed in 

the refinement (up to e = 10,000 ps in one refinement). K162, E192, V196, H201, D215, and 

D216 gave large e values ( e > ~ 1000 ps, generally with very large errors) in Pr–SH3; G208, 

D212, and D215 exhibited similar behavior in SH3. Motion on this time scale introduces 

substantial error into the model-free calculation and precludes a quantitative interpretation of the 

fitted parameters (94-96). The axial diffusion tensor used to model the relaxation values can 

introduce spurious high-frequency motions (97). However, the Pr-SH3 domain, for which most 

of these residues were identified, was less axially symmetric than SH3 and refinement using an 

isotropic diffusion tensor yielded essentially identical results (not shown). Since many of these 

residues exhibit internal motions on a time scale approaching that of the global rotational 

correlation time, it is likely that global and internal motions may not be separable in this protein. 
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Figure 4.5 Analysis of slow motions in Pr–SH3. (a) Difference in transverse relaxation rate 
(ΔR2) at cpmg ~ 1000 Hz and cpmg ~ 0 Hz. (b) Ratio of transverse to rotating frame relaxation 
rate. 
 

 

4.2.6 Millisecond backbone motions in Pr-SH3 

The preceding spectral density and Modelfree analysis of the relaxation data indicated the 

presence of slow, millisecond time scale motions for many residues of the SH3 domain in Pr–

SH3, whereas residues of the Pr segment generally showed faster motion. The extent of 

millisecond motions in Pr–SH3 was investigated by the difference in transverse relaxation rates, 

ΔR2, determined from CPMG experiments using high and low effective magnetic fields (98), a 

simplified version of the relaxation dispersion experiment (99). Figure 4.5(a) plots the ΔR2 

values (14.1 T) for residues in Pr–SH3 for which this measurement could be made. The data 

range from a low of − 0.53 to a high of 6.07 s− 1. The average ΔR2 value was 2.46(± 1.35) s− 1; 

the average was higher for residues of the SH3 domain (2.89(± 1.35) s− 1) than for residues 

preceding the SH3 domain (1.29(± 1.0) s− 1). A conservative estimate for the distribution of ΔR2 

values suggests that ΔR2 < 2.18 s− 1 or ΔR2 > 2.75 s− 1 are significantly different from the mean 

(2.46 s− 1). Using this criterion, residues in most of the secondary structures show millisecond 
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backbone motions. On the other hand, with the exception of L120, residues of the Pr segment 

and residues E170–F179 and A185–G190 show little motion on this time scale.  

4.2.7 Microsecond backbone motions in Pr-SH3 

The extent of microsecond motions was investigated by determining the R2/R1ρ ratio (see 

BioMagResBank submission for R1ρ values). In the absence of conformational exchange, R2 and 

R1ρ should be equal. Therefore, R2/R1ρ values close to unity indicate an absence of motions in the 

100's s time scale, whereas values larger than unity indicate the presence of motion on this time 

scale (89). As shown in Figure 4.5(b), most of the SH3 domain residues show ratios close to 

unity (<R2/R1ρ> = 1.01 ± 0.01 for SH3 domain residues), indicating little motion on the ~ 100 s 

time scale. R2/R1ρ values > 1 were obtained for several residues (S124, N130, G149, I153, I195, 

G200, I202, G208, E212, and I223). Residues G200, I202, and G208 either contact or are near 

residues of the Pr segment, which may explain their elevated R2/R1ρ values. Finally, the R2/R1ρ 

ratio theoretically cannot be less than unity, yet we clearly see R2/R1ρ < 1 for V119, I132, R188, 

and A218. This may arise from incomplete suppression of conformational exchange at the 

effective spin-lock field strength used in the R1ρ experiment or from incomplete suppression of 

chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), dipole-dipole cross-correlation effects in the R2 and R1ρ pulse 

sequences (89).  

4.2.8 MD simulations of Pr-SH3 and SH3 

Molecular dynamics simulations (~ 50 ns) were run for both Pr–SH3 and SH3. Backbone root-

mean-square deviations of all -strands were 0.70 Å and 1.27 Å, respectively, for the two 

proteins from their starting NMR structures. Both simulations showed extensive motions of the 

SH3 domain, including an open–close motion for the residues forming the omega-shaped loop 

that contains α2 (Q178–D184) and corresponds to the RT loop of eukaryotic SH3 domains. This 

motion is depicted in Figure 4.6(a), which plots for both proteins the distance between the Cα 

atoms of L182 (in α2) and D210 (in 4) along the trajectory. These two residues are located 

across the top of the Pr segment binding pocket. In the Pr–SH3 construct the C-terminal end of 

α2 appeared to be anchored to the Pr segment at the early stages of the trajectory. At about 16 ns 

the distance between L182 and D210 increased abruptly from 17 Å to ~ 27 Å and then quickly 

returned to ~ 17 Å for the remainder of the trajectory. A representative structure of the open 

form of the Pr–SH3 construct occurring at 16 ns is shown in Figure 4.6(b). Similar movements 
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of α2 were also observed in the trajectory of the SH3 construct (Figure 4.6(b)). The Pr segment 

of Pr-SH3 showed extensive flexibility during the 50 ns simulation but remained bound to the 

SH3 domain.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Molecular dynamics trajectories for Pr–SH3 and SH3. (a) Instantaneous Cα–Cα 
distance for residues L182–D210 in Pr–SH3 (black) and SH3 (gray) during a 50 ns molecular 
dynamics trajectory. (b) Ribbon diagram of Pr–SH3 (yellow) and SH3 (cyan) showing the 
location of α2 in an “open” structure (structures are taken at the point (15.662 ns) marked by the 
asterisk in (a)). The Pr segment (red) is indicated in the Pr–SH3 structure. Figure 4.1 shows the 
location of α2 in the initial, or “closed” structures. 
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Figure 4.7 Modeled backbone 15N relaxation data used to estimate the fractional occupancy of 
the ligand binding site in Pr–SH3. Experimental (●) and modeled (□) relaxation rates. The error 
bars for experimental R2 rates are as for Figure 4.2(b). 
 

 

The trajectories were used to calculate R1, R2, and NOE (100). After scaling the global 

correlation time by fitting to the 14.1 T experimental data, the calculated relaxation rates and 

NOE values reproduced the experimental results for residues in the SH3 domain of Pr-SH3 quite 

well, although there were exceptions (Figure 4.7; modeled relaxation rates for the 16.9 T data are 

shown in Appendix B.6). The modeled R1 rates captured the elevated R1 relaxation rates for 

residues D177–Q181, but underestimated the rates for L214–I221 (Figure 4.7(a)). The modeled 

R2 rates for residues Q173–T176 were in good agreement with the observed values, but 

underestimated the observed values for residues I153–R161, A185–S191, and G200–T203 

(Figure 4.7(b)). NOE values for residues following α2 (A185–S191) were underestimated by the 
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molecular dynamics (MD) results. Modelfree analysis required Rex to fit the relaxation data for 

many of these residues and the MD simulations would not be able to pick up these slower 

motions. Finally, R2 and NOE values from the MD trajectory overestimated the experimental 

values for residues preceding the SH3 domain. However, they could be reconciled with the 

experimental data by assuming an equilibrium involving bound and unbound forms (see below). 

R1, R2, and NOE values calculated from the MD trajectory for SH3 matched the experimental 

results quite well (not shown).  

 

4.3 Discussion 

4.3.1 Backbone dynamics in the bound and free SH3 domain 

In the following, we refer to the SH3 construct as the “free” or “unbound” form (grey symbols in 

Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5) and the Pr–SH3 construct as the “bound” form 

(black symbols). An objective for this research was to determine how backbone dynamics are 

affected by intramolecular complex formation. In general, our results show that the backbone 

dynamics of SH3 domain residues is fairly similar in the bound and free forms, but there are 

some interesting and informative differences. 

Residues forming the SH3 domain of the SH3 and Pr–SH3 constructs show uniform NOE 

values, with lower values seen for residues in the omega loop (N169–L182) and the 2′– 3 loop 

(R198–I202). Within these two regions, residues from PrSH3 show slightly lower NOE values 

than residues in SH3. Ligand binding also lowered the NOE value for residues Q173, R188, and 

D210, suggesting that complex formation increased the high frequency motions in these 

residues. 

The R1 rates for SH3 and Pr–SH3 were generally well correlated (squared correlation 

coefficient to a straight line was 0.85) with the largest differences falling in the omega loop. 

Specifically, R1 was consistently lower for residues preceding α2 in SH3 than in Pr–SH3, 

suggesting that interactions between these residues and the -strands present in SH3 may be lost 

in Pr–SH3. There are more subtle differences in the R2 values. As shown in Figure 4.2(b), R2 for 

SH3 residues of are fairly constant, with increases immediately preceding α1, α2, and at the end 

of 3. SH3 residues in Pr–SH3 show similar trends, but R2 values in Pr-SH3 are also elevated for 

residues preceding 1 and following α2 compared to the SH3 domain. Interestingly, the 
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distribution of R2 values in Pr–SH3 differs from that in SH3. R2 values in SH3 are sharply 

peaked at the mean with a few extreme values whereas the Pr–SH3 R2 values assume a more 

normal distribution (excess kurtosis value = 3.9 versus 5.0 for Pr–SH3 and SH3, respectively). 

In terms of the Modelfree parameterization of the backbone motions, e partitioned 

roughly into two groups. For most residues of both SH3 and Pr–SH3, e < 100 ps, but several 

residues preceding α2 in the omega loop and several residues in the loops and turns connecting 

-strands in Pr–SH3 showed e ~ 1000 ps or higher (note the logarithmic ordinate scale in Figure 

4.4(a)). On the other hand, fewer residues in SH3 show e of this magnitude. Slower motions, as 

reflected in Rex, are found throughout the backbone of both SH3 and Pr–SH3. Residues with 

particularly high Rex values include I153 (preceding α1), L182 and A185–I187 (after α2, 

respectively). However, Rex terms are required to model the relaxation rates of 24 residues in 

SH3 compared to only 14 in Pr–SH3, suggesting that intramolecular complex formation 

substantially reduces low-frequency motions in the SH3 domain. 

4.3.2 Dynamic behavior of the Pr segment 

Given the extensive ligand–SH3 contacts in the Pr–SH3 structure (3) we expected the Pr 

segment relaxation rates to approximate those of the SH3 domain residues. However, the 

observed data differed dramatically from this expectation. Specifically, the R1 (and J(ωN)) values 

of the Pr segment are similar to those of the SH3 domain, implying that the backbone of the Pr 

segment exhibits overall motion on a time scale similar to the backbone residues of the SH3 

domain. In contrast, the R2 (Jeff(0)) and NOE (J(0.87ωH)) values differ significantly for the two 

parts of the Pr–SH3 construct, suggesting that the Pr segment backbone is nearly as flexible as 

the backbone of a disordered protein (92, 101).  

How can we reconcile this paradoxical motional picture? As is well known, R1 and R2 

exhibit different dependencies on the rotational correlation time, c. R1 first increases and then 

decreases with c with a maximum rate that depends on the external magnetic field and 

eff = ( e c)/( e + c). R2 approximates R1 in the extreme narrowing regime but rises 

approximately linearly as c increases (Figure 4.8). Proteins typically fall on the high c side of 

this curve, especially at external magnetic fields above 14.1 T (102) and show R2/R1 ratios that 

are much larger than unity. We propose that residues of the SH3 domain of Pr–SH3 occur on the 

high c portion of this maximum while the residues of the Pr segment are either closer to the 

maximum or fall on the low c portion of the curve.  
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Figure 4.8 Calculated R1 and R2 relaxation rates for an 15N nucleus in 14.1 T external field 
comparing the relaxation rates of an isotropically tumbling protein experiencing motions in two 
different time regimes. Continuous lines show R1 and R2 assuming LS-2 parameterized with 
S

2 = 0.90 and e = 50 ps. This is roughly the behavior seen for the backbone amides in the SH3 
portion of the Pr–SH3 construct. Broken lines show R1 and R2 assuming S

2 = 0.30 and 
e = 800 ps, conditions that approximate those for the backbone amides in the Pr segment of Pr–

SH3. The two arrows indicate the c values for the Pr (2.2 ns) and SH3 (3.8 ns) calculated from 
the reduced spectral density analysis. The calculated relaxation rates show that R1 is fairly 
insensitive to these different motional parameters while R2 changes significantly. 
 

 

The average spectral density values were used to calculate eff for the Pr segment and the 

SH3 domain separately as (103): 
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yielding eff ~ 2.2 ns and eff ~ 3.8 ns, respectively, which are to be compared with c = 6.5 ns for 

Pr–SH3 calculated from Modelfree. As readily appreciated from Figure 4.8, changing the c by 

± 2 ns from 4.5 ns results in only minor changes in R1 whereas the same change in c results in 

substantial changes in R2. For residues of the SH3 domain having eff ~ 3.8 ns, R1 and R2 differ 

by ~ 3.1 s− 1 (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.8), whereas for residues of the Pr segment, with eff 

~ 2.2 ns, these two values are much closer (~ 0.4 s− 1), which models the observed differences in 

R1 and R2 for these two regions. The relaxation rates in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.8 do not precisely 

reproduce the experimental values due to the assumptions inherent in calculating the relaxation 

rates of an isotropically tumbling particle. Introducing axial symmetry in the rotational diffusion 

tensor would increase R1 for prolate ellipses without significantly altering the conclusions drawn 

here; the effect is smaller still for oblate ellipses (104). Therefore, these results illustrate the 
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general idea that the Pr segment can exhibit motions with an effective correlation time that 

differs from the SH3 domain. 

 

 

Table 4.2 Calculated relaxation rates assuming isotropic diffusion tensor  
 

 R1 (s
− 1

) R2 (s
− 1

) NOE 

SH3a 2.31 5.51 0.73 

Pr segmentb 1.92 2.39 − 0.07 

 

a Calculated at 14.1 T for an isotropically diffusing particle with c = 3.8 ns, S
2 = 0.85, and 

e = 50 ps using the two-term spectral density function corresponding to model 2 of the 
Modelfree formalism. 
 
b Calculated at 14.1 T for an isotropically diffusing particle with c = 2.2 ns, S

2 = 0.30, and 
e = 800 ps using the two-term spectral density function corresponding to model 2 of the 

Modelfree formalism. 
 

 

4.3.3 Time scales of motions in the Pr segment 

The Pr–SH3 relaxation data suggest high flexibility for all residues preceding the SH3 domain; 

indeed each of these residues is completely exchanged with deuterons within 10 min after 

dissolution in deuterated buffer (not shown). To further define the kinds of motions that may be 

occurring, we probed the motions of Pr–SH3 on two different time scales (Figure 4.5). First, 

motions on the low millisecond time scale were determined as the difference in R2 (ΔR2) values 

measured in a refocusing pulse-train with CPMG ~ 1000 Hz and CPMG ~ 0 (105). This 

measurement can be viewed as a limiting case of relaxation dispersion analysis performed using 

a more extensive range of refocusing fields (106-109). In principle, ΔR2 is similar to the Rex 

obtained for residues fitted to LS-3 in Modelfree. However, the ΔR2 measurement has the 

advantage of being a primary result that does not depend on a specific motional model for fitting, 

which is the case for Rex. The ΔR2 values (Figure 4.5(a)) show that SH3 domain residues of Pr–

SH3 exhibit extensive motions on the millisecond time scale whereas the Pr segment does not. 

Comparison of Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.5 shows a close correspondence in the absolute values of 
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the exchange rate and in the dependence on residue position along the sequence. For example, 

residues in α1 require Rex in Modelfree and also show high ΔR2 values. Similar correspondence 

is seen for residues in α2 and in the turns between -strands. 

Second, motions on a slightly faster time scale were investigated using the R2/R1ρ ratio. 

When R2 is measured using CPMG ~ 1500 Hz, this ratio is sensitive to motions on the ~ 100 s 

time scale (98). R2/R1ρ values near unity indicate little motion on this time scale while values 

larger than unity more extensive motions. As shown in Figure 4.5(b), the SH3 domain of Pr–SH3 

shows little motion on this time scale, with the exception of a few loops, whereas the entire Pr 

segment of PrSH3 shows large deviations from unity, indicating the presence of extensive 

motions on this time scale. 

These additional relaxation measurements suggest that SH3 domain residues exhibit a 

slow “breathing” motion while Pr segment residues undergo more rapid fluctuations. In the 

following, we use the MD trajectories to speculate on two limiting motions: an equilibrium 

between bound and flexible unbound states (binding equilibrium) or an ensemble of rapidly 

inter-converting bound states (bound ensemble). 

4.3.4 “Binding equilibrium” model 

If the Pr segment was sampling both bound and unbound states during the relaxation 

measurement, we would expect the observed relaxation parameters to reflect a time or 

population-weighted average of the relaxation of the two limiting states. As the Pr segment did 

not dissociate from the binding pocket during the MD simulation of the Pr–SH3 construct, we 

assume this represents the hypothetical “100%” bound state (R2
bnd). The R2 values for the 

hypothetical “0%” bound state (R2
free) were obtained from an MD simulation of a peptide 

corresponding to residues L120–V140, which contains the Pr segment. The global correlation 

time was rescaled to match with experimental R2 for 15N-L135 and 15N-L138 measured on the 

same peptide. We assume a linear change of R2 between the bound and unbound states and 

estimate the fraction bound as (110):  

 

 
( )
( )

obs free
2 2

b bnd free
2 2

R R
f

R R

−
=

−
 (4.2) 

Similar equations can be written for NOE and R1, but the relative insensitivity of R1 to residue 

position rendered R1 useless in calculating the fraction bound. Combining the results for R2 and 
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NOE yielded an average value of ~ 30% for the bound fraction. This number is remarkably 

similar to the generalized order parameter obtained for residues of the Pr segment assuming 

S
2 → 0 and S2 → 1 for an unbound and bound Pr segment, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.7, 

R1, R2, and NOE values reconstructed according to equation (4.2) for residues L120 to V140 

agreed well with experimental results. This low value for the bound fraction may explain the low 

number and weak intensity of the ligand-protein 1H-1H NOEs measured for the intramolecular 

complex (3).  

Evidence of the flexible, unbound nature of the Pr segment also comes from the reduced 

spectral densities. For example, J(0.87ωH) is generally higher in unfolded drk than in the folded 

form (101); J(0.87ωH) for the Pr segment is roughly five times larger than for residues in the 

SH3 domain. Similarly, compared to regular secondary structures in eglin c, J(0) was lower by 

~ 33% in mobile loops and lower by ~ 66% in the disordered N terminus (111); Jeff(0) for the Pr 

segment of Pr–SH3 is roughly 60% lower than in the SH3 domain. Thus, the reduced spectral 

densities indicate that the Pr segment is not completely disordered, nor is it as ordered as the 

SH3 domain. 

4.3.5 Motions in the bound state 

The MD simulations indicated motions within the SH3 domain that could affect the 

motions of the bound Pr segment. In particular, the omega loop underwent significant excursions 

during the simulation, resulting more “open” conformations (Figure 4.6(b)). This opening 

motion occurred in simulations of Pr–SH3 and SH3, suggesting that it may be intrinsic to this 

SH3 domain. A flexible omega loop would generate an open binding site and allow the bound Pr 

segment to adopt an ensemble of bound structures that interconvert on the s time scale, 

consistent with the R2/R1ρ values (Figure 4.5(b)). 

In summary, the relaxation data and MD simulations suggest that the SH3 domain has an 

intrinsic flexibility associated with it. In particular, the omega loop appears to undergo 

“flapping” motions that generate a transiently open binding pocket into which the Pr segment 

can bind. If flap opening is a rare event, the binding affinity of the Pr segment would be low. 

Tethering the Pr segment to the SH3 domain would increase the probability that the Pr segment 

is positioned near the binding pocket, thereby increasing the effective binding affinity (3, 112). 

The relaxation data suggest that ligand binding reduces the long time scale motions of the SH3 

domain while increasing faster motions. We can now interpret this in terms of a flexible binding 
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pocket that experiences a restriction in conformational space upon ligand binding, resulting in a 

redistribution of the motions towards higher frequency motions. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Mode collectivity, , versus eigenvalue for each eigenmode, i, from the iRED 
analysis for the Pr–SH3 trajectory. The absence of a significant gap between the five points with 
largest i values and the rest of the data indicate that internal and external motions are not 
separable, as suggested by analysis of the experimental relaxation data. 
 

 

It is interesting to ask whether the motions of the Pr segment are coupled to that of the 

SH3 domain or whether they occur independently. According to Brüschweiler (100), correlated 

motions can be identified from the eigenmodes of the covariance matrix for inter-residue 

fluctuations along the MD trajectory. The first five eigenmodes are associated with global 

reorientation and are essentially irrelevant to this discussion. However, we note in passing that 

the collectivity, , which is a measure of the percentage of residue interactions that contribute to 

a given eigenmode, shows a nearly continuous distribution of eigenvalues for Pr–SH3 (Figure 

4.9), and the separability index, g, for this trajectory is 2.35. A large separability index indicates 

complete separation of internal and global motions. By comparison with Pr–SH3, partially 

folded ubiquitin has a separability index of 9 (113). This suggests that the internal and external 

motions of PrSH3 are not completely separable, in agreement with analysis of the NMR-derived 

relaxation rates. Beyond the global tumbling modes, each of the subsequent eigenmodes can be 

analyzed for spin interactions that contribute significantly to that mode. For example, the only 

residues with significant amplitudes for eigenmode 7 are E212, L213, and D215, indicating that 

this eigenmode represents motion of the loop between 4 and 5 (Figure 4.10(a) and (c)). In 
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contrast, eigenmode 9 arises from collective motion of residues in the omega loop, the Pr 

segment and residues forming the other side of the ligand binding pocket (Figure 4.10(b) and 

(d)). Other eigenmodes also suggest collective motions. For example, eigenmode 8 shows 

correlated motions involving residues following 4 and in α1 that are consistent with the high e 

values seen for these latter residues in the Modelfree analysis.  

4.3.6 Metal activation of DtxR 

Metal activation of the diphtheria toxin repressor induces extensive structural reordering of the 

repressor. The Pr segment is bound intramolecularly by the SH3 domain in the apo-repressor (3) 

whereas it interacts with the helices of the dimer interface in the metal-activated holo-repressor. 

We showed previously that intramolecular complex formation functions to counteract dimer 

formation in apoDtxR according to the following minimal scheme: 

 

2A ↔ A2 ↔ H2 

 

Here, A represents the monomeric apo-repressor, A2 the dimeric apo-repressor and H2 the 

dimeric holo-repressor. We propose that the 2A ↔ A2 equilibrium reflects the dissociation of the 

Pr–SH3 intramolecular complex followed by dimerization (apparent KD ~ 4 M) (84, 114, 115) 

whereas the A2 ↔ H2 transition is controlled by metal binding (apparent KD ~ 1–3 M) (84, 114, 

115). In this sense, intramolecular binding and dissociation of the Pr segment functions as a 

“switch” in DtxR activation. This is reminiscent of regulatory intramolecular complexes found in 

eukaryotic receptor tyrosine kinases (116-122) in which a weakly bound, internal proline-rich 

segment must compete with external proline-rich segments having much higher affinity for the 

SH3 domain. Linking the internal proline-rich peptide ligand to the SH3 receptor in a single 

polypeptide chain enhances the binding affinity in a manner that depends on the length of the 

flexible linker (123) and minimizes the possibility of homo-dimerization through the proline-rich 

peptide segments (124).  
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Figure 4.10 Re-orientational eigenvectors from iRED analysis of the Pr–SH3 trajectory. 
Eigenvectors for eigenmode 7 (a) and eigenmode 9 (b) are plotted as the component of the 
principal order parameter (δS2) for each residue. Cross-eyed stereo representations of Pr–SH3 
showing the residues contributing to eigenmode 7 (c) or eigenmode 9 (d). In both structures, N 
atoms of the contributing residues are shown as red spheres. 
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An objective for this study was to further characterize this “switch hypothesis” for the Pr 

segment in DtxR activation. According to this model, the binding of the Pr segment to the SH3 

domain requires delicate balance. An intramolecular binding affinity that is too strong would 

drive the apo-repressor to the monomeric form and DtxR might then be less sensitive to changes 

in the intracellular iron concentration. On the other hand, if the Pr segment binding were too 

weak or non-existent, then metal binding would dominate and the sensor function of DtxR might 

be compromised. Intermolecular binding of the Pr segment by the DtxR SH3 domain is quite 

weak (KD ~ 750 M); NMR and MD simulation results reported here suggest that the 

intramolecularly bound fraction is ~ 30%. It is possible that the dynamic nature of the various 

species, such as the unbound and bound SH3 domains studied here facilitate their rapid transition 

in response to environmental changes. 

Given the importance of this intramolecular interaction in regulating the energetics of 

metal activation in DtxR, it is not surprising that most DtxR homologues exhibit a two-domain 

structure with homologous SH3 and Pr segment regions. What is surprising, perhaps, is that a 

few of the known DtxR homologues do not have SH3-like domains. Instead, these latter proteins, 

the manganese-responsive repressors MntR from Bacillus subtilis and AntR from Bacillus 

anthracis, contain a single domain with an extended dimer interface (125, 126) and exhibit 

metal-independent dimer formation (127, 128). Both MntR and AntR demonstrate apparent 

metal binding affinity that is lower than the available intracellular “free” Mn(II) concentration so 

that physiological changes in Mn(II) concentration result in approximately linear changes in 

repressor activity. On the other hand, modulating the monomer ↔ dimer equilibrium by 

intramolecular complex formation in DtxR, IdeR, and other two-domain homologues, may 

generate a non-linear, “all-or-none” response to smaller changes in the intracellular Fe(II) levels. 

It is possible that additional regulatory mechanisms may be operating in the MntR/AntR group 

of DtxR homologues. 

 

4.4 Materials and Methods 

Protein expression and purification. Generation of the Pr-SH3 and SH3 constructs in pET-

15b was described (3). 15N-labeled samples of SH3 and Pr-SH3 were expressed and purified as 

described (3). NMR samples were prepared by concentrating the protein to ~ 0.8 mM and 

dialyzing against NMR buffer (50 mM phosphate buffer containing 0.4% (w/v) NaN3 and 10% 
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(v/v) 2H2O (pH 6.5)). Previous work established that both proteins are monomeric under these 

solution conditions (3).  

Peptide synthesis and purification. An 15N-leucine labeled peptide containing the DtxR Pr 

segment (residues L120–V140: LKDVSRSPFGNPIPGLDELGV) was synthesized in an in-

house facility at Florida State University. Crude peptide was purified by size exclusion 

chromatography over a Sephadex G-25 (Sigma) column. Fractions containing peptide were 

collected, dried, resuspended in NMR buffer and pooled. The peptide mass was determined 

using matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry to confirm the amino acid 

composition. 

NMR data collection. All NMR spectra were collected at 30 °C on three-channel Varian 

Unityplus spectrometers equipped with waveform generators and a z-axis pulsed field gradient 

accessory operating at 600 MHz or 720 MHz proton frequency. The 15N R1, R2 and 1H–15N NOE 

spectra were measured with enhanced sensitivity pulse-field gradient pulse sequences (129). 

Recycle delays of 1.5 s and 2 s were used in the R1 and R2 experiments for the SH3 and Pr-SH3 

proteins. Spectra at 600 MHz were collected as 200 × 512 complex matrices with spectral widths 

of 2200 Hz and 10000 Hz in the 15N and 1 H dimensions, respectively; spectra at 720 MHz were 

collected as 200 × 512 complex matrices with spectral widths of 2500 Hz and 12001 Hz in the 
15N and 1H dimensions, respectively. On either instrument, spectra were collected using 16 scans 

per t1 point for R1 relaxation delays of 10, 50 (× 2), 150 (× 2), 250, 400 (× 2), 650, 900 (× 2), and 

1500 ms and R2 relaxation delays of 10, 30 (× 2), 50 (× 2), 70, 90, 110, 150, 170 (× 2), 210, 250 

(× 2) ms. The repeated spectra were used to estimate instrumental error. Transverse relaxation 

optimized spectroscopy (TROSY)-Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) spectra were recorded 

with 16 scans and a 1.5 s recycle delay. Relaxation delays of 10, 30, 50 (× 2), 70 (× 2), 90, 150, 

170 (× 2), 210 ms were used for recording spectra at cpmg ~ 1000 Hz and cpmg ~ 0 Hz (a 180° 

pulse replaced the CPMG train) (130, 131). The 1H–15N NOE spectra(132, 133) were collected 

using a 3 s train of 120° proton pulses as 32 scans per t1 time point, with a 6 s relaxation delay 

between scans (the 1 H saturation was applied for the last 3 s of the relaxation delay). Control 

spectra were collected using an identical sequence except that the 3 s 1 H pulse train was applied 

at > 60 dB lower power. This sequence begins with a 90° proton pulse followed by a gradient to 

ensure that magnetization originates on the nitrogen spins. A water-selective 90° flip-back pulse 

was applied immediately prior to the hard proton pulse to minimize radiation dampening and to 

enhance the spectral baseplane (133). Careful optimization of the water flip-back pulse gave 
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satisfactory performance of the NOE experiment on the 14.1 T instrument, but the same 

experiment could not be optimized on the 16.9 T instrument, such that several of the measured 

NOE values were larger than the theoretical maximum for that field. 

R1ρ spectra were recorded at 600 MHz for Pr–SH3 for relaxation delays of 10, 30 (× 2), 

50 (× 2), 70, 90 (× 2), 150, 170 (× 2), and 210 ms using a 1.5 kHz spin lock and a recycle delay 

of 2 s. Heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra were collected before and after 

each relaxation measurement to verify the sample integrity. R1, R2 and 1H–15N NOE relaxation 

data for the 15N-Leu-labeled Pr segment peptide were collected at 30 °C on the 600 MHz 

instrument as 1D spectra using spectral parameters and relaxation delays identical to those given 

above, except that spectra were collected in eight scans per spectrum. All data were processed 

using the nmrPipe and analyzed using NMRView (134).  

Relaxation data analysis. The R1, R2, and R1ρ values for each resonance were determined by 

fitting the measured peak volumes for each delay time to a single exponential decay curve using 

tools available in NMRview (version 5) (134). The uncertainty in the fitted relaxation time was 

estimated as the geometric mean of the difference between the best fit and upper bound and the 

difference of the best fit and lower bound confidence levels obtained from Monte Carlo 

simulation. The 1H–15N NOE was obtained from the ratio of the peak volumes with and without 

the 3 s proton saturation. The NOE error ( NOE) was calculated as: 
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 (4.3) 

 

where sat and unsat represent the root-mean-square variation in the noise in empty spectral 

regions of the spectra with and without proton saturation and Isat and Iunsat are the measured 

intensities of a particular resonance in the presences and absence of proton saturation. The 

measured R1ρ
app were corrected for resonance offset using the following equation (89): 
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with  = tan− 1 (ωSL/Δω) , where ωSL is the spin lock power and Δω is the resonance offset. The 

difference in R2 relaxation rates (ΔR2) using cpmg ~ 1000 Hz and cpmg ~ 0 Hz were calculated as 

the difference in the R2 values obtained by fitting the TROSY-CPMG data to single exponential 

decay curves. 

Model-free analysis. Relaxation rates from two fields and NOE values from one field were 

analyzed according to the extended Lipari-Szabo formalism (135, 136) using the Modelfree 

program (version 4.15) (87). The raw relaxation rates and NOE values were filtered as outlined 

by Pawley (85). The data were further filtered by removing residues exhibiting high J(ωN) and 

Rex values (obtained from ΔR2 values) (86). The diffusion tensor and an initial estimate for the 

global correlation time were estimated using the quadric_diffusion program (137, 138) (A.G. 

Palmer, Columbia University) to identify an appropriate diffusion model based on local diffusion 

properties of individual backbone amides that was then used to parameterize internal motions of 

the individual amide bond vectors in Modelfree. The relaxation data for each residue were tested 

against motional models (87) of increasing complexity, based on a spectral density function 

having the form: 
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where S2 = Sf
2 Ss

2 is the generalized order parameter, c is the global correlation time, and eff is 

the local effective correlation time given by τeff = (τeτc)/(τe + τc), with e being the correlation 

time for internal motion, Sf
2 is the generalized order parameter for fast internal motions, and Ss

2 

is the order parameter for slow internal motions. A particular motional model was assumed to fit 

the relaxation data for a given residue when the model could reproduce the experimental 

relaxation data within 90% confidence limits (using critical value α = 0.1) and the resolved 

parameters were larger than their associated errors. Additionally, individual models were 

compared using Akaike's information criterion to determine the optimal model (88). The initial 

models were combined in a final refinement of all motional parameters, including the global 

rotational correlation time. All Modelfree calculations used rNH = 1.02 Å and 15N 

CSA = − 172 ppm (139-142).  

Reduced spectral density mapping. The 600 MHz relaxation data were also analyzed 

using reduced spectral densities (101, 143). This approach is based on the observation that high-
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frequency spectral density functions can be approximated by a Taylor expansion around J(ωH). 

The spectral density functions were calculated from the relaxation data as (144): 

 

 2 2
eff 2 1 NH(0) [6 3 2.72 ] /[3 4 ]J R R d cσ= − − +  (4.6) 

 2 2
N 1 NH( ) [4 5 ] /[3 4 ]J R d cω σ= − +  (4.7) 

 2
H NH(0.87 ) 4 /(5 )J dω σ=  (4.8) 

 

where Jeff(0), J(ωN) and J(0.87ωH) are values of spectral density sampling frequencies ω = 0, ωN 

(60 MHz), and ωH (516 MHz), respectively; the subscript eff in Jeff(0) signifies that the spectral 

density is uncorrected for chemical exchange effects. The other parameters are given by NH = R1 

(NOE-1)γN/ H, d = ( 0h N H/8π2) 3r−〈 〉 , and N / 3c ω σ= Δ , where the various constants have 

their normal values. 

Molecular dynamics simulation. Three independent MD simulations were performed on the 

Pr–SH3 and SH3 constructs and the L120–V140 peptide using the AMBER 7 package (145) 

with the parm99 force field (146) at constant temperature and pressure. The average temperature 

and pressure were maintained at 300 K and 1 atm, respectively, using the Berendsen weak-

coupling algorithm (72). Periodic boundary condition was enforced. The non-bonded cutoff was 

set to 8.0 Å, and the non-bonded list was updated with a 2.0 Å skin width. The particle mesh 

Ewald (PME) method (71, 147, 148) was used to treat long-range electrostatic interactions. All 

bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms were constrained, with SHAKE (73) for the protein and 

RATTLE (74) for water molecules. The time step of all simulations was 0.002 ps, and 

coordinates were saved every 4 ps for analysis. 

The starting structure for Pr–SH3 was the NMR structure (PDB entry 1QW1), in which 

the Pr segment was bound to the SH3 domain (3). 9,082 TIP3P (70) water molecules, plus six 

sodium ions for charge neutralization, were used to solvate the protein. The simulation started 

with 3600 steps of steepest descent and conjugate gradient energy minimization with decreasing 

harmonic restraints. The system was then heated from 100 K to 300 K for 30 ps, and thereafter 

the simulation was continued at constant temperature and pressure for up to 51.8 ns. Analysis 

was only done on the last 49 ns. 

Simulations for the other two systems followed similar protocols. The starting structure 

for the SH3 construct was the NMR structure of PDB entry 1QVP. A total of 4823 water 
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molecules plus five neutralizing sodium ions were used for solvation. The simulation was 

continued up to 51.5 ns and analysis was done on the last 45.9 ns. The starting structure for the 

L120–V140 peptide was taken from the NMR structure of Pr–SH3. 5 A total of 435 water 

molecules and a neutralizing sodium ion were used for solvation. The simulation was continued 

to 28.2 ns, with analysis done on the last 26 ns. 

iRED analysis of MD trajectories. R1, R2, and NOE were calculated from the MD 

trajectories following the isotropic re-orientational eigenmode dynamics (iRED) analysis of 

Brüschweiler (100). The covariance matrix M was constructed with elements: 

 

 ( )kl 2 k l trajectory
ˆ ˆM P μ μ= ⋅  (4.9) 

 

where P2(x) is the second order Legendre polynomial (P2(x) = (3x
2–1)/2), kμ̂  and lμ̂  are the 

backbone N-H unit vectors of the residue k and l at the same snapshot. The eigenvectors | m〉  

and eigenvalues m of M are the re-orientational eigenmodes and their amplitudes satisfy the 

eigenvalue equation, M | m〉  = m | m〉 . The time-correlation functions, 

( )j jj
( ) ( )m m

m

C t m m C tλ=∑ , were generated by modifying the correlation times (from mono-

exponential fitting, Cm(t) = exp(− t/ m)) of the ten largest iRED eigenmodes m through 

minimizing χ2 defined by: 

 

 2 calc exp 2 2
j j j

j

χ ( ) /A A σ= −∑  (4.10) 

 

where Aj
calc are the calculated and Aj

exp the experimental T1, T2, and NOE parameters, 

respectively, and j are the experimental errors. The spectral density functions were constructed 

as: 

 

 j j0
( ) 2 ( ) cos  dJ C t t tω ω

∞
= ∫  (4.11) 

 

from which 15N R1 and R2 relaxation rates and 15N-{1H} NOE (149) values for residue j were 

calculated as (150):  
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 1/T1,j=d
2[Jj(ωH−ωN)+3Jj(ωN)+6Jj(ωH+ωN)]+c

2
Jj(ωN) (4.12) 

 1/T2,j=0.5d
2[4jj(0)+Jj(ωH−ωN)+3Jj(ωN)+6Jj(ωH)+6Jj(ωH+ωN)+1/6c

2[3Jj(ωN)+4Jj(0)] (4.13) 

 NOEj=1+(γHγH/γN)d2[6Jj(ωH+ωN)−Jj(ωH−ωN)]T1,j (4.14) 

 

where d2 = 0.1[( H Nh)/(2πr3
NH)]2 and c2 = (2/15)[ω2

N( ||σ σ⊥− )2], h is Plank's constant, rNH is the 

internuclear N-H distance, i is the gyromagnetic ratio of spin i, and || and σ σ⊥  are components 

of the axially symmetric 15N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) tensor. Values for rNH and 15N 

CSA were as used in the Modelfree analysis (vida supra). The separability index: 
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indicates the separability of overall and internal motions.  
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Abstract 

A wealth of experimental data has verified the applicability of the Gouy-Chapman (GC) theory 

to charged lipid membranes. Surprisingly a validation of GC by molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulations has been elusive. Here we report a test of GC against extensive MD simulations of 

an anionic lipid bilayer solvated by water at different concentrations of NaCl. We demonstrate 

that the ion distributions from the simulations agree remarkably well with GC predictions when 

information on the adsorption of Na+ ions to the bilayer is incorporated. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Lipid membranes of cells provide both protective barriers and locations for cellular functions. 

Charged membranes in particular are important for a variety of biological processes such as 

selective adsorption of proteins (151) and conduction and selectivity of ions across 

transmembrane protein channels (152-155). The predictions of the Gouy-Chapman (GC) theory 

(156, 157) for the electrostatic potentials and ion distributions near charged membranes have 

been verified by a wide range of experimental data over several decades (152-155, 158-160). In 

recent years charged membranes have also been studied by molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulations (161-174). It is natural to expect these simulations would provide a valuable testing 
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ground of the GC theory. However, previous simulations of charged membranes with 1:1 salts 

have found either poor agreement between the GC theory and MD results (163, 172) or 

agreement in the presence of only the counterion without excess salt (167). Given the wide use 

of the GC theory in analyzing experimental data and as the basis for continuum models of 

membrane systems (22, 175), we decided to take a fresh examination of the applicability and 

practical implementation through MD simulations of membranes composed of an anionic lipid, 

dioleoyl phosphatidylglycerol (DOPG), in the presence of NaCl. The simulations were designed 

to minimize pitfalls from insufficient amounts of solvent in the simulations systems and 

insufficient sampling. We found excellent agreement between the simulation results and GC 

theory when structural information from the simulations is incorporated. 

 

5.2 Methods 

Our MD simulations were performed using the GROMACS package (176). The simulation 

systems contained a bilayer of 128 DOPG molecules and various numbers of SPC (177) water 

molecules and Na+ and Cl– ions (see below) in a periodic box. The systems were simulated in the 

NP T ensemble with 1 bar of pressure and zero surface tension. Constant temperature was 

achieved by the Nose-Hoover algorithm (178, 179) with a 1 ps coupling time. Lipid headgroups 

and fatty acyl chains and solvent (water and ions) were coupled to the heat bath separately. 

Constant pressure was achieved by the Parrinello-Rahman algorithm (180) with a 1 ps coupling 

time. The force field parameters of DOPG were based on Berger et al. (181), with those for the 

glycerol group taken from Elmore (170). Water molecules were maintained rigid by the SETTLE 

algorithm (74); all lipid bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained by the LINCS 

algorithm (182), with the masses of these hydrogens artificially quadrupled. These treatments 

allowed for an MD time step of 4 fs. The particle mesh Ewald method (147, 148) with a 16 Å 

real space cutoff was used to treat long-range electrostatic interactions. Lennard-Jones potentials 

were switched off smoothly between 12 and 14 Å. The list of nonbonded interactions, calculated 

with a 16 Å cutoff, was updated every 10 steps with the grid type search.  

In one simulation system, the solvent consisted of 13664 SPC water molecules, 160 Na+ 

ions, and 32 Cl– ions (leaving the whole system at a zero net charge). The number of water 

molecules was more than 4-fold higher than found in typical membrane simulations (~ 25 water 

molecules per lipid). This system, referred to as 32Cl, was prepared by starting from a small 
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bilayer system with 8 DOPG lipids solvated with 3416 SPC water molecules, 10 Na+, and 2 Cl– 

ions. After equilibration for 1 ns at 350 K, three copies of the initial system were translated 

within the x-y plane to quadruple the system size. After a 21-ns equilibration at 350 K, the 

system was again quadrupled to reach the final system size. To speed up equilibration, 

simulations were carried out at 350 K for the first 20 ns, and then the temperature was switched 

to 300 K from the remainder of a total 120 ns of simulation time. The last 60 ns (from 60 to 120 

ns) were used for analyses. 

Two other systems with different solvent compositions were prepared from the snapshot 

at 80 ns of the 32Cl system. In one, the number of Cl– ions was reduced by half to 16; the same 

number of Na+ ions were also removed to maintain a zero net charge. In the other, the number of 

Cl– ions was doubled to 64; the same number of Na+ ions were also added to maintain a zero net 

charge. The 64 additional ions were accommodated by displacing the same number of randomly 

selected water molecules. Simulations of these two systems, referred to as 16Cl and 64Cl, were 

carried out at 300 K for 60 ns, with snapshots after the first 20 ns saved for analyses. Snapshots 

for all the three systems were saved at an interval of 10 ps. The dimensions of the periodic boxes 

in the saved snapshots of all the three systems were ~ 56.6 Å × 56.6 Å × 175 Å. Correspondingly 

the surface area per lipid, A, was ~ 50 Å2. 

 

5.3 Results 

Figure 5.1(a) displays the ion distributions in a snapshot of the 32Cl system. A sub-population of 

Na+ penetrates into the membrane, forming favorable interactions with carbonyl and hydroxyl 

groups of the lipids (Figure 5.1(b)).  Such interactions have been seen in previous simulations of 

neutral (183-185), anionic (166), and mixed and mixed neutral/cationic lipid bilayers (167). Just 

outside the membrane there is an excess of Na+, with the density decreasing as the distance from 

the membrane surface increases.  In contrast, the density of Cl– increases with increasing 

distance from the membrane surface. 

 The density profiles of Na+, Cl–, and water as well as the carbonyl oxygens, hydroxyl 

oxygens, and phosphorus atoms of the lipids are shown in Figure 5.2 for the 32Cl system.  

Around the membrane-water interface, the density profile of Na+ exhibits two peaks (which were 

also observed in a previous simulation of an anionic lipid bilayer (166)). The inner peak 

corresponds to Na+ ions penetrated into the membrane, and not unexpectedly is located between 
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the most probable positions of the carbonyl and hydroxyl oxygens of the lipids. The outer peak 

occurs at precisely the location where the density of water molecules reaches the bulk value. We 

take this location as the origin of the z axis. The dip between the two peaks of the Na+ density 

profile probably arises partly due to steric hindrance from the phosphate groups. The densities of 

both Na+ and Cl– reach the bulk value long before the midpoint (at z ~ 59 Å) between the 

opposing leaflets of the simulation system and its adjacent periodic image, indicating that 

interference from periodic images is negligible. The bulk concentrations of the ions are 90, 160, 

and 310 mM, respectively, for the 16Cl, 32Cl, and 64Cl systems. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.1 Ion distributions around the charged DOPG bilayer. (a) A snapshot of the 32Cl 
system at 79 ns of the MD simulations. Lipids are displayed with carbonyl and hydroxyl groups 
highlighted with thick bonds and phosphorus atoms as gold spheres. Adsorbed and diffuse Na+ 
ions are displayed as blue and cyan spheres, respectively, and Cl– are displayed as red spheres. 
The lower leaflet is only partially shown. (b) A close-up view of the interactions around an 
adsorbed Na+. Favorable interactions with three carbonyls and two hydroxyls are indicated by 
dotted lines. 
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 The ion distributions from the MD simulations appear to be in qualitative agreement with 

the GC theory. To make a quantitative comparison, we take z = 0, where the outer peak of the 

Na+ density profile is located, as the dividing surface between the adsorbed population and the 

diffuse population. The number of adsorbed Na+ ions thus obtained is within 46.4 ± 0.2 for each 

of the three simulation systems (it should be noted that ~3/4 of this population is comprised of 

Na+ ions penetrated into the bilayer, as illustrated in Figure 5.1(b); the remaining ~1/4 interacts 

only weakly with the phosphate or hydroxyl groups of the lipids, but strongly with multiple 

structured water molecules). The near constancy of adsorbed Na+ ions, despite a nearly 4-fold 

difference in bulk concentration, is a manifestation of the so-called contact value theorem, which 

provides an important clue to the success of the GC theory (186). The adsorbed Na+ ions reduce 

the surface charge density by 72.5%, or equivalently, by a factor α = 0.275. The net charge 

density  is – 0.275e/50 Å2. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Average density profiles of lipid and solvent atoms of the 32Cl system. All densities, 
obtained in bins with a 1-Å width, are normalized by the bulk concentration of the ions, which is 
163 mM, except for the density of water (calculated using the oxygen atom), which is scaled 
down by an additional factor of 10. The origin of the z axis is chosen to coincide with the outer 
density peak of Na+. 
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The GC theory predicts the Na+ and Cl– densities as 
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where nb is the bulk ion concentration,  = (8πnbe

2/εkBT)1/2 is the Debye-Hückel screening 

parameter (with ε denoting the dielectric constant of water and kBT thermal energy), and Φs is the 

scaled electrostatic potential at z = 0. The last quantity is given by 

 

 ( ) ( )1/ 2

b s2 / sinh / 2Bn k Tσ ε π= Φ . (5.2) 

 
Figure 5.3 shows the direct comparison between the ion density profiles from the MD 

simulations and the GC predictions. For the counter-ion, the predictions do not involve any 

adjustable parameters. For the co-ion, the predicted are shifted toward the bilayer by 2 Å; no 

other adjustment is made. The 2-Å shift in z for Cl– is probably a manifestation of effects such as 

ion correlation not accounted for in the GC theory, but we also caution that the convergence of 

the simulation results is poorer for Cl– than for Na+ due to the disparity of their numbers in the 

simulation systems. For all the three simulation systems, the agreement between simulation and 

theory is remarkable. This agreement, not seen in previous simulations (163, 172), perhaps can 

be partly attributed to the large amounts of solvent included and exhaustive sampling in our 

simulations. Comparing the ion distributions among the three systems studied here, the decrease 

in decay length with increasing bulk ion concentration can be clearly seen. 

 The values of the Na+ density at z = 0 for the 64Cl, 32Cl, and 16Cl systems are 2.8, 2.6, 

and 2.4 M, respectively, as calculated by Eq. (5.1). If we assume that the adsorption of Na+ to the 

membrane follows a Langmuir binding isotherm (187), then the reduction in surface charge 

density due to adsorption is given by 

 

 
+a Na

1

1 (0)K n
α =

+
,  (5.3) 

where Ka is the association constant. Our simulation results are consistent with a value of Ka ~ 1 

M–1. Interestingly this value is also what is estimated in many experiments (158, 160). 
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Figure 5.3 Comparisons of MD results for ion distributions with GC predictions. Panels (a) – (c) 
display the comparisons for the 64Cl, 32Cl, and 16Cl systems, respectively. For each system, the 
ion densities are normalized by the bulk concentrations. 
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 We also extended the interrogation of the GC theory to a different salt, KCl.  Again the 

ion density profiles from the simulations are found to agree well with the GC theory.  There are 

two notable differences from the NaCl simulations.  First, the number of adsorbed K+ ions is 

significantly less than the Na+ counterpart, and corresponds to an association constant of 0.5  

M–1.  The decrease in Ka on going from Na+ to K+ is qualitatively consistent with experimental 

observation (188). Second, the 2-Å inward shift in z for Cl– needed in the NaCl simulations is no 

longer necessary.  Both of these differences can be attributed to the larger size of K+ relative to 

Na+. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

In summary, our MD simulations of a charged membrane are found to be in excellent agreement 

with the GC theory. This work thus provides a solid theoretical foundation for using the GC 

theory to model membrane systems and to analyze experimental data. Experimental probes of 

membranes are approaching resolutions at the atomic level (160, 189). It is expected that 

combination of such studies and atomistic simulations like those reported here will lead to high-

resolution delineation of membrane structures. 
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Abstract 

The interactions of 15N-labeled amantadine, an antiinfluenza A drug, with DMPC bilayers were 

investigated by solid-state NMR and by a 12.6-ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. The 

drug was found to assume a single preferred orientation and location when incorporated in these 

bilayers. The experimental and MD computational results demonstrate that the long axis of 

amantadine is on average parallel to the bilayer normal, and the amine group is oriented toward 

the headgroups of the lipid bilayers. The localization of amantadine was determined by 

paramagnetic relaxation and by the MD simulation showing that amantadine is within the 

interfacial region and that the amine interacts with the lipid headgroup and glycerol backbone, 

while the hydrocarbon portion of amantadine interacts with the glycerol backbone and much of 

the fatty acyl chain as it wraps underneath the drug. The lipid headgroup orientation changes on 

drug binding as characterized by the anisotropy of 31P chemical shielding and 14N quadrupolar 

interactions and by the MD simulation. 

6.1 Introduction 

Like many other drugs, amantadine, which inhibits conductance by the M2 proton channel from 

influenza virus, is lipophilic. The ability of drugs to cross hydrophobic barriers to reach their 

targets will affect their pharmokinetics and toxicology. The partitioning of drugs into membranes 
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not only influences drug transport, distribution, selectivity, and efficiency but also alters the 

physical properties of membranes (190-192). In addition, many lipophilic ligands partitioning 

into membranes appear to have a preferred location and orientation that facilitates interactions 

with receptors through lateral diffusion (192, 193). Thus, the characterization of drug interactions 

with membranes is important for further drug development. Here, the interaction of amantadine 

with a lipid bilayer is characterized by solid-state NMR and by molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulation. 

Amantadine (1-aminoadamantane) is a licensed drug that has been used for the 

prophylaxis and treatment of influenza A viral infections. The target of amantadine is the M2 

proton channel, which is critical for viral replication (194, 195). The M2 protein has 96 residues 

with a single 19-residue transmembrane helix. The functional structure of the M2 channel is 

minimally tetrameric (194). Electrophysiological studies demonstrate that the M2 protein 

selectively conducts protons through a variety of membrane systems, such as the oocytes of 

Xenopus laevis (196), mammalian cells (197), and planar lipid bilayers (198). Significant 

suppression of proton conductance by amantadine or rimantadine in these systems is well 

documented (199, 200). The transmembrane domain of M2 (M2-TMD) also forms a proton-

selective channel in lipid bilayers that is sensitive to amantadine (32). However, the mechanism 

by which amantadine compromises M2 proton conductance is still controversial. Most 

frequently, amantadine is regarded as a channel blocker. Alternatively, it may act as an allosteric 

inhibitor by which amantadine binds outside the pore region and presumably from the lipid 

environment, thereby inducing a conformational change to the channel and inducing closure of 

the channel. In addition, it has recently been speculated that amantadine may interfere with the 

channel mechanisms by which protons are conducted (7, 201). Amantadine and its derivatives 

have also been studied as possible drugs against the human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) 

and Parkinson's disease (202, 203). 

A variety of biophysical methods, including neutron and x-ray diffraction (204), solution 

NMR (205), and EPR (206), have been applied to study the association between amantadine and 

cellular membranes. The partition coefficient of a spin-labeled amantadine analog in 1,2-

dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) vesicles, measured by EPR, is 11.2 at 45°C 

(206), whereas the partition coefficient of amantadine in DMPC/1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (DHPC) bicelles, measured by a solution NMR diffusion method, is 27.6 (205). 

It is therefore clear that amantadine has a high affinity for membranes while having significant 
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solubility in the aqueous phase. Neutron and x-ray diffraction studies (204) indicate that a 

majority of the drug occupies a region around the headgroups of DOPC, although these 

diffraction studies appear to suggest that a portion of these molecules bind near the bilayer 

center. On the other hand, the drug was found to be around phosphate groups as well as the 

hydrocarbon chains by saturation transfer difference experiments in solution NMR (205). 

Orientation-dependent spin interactions can be observed by solid-state NMR from 

uniformly aligned samples; this provides restraints on the orientation of the observed molecular 

site, and data on motional averaging can be obtained from unoriented samples. In addition, water-

soluble relaxation agents can be added to the membrane samples to characterize the depth of a 

molecular site within the membrane environment. Here, we describe the alignment, location, and 

charge state of amantadine in DMPC bilayers and the influence of amantadine on these bilayers. 

Solid-state NMR methods and MD simulation will be used as two approaches that provide highly 

complementary insights. 

6.2 Materials and methods 

6.2.1 Materials 

The 15N-amantadine·HCl was synthesized according to published procedures (207). 15N-labeled 

acetonitrile (Isotech, Miamisburg, Ohio) was used to provide the 15N source. The final product 

was verified by mass and 1H solution NMR spectroscopy. 

Oriented samples of hydrated DMPC bilayers were prepared by first dissolving DMPC 

(100 mg) in 5 ml trifluoroethanol (TFE). TFE was removed by rotary evaporation and dried 

under high vacuum, and 15 ml of 20 mM citrate-borate-phosphate (CBP) buffer (~37°C, pH 8.0) 

with 1 mM ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) was added to the dried mixture and shaken 

at 37°C. This lipid suspension was bath sonicated for 10 min intermittently. The sonicated 

suspension was loaded into a 3 kDa MW cutoff dialysis bag. The dialysis bag was placed in 1 

liter of 20 mM CBP buffer overnight to adjust the pH of liposomes. For a sample with 

amantadine, a desired concentration of amantadine_HCl (Fisher Scientific, GA) in 5 ml CBP 

buffer was added to the DMPC vesicle suspension (20 ml). The suspension was incubated at 

room temperature overnight and pelleted in 2.5 h by ultracentrifugation at 196,000 × g. The pH 

value of the pellet was inferred from a measurement of the supernatant. The pellet was agitated 

at 37°C for 1 h until it became fluid. This viscous fluid was spread onto 50 glass slides (5.7 mm 
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× 12.0 mm) (Marienfeld Glassware, Bad Margentheim, Germany) and dried in a humidity (70–

75% relative humidity) chamber using a N2 atmosphere. The dehydrated slides were stacked 

together, inserted into a glass tube, and rehydrated in a 96% humidity (saturated K2SO4) chamber 

at 40°C for 1 wk. The resultant sample had between 20 and 30 waters/lipid molecule. Finally, the 

glass tube was sealed. 

6.2.2 NMR experiments 

Static 31P NMR experiments were conducted on a Bruker DMX-300 at 303 K using an NHMFL 
31P/1H double resonance probe, and H3PO4

 was used as a reference for 0 ppm. 15N NMR 

experiments were performed on a 400 MHz spectrometer using an NHMFL static 15N/1H probe 

with a flat coil. Typically, an 800-µs cross-polarization contact time, 6-s recycle delay, and 50-

kHz B1 field for both the 1H and 15N channels were used. The 15N chemical shift was referenced 

to 15NH4NO3 at 26 ppm relative to liquid ammonia. The 14N spectra were obtained using a 

quadrupolar echo sequence (208) on an 830-MHz spectrometer at room temperature with an 

NHMFL probe. 13C MAS NMR were performed on a 300-MHz wide-bore spectrometer with a 4-

mm double-resonance Bruker MAS probe operated at a spinning frequency of 6 kHz and a 

temperature of 303 K. 

6.2.3 MD simulation 

The MD simulation was performed using AMBER 8 (68). Because AMBER does not have force 

field parameters for the DMPC lipid molecule, CHARMM27 parameters (209) were employed 

for the lipid in the simulations. The charges for amantadine were developed using Gaussian 03 

(210) and the restraint electrostatic potential (RESP) fitting method (146) (Table 6.1), and 

topology parameters were assigned according to the general AMBER force field (211). The 

average temperature was maintained at 310 K (above the DMPC phase transition temperature, 

296 K) with a 2-ps coupling time constant, and the average pressure was maintained at 1 bar with 

anisotropic scaling and a 2-ps relaxation time (72). The periodic boundary condition was 

enforced. The nonbonded cutoff was set to 9.0 Å, and the nonbonded list was updated with a 2.0-

Å skin width. The particle mesh Ewald method (71, 147, 148) was applied to calculate long-

range electrostatic interactions. All bond lengths involving hydrogen were constrained with 

SHAKE and RATTLE algorithms (73, 74), allowing an integration time step of 2 fs. The 

coordinates were saved every 1 ps for analysis. 
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Table 6.1 Partial charges of amantadine by ab initio and RESP combined calculations (Figure 
6.6 and Appendix D.1-D.3). 
 

atom charge atom charge 

N -1.12499 HN 0.37895 
Cα 0.79573   
C  -0.37719 H  0.06968 
C  -0.3982 H  0.08143 
Cδ 0.35686 Hδ -0.02657 

 

 

The simulated system consisted of one amantadine molecule and 68 DMPC lipid molecules (34 

DMPC molecules in each leaflet), forming a hydrated bilayer with 3014 TIP3P (70) water 

molecules. Initially the amantadine molecule was placed near the center of the preequilibrated 

bilayer (courtesy of Turgut Bastug (212)). To start the simulation, the system was energy 

minimized with gradually decreasing harmonic restraints to remove bad contacts. The system 

was then heated to 310 K for 40 ps at constant volume. Thereafter, the simulation was continued 

at constant temperature and pressure for 12.6 ns. The last 10 ns of the trajectory was analyzed for 

this study (Figure 6.1). 

 

 
 

Figure 6.1 The membrane-amantadine-water system in MD simulation. DMPC lipid molecules, 
amantadine, and water box are represented by line, sphere, and surface, respectively. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Charged state of amantadine in DMPC bilayers 

As indicated in Figure 6.2, for a sample of 15N-labeled amantadine in hydrated DMPC bilayers 

prepared at pH 2.0, the static 15N signal was distinguished by an apparent isotropic resonance 

around 64 ppm. The spectrum at pH 8.0 displayed a typical axially symmetric powder pattern, 

with 49σ⊥ =  ppm and 66σ⊥ =  ppm. We ascribe the signal at pH 2.0 to the positively charged 

amantadine in which the primary amine has very little chemical shift anisotropy and a changed 

isotropic average. The broadening of the symmetric resonance may be the result of chemical 

exchange. At pH 8.0, the amantadine is a free base leading to a significant chemical shift 

anisotropy. Throughout this article, results at pH 8.0, involving the neutral instead of charged 

form of amantadine, are reported. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.2 Static 15N spectra of amantadine in hydrated randomly oriented DMPC bilayers at pH 
2.0 (A) and pH 8.0 (B) at 30°C in a 400-MHz spectrometer. 
 

6.3.2 The alignment of amantadine in DMPC bilayers 

Macroscopically aligned NMR samples were prepared at pH 8.0, and the orientations of the 

phospholipid bilayers on the glass plates were characterized by 31P-NMR shown in the left 
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column of Figure 6.3. The molar ratio of amantadine to lipid is 1:20. The 31P and 15N spectra of 

an unoriented sample (Figure 6.3A and D, respectively) show typical powder pattern spectra, 

implying a homogeneous sample preparation. When the sample was aligned between glass plates 

and oriented with the bilayer normal perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, the 31P 

resonance was observed at approximately –18 ppm (Figure 6.3B), and the 15N resonance from 

amantadine was observed to be close to 69 ppm (Figure 6.3E). When the sample was rotated by 

90° such that the bilayer normal was parallel to the magnetic field, the 31P resonance shifted to 36 

ppm (Figure 6.3C), and the 15N resonance shifted to 50 ppm (Figure 6.3F). The results indicate 

that the amantadine takes on a preferential orientation and does not rotate isotropically in the 

membrane. The resonances in the aligned sample correspond approximately to parallel and 

perpendicular values of the powder sample, indicating that amantadine is rotating rapidly about 

the bilayer normal on the chemical shift time scale. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3  Static 31P spectra (left column) of DMPC using 300-MHz spectrometer and 15N 
spectra (right column) of amantadine in hydrated DMPC bilayers using 400-MHz spectrometer: 
(A and D) no alignment, (B and E) perpendicular, and (C and F) parallel with respect to the static 
magnetic field (Bo). The experiments were performed at 30°C and pH 8.0. The molar ratio of 
amantadine to lipid is 1:20. 
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6.3.3 Influence of amantadine on the dynamics and orientation of 

phospholipid headgroups 

31P and 14N NMR spectra were recorded to probe directly the zwitterionic P–-O-CH2-CH2-

N+(CH3)3 headgroup electric dipole of DMPC. Such spectra of DMPC/amantadine liposomes at 

different molar ratios are shown in Figure 6.4. In pure DMPC bilayers, the chemical shift 

anisotropy (CSA, σ σ⊥− ) of 31P was 47 ppm (Figure 6.4A), and the quandrupolar splitting 

(measured as the separation of the ν⊥  components) of the choline group of DMPC was ~11 kHz 

(Figure 6.4D). When 5 mol % amantadine was incorporated into the lipid bilayers, the 31P CSA 

increased to 56 ppm (Figure 6.4B), and the 14N quadrupolar splitting decreased to 8 kHz (Figure 

6.4E). When the amantadine mole fraction was increased to 10%, the 31P CSA continued to 

increase to 60 ppm (Figure 6.4C), and 14N quadrupolar splitting decreased to 7 kHz (Figure 

6.4F). It is clearly shown that amantadine affects the headgroup orientation and/or dynamics in 

this concentration range, which is considerably higher than that under pharmaceutical conditions. 

Here the high concentration was used to help identify the location of amantadine within the 

membrane. The relatively large 14N quadrupolar coupling constant of the amantadine amine 

group was not observed here. It has previously been shown that the features of 31P and 14N 

anisotropy are sensitive to variations in the DMPC surface potential (213-215). Our results 

suggest that the P-N+ dipole orientation changes on incorporation of amantadine and hence 

changes the surface potential at these high amantadine concentrations. 

6.3.4 Location of the amantadine in the DMPC bilayers 

Figure 6.5 displays 31P and 15N spectra of aligned DMPC/amantadine samples (molar ratio 20:1) 

in the absence (Figure 6.5A and C) and in the presence of 1.5 mol % Mn2+. The 31P resonance 

around 36 ppm (Figure 6.5A) demonstrates that the lipid bilayers are well aligned. This signal 

was barely observable when 1.5% Mn2+ was added to the sample because of the broadening 

induced by the paramagnetic relaxation enhancement of Mn2+ interacting with the membrane 

surface. However, the amantadine 15N signal at 50 ppm (Figure 6.5C) was still observed in the 

same sample that showed no 31P signal, although the intensity was greatly decreased. Note that in 

these spectra the 15N signal from the DMPC choline site was not observed because of the low 

natural abundance and fast motion leading to poor cross-polarization efficiency. These 
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observations suggest that the nitrogen atom of amantadine is less accessible to Mn2+ than the 

phosphates of DMPC. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.4 Static 31P spectra (left column) from a 300-MHz spectrometer and 14N spectra from 
an 830-MHz spectrometer (right column) of randomly oriented hydrated DMPC in the presence 
of amantadine in mole percent: 0% (A and D), 5% (B and E), and 10% (C and F) amantadine. 
The experiments were performed at 30°C and pH 8.0. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.5 Static 31P spectra (left column) from a 300-MHz spectrometer of DMPC and 15N 
spectra (right column) from a 400-MHz spectrometer of amantadine (AMT/lipid, 1:20 molar 
ratio) in aligned hydrated DMPC bilayers (parallel with B0) in the presence of Mn2+ in mole 
percent: 0% (A and C) and 1.5% Mn2+ (B and D). The experiments were performed at 30°C and 
pH 8.0. 
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 Mn2+ is often employed as a paramagnetic relaxation agent to detect the insertion depth of 

lipophilic ligands in model membranes (216, 217). It binds at the membrane surface (i.e., the 

phosphates) and dephases the lipid 13C signals monotonically with increasing distance of the lipid 

methylene groups from the membrane surface. Thus, comparison of the intensity of amantadine 

carbons with that of the lipid carbons permits the relative depth of the amantadine with respect to 

the lipid moieties to be extracted. The 13C CP-MAS spectra of amantadine in the DMPC lipid 

bilayers at different concentrations of Mn2+ and the amantadine resonance assignments from 

literature values (218) are shown in Figure 6.6. With amantadine partitioned into DMPC 

bilayers, the chemical shifts of the amantadine resonances labeled with asterisks appear to be 

only slightly shifted in frequency, but their line width is much narrower when a dry powder of 

amantadine (Figure 6.6A) is dissolved into the bilayers (Figure 6.6B).  

To simplify the interpretation, resonances of the lipid headgroup are circled and identified 

in Figure 6.6E. When 1.5% Mn2+ is present (Figure 6.6C), the lipid headgroup signals are no 

longer observable because of the broadening effect of Mn2+; however, the carbonyl carbon from 

the fatty acyl chain is still observable, though broadened. Similarly, the signal from the 

amantadine α -carbon is broadened but to a lesser extent than the β -carbons. In the presence of 

5% Mn2+ (Figure 6.6D), the intensities of amantadine and most of the lipid signals decrease 

substantially except for the C12, C13, and methyl signals, which are in the bilayer center and are 

not influenced by Mn2+. Therefore, by comparing the dephasing rate of amantadine signals using 

the 13C resonance of the lipid as a reference intensity, it can be deduced that the amantadine 

signals dephase at rates α > β >γ , suggesting that the Cα  is closer to Mn2+ at the bilayer surface 

than the Cγ . This observation implies that the amine group of amantadine is directed toward the 

bilayer surface, whereas the /C Cγ δ  end of amantadine is toward the bilayer center, as would be 

expected. More specifically, the data show that the Cα  of amantadine has a similar dephasing 

rate as that of the carbonyl carbon of DMPC, suggesting that the two carbons are located at a 

similar depth in the membrane. 
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Figure 6.6 13C CP-MAS spectra of (A) dry powder sample of amantadine (the free base form, 
the molecule is shown to the left and the resonance assignments are labeled in the spectrum). (B) 
Amantadine in hydrated DMPC lipid bilayers: the signals from amantadine are labeled with 
asterisks. (C) The same sample as in B in the presence of 1.5% mol % MnCl2. (D) The same 
sample as in B in the presence of 5 mol % MnCl2. The experiments were performed at 30°C and 
pH 8.0. The molar ratio of amantadine to lipid is 1:5. 
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6.3.5 MD simulation 

6.3.5.1 The alignment of amantadine in DMPC bilayer 

Throughout the whole 12.6-ns simulation, amantadine remained in the upper leaflet of the 

membrane bilayer (Figure 6.1). The average surface area per DMPC lipid of 59.4 ± 0.6 Å2 over 

the last 10 ns of the trajectory is consistent with experimental observations (219, 220). The 

alignment of amantadine in the DMPC bilayer was measured by the angle between the 

amantadine Cα -N vector and the membrane normal (Figure 6.7, black). Consistent with the 

NMR data presented earlier, amantadine is oriented in the upright direction in the simulation, 

with the most probable tilt of 30° between the Cα -N vector and the membrane normal (Figure 

6.7, red). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.7 The angle of amantadine Cα -N vector to the membrane normal along the 10-ns 

trajectory (black) and its distribution with the peak at 30° (red). 
 

6.3.5.2 Location of amantadine in DMPC bilayer 

In agreement with the NMR data, as shown in Figure 6.8, during the simulation the amantadine 

amine resides mainly between the phosphate and carbonyl groups of DMPC, with distances of 

the amine from the central plane of the membrane ranging from 11.7 Å to 18.3 Å for 90% of the 

time. For reference, the average distances of the choline, phosphate, and carbonyl groups over the 

34 DMPC lipid molecules in the upper leaflet are also shown in Figure 6.8. Although the average 

location of the headgroups in the bilayer is very stable, the headgroups of the individual lipid 
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molecules vary widely along the direction of the membrane normal. Minimum and maximum 

distances of the choline, phosphate, and carbonyl groups from the central plane through the 10-ns 

trajectory were 9 to 29, 10 to 26, and 3 to 22 Å, respectively. Such limits of a dynamic range 

were not observed by NMR experiments because of the rarity of the event and the small 

population. The hydrophilic interfacial region of the bilayer was thus quite fluid, explaining the 

wide range of amantadine amine distances from the central plane (Figure 6.8, red). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.8 The relative depth of the amantadine (red, nitrogen atom) with respect to the DMPC 
lipid molecules in the upper leaflet. Distances from the bilayer central plane (0 Å) along the 10-
ns trajectory are shown. For comparison, the average distance of nitrogen (black), phosphorus 
(green), and oxygen (blue) atoms in choline, phosphate, and carbonyl groups from the membrane 
center are shown as well. The broken black line shows the distribution of the amantadine amine 
location with a peak at 15 Å. 
 

6.3.5.3 Influence of amantadine on the DMPC headgroup orientation 

Interactions between amantadine and DMPC lipids influence the conformation of the lipids. The 

average angle of P-N dipoles to the bilayer normal in the DMPC headgroups near amantadine 

(Figure 6.9, green) was different from those away from amantadine (Figure 6.9, blue) in the 

upper leaflet. Interestingly, the average angle of the headgroup dipoles near amantadine is anti-

correlated with the depth of amantadine in the bilayer during the 10-ns trajectory (Figure 6.8). 

When the amantadine amine had the same depth as the phosphate and choline groups (around 2, 
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5, and 8 ns), the average angle of the P-N vectors from the bilayer normal was smaller (30° to 

60°); in contrast, at the beginning and end of the 10-ns trajectory, when the amantadine amine 

was below the level of the carbonyl groups, the P-N angle increased (~80°) to that for the lipid 

molecules distant from amantadine. The large P-N angles are thought to be caused by 

intramolecular interactions between choline and carbonyl groups within the DMPC molecules 

(221). Amantadine appears to disrupt these intramolecular interactions when the amine interacts 

with the lipid headgroup. This influence on the P-N vector is likely to correspond with the 

change in the average P-N+ dipole orientation observed by NMR. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.9 The average angle of DMPC P-N vectors in the upper leaflet with respect to the 
membrane normal, within 12 Å of amantadine (green) and that of the outside lipid molecules 
(blue) along the 10-ns trajectory. Amantadine location (red) and P-N angle (green) show an anti-
correlation. 
 

 

6.3.5.4 Influence of amantadine on lipid acyl chains 

Details of the amantadine-membrane interactions were further analyzed. Heavy atoms of DMPC 

lipid molecules within 4 Å of amantadine were identified in each snapshot along the 10-ns 

trajectory. Based on this 4 Å criterion, amantadine on average interacted with 3.6 lipid molecules 

simultaneously, involving 8.3 heavy atoms of the lipids. Amantadine interacted with the carbonyl 
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groups 94% of the time, with the phosphate groups 72% of the time, and with acyl chains 87% of 

the time. Inspection of the conformations of the surrounding lipid molecules revealed that their 

acyl chains were bent to fill in the space below amantadine; the acyl chains effectively wrapped 

around the bottom of amantadine. A representative snapshot showing the conformations of lipids 

around amantadine is presented in Figure 10. This detailed picture from the MD simulation, with 

the amantadine amine located around the phosphate and carbonyl groups but with acyl chains 

curled up to wrap around the bottom of the drug molecule, indicates how amantadine can interact 

with the lipid headgroups and the distal end of the fatty acyl chains at the same time. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.10 A snapshot of the MD simulation at 3.8 ns from the beginning of 10-ns trajectory. 
Lipids around and away from amantadine in the upper leaflet are shown by stick and surface 
representations, respectively. Amantadine is represented by spheres. Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, 
hydrogen, and phosphorus atoms are colored in cyan, blue, red, white, and brown, respectively. 
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6.4 Discussion 

The results from this work build on a considerable literature using various techniques to 

characterize amantadine interactions with model membranes. Chou and co-workers (205) have 

elegantly characterized the partition coefficient for amantadine into a DMPC bilayer environment 

through the use of soluble bicelle samples. Here, the solid-state NMR data and simulation results 

indicate that amantadine partitions into the membrane with a preferred equilibrium location in 

the interfacial region, such that the amine can be in a relatively hydrophilic domain and the 

amantadine hydrocarbon can be in the hydrophobic region of the bilayer. This is similar to the 

equilibrium position for tryptophan side chains of membrane proteins (222, 223). Amantadine is 

a weak base with a pKa of 9 determined in aqueous solution (224), but it is well known that pKas 

can change by several pH units for titrable sites that interact with a membrane environment (225, 

226). The 15N powder pattern results clearly show that, under the conditions used here, we are 

observing the uncharged amine at pH 8 and the charged amine at pH 2, where no significant 

chemical shift anisotropy is observed. 

Interestingly, the 31P chemical shift anisotropy, which was shown here to increase in 

magnitude when amantadine was added to DMPC bilayers, is the opposite of what was observed 

by Epand and co-workers (227) when they added amantadine to bilayers of 

dielaidoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DEPE). This is likely caused by the high sensitivity of the 
31P CSA to the phospholipid headgroup orientation and the very different headgroup 

conformation for PE and PC. Although mixed phases have been characterized by 31P CSA for 

amantadine preparations at elevated temperature, there was no evidence here that amantadine 

induced a nonbilayer DMPC phase at 30°C. 

Previous studies of the influence of amantadine on lipid bilayers have generated 

confusing conclusions about the location of amantadine within the lipid bilayer. Neutron and x-

ray diffraction results led to a proposal that the uncharged amantadine had two populations, one 

that was nearly at the bilayer center and one at the water/bilayer interface (204). This proposal 

was further supported by EPR studies of spin-labeled amantadine (206). Both the experimental 

and computational results reported here suggest that there is a single homogeneous, although 

dynamic, population in the membrane. The location of amantadine along the normal to the 

bilayer appears to be between the two populations described from the diffraction study. 
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Chou and co-workers (205) have used NMR experiments to transfer magnetization from 

the lipid environment to the Cγ -H sites of amantadine to qualitatively assess the location of the 

drug within bicelles. Although they showed no transfer from the choline methyls, there was 

transfer from the glycerol backbone and the entire fatty acyl chain to amantadine. Here, it was 

shown that all of the amantadine resonances were influenced by the water-soluble Mn2+ 

relaxation agent, whereas the terminal carbons on the fatty acyl chains were not affected. The 

computational results showed rotational excursions of the amantadine that might expose the γ  

and δ  carbons occasionally to the hydrophilic surface, explaining the induced relaxation by 

Mn2+ and the saturation transfer results from the glycerol backbone to the Cγ -H sites on 

amantadine. Although the terminal carbons of the fatty acyl chains remain far removed from the 

hydrophilic surface and the Mn2+ relaxation agent, our simulation results show that the fatty acyl 

chains wrap around the amantadine hydrocarbon moiety, potentially accounting for the close 

approach of the terminal methyl with amantadine Cγ -H and thereby explaining the saturation 

transfer results with the terminal methyl groups. In addition, it may help to explain the diffraction 

results that suggested that there was a population of amantadine near the bilayer center. Here, the 

simulations show not only that the methyls can be close to amantadine but also how the bilayer 

can be significantly distorted, which may help to explain the diffraction data. 

Consequently, the data from bicelles are consistent with those observed here in bilayers, 

although we would argue based on our observation of the amantadine amine that amantadine 

does interact with the bilayer surface. In addition to a preferred position in the membrane, 

amantadine has a preferred equilibrium orientation and does not tumble freely in the lipid 

bilayer. This is in contrast with the results from Wang et al. (205), which suggest that amantadine 

tumbles freely in the bicelle based on the observation of the same 1H line width of amantadine in 

bicelles and in organic solvent. However, here it is clear that amantadine has a unique position, 

orientation, and dynamic amplitude in liquid crystalline lipid bilayers that do not permit it to 

cross the membrane, at least not rapidly. The results here and in the literature suggest that the 

drug partitions extensively in the membrane and is bound at the hydrophilic/hydrophobic lipid 

interface. Although we believe that amantadine binds to M2 protein on its tetrameric symmetry 

axis, this suggests that amantadine binds to M2 protein via the small aqueous population of the 

drug. Furthermore, despite being lipophilic, amantadine does not appear to readily cross the 

bilayer center due to its interaction with the bilayer surface. 
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Abstract 

The mechanism of inhibition of the influenza A virus M2 proton channel by the anti-viral drug 

amantadine has been under intense investigation. The importance of a mechanistic understanding 

is heightened by the prevalence of amantadine-resistant mutations. To gain mechanistic insight 

at the molecular level, we carried out extensive molecular dynamics simulations of the tetrameric 

M2 proton channel in both apo and amantadine-bound forms in a lipid bilayer. The simulation of 

the apo form revealed that Val27 from the four M2 subunits can form a secondary gate near the 

channel entrance and break the water wire in the channel pore. This gate arises from physical 

occlusion and the elimination of hydrogen-bonding partners for water molecules. In the presence 

of amantadine, the secondary gate formed by Val27 and the drug molecule lying just below form 

an extended blockage, which breaks the water wire throughout the simulation. The location of 

amantadine inside the channel pore as found in our simulation is supported by a host of 

experimental observations. Our study suggests a novel role for Val27 in the inhibition of the M2 

proton channel by amantadine. 

7.1 Introduction 

The M2 protein of the influenza A virus is a tetrameric proton-selective ion channel activated by 

low pH, and its channel activity is essential for the life cycle of the virus. The antiviral drug 

amantadine inhibits the replication of the virus by putatively binding to the transmembrane 
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domain (TMD) of the M2 proton channel (228). However, over 90% of recent influenza A cases 

were found to have the S31N mutation on the M2 protein that confers amantadine resistance 

(23). Along with experiments (26, 33, 35, 196, 201, 229, 230), extensive computational studies 

(231-238) have been performed to model the structure of the M2 TMD and to understand the 

mechanisms of conductance and selectivity of the proton channel. The tetrad of His37 is part of 

the putative primary gate essential for channel conductance and selectivity (33, 201). The 

structure of the M2 TMD when amantadine is present has been determined recently by solid-

state NMR spectroscopy (7). Here we report a study aimed at modeling the binding of 

amantadine to the M2 TMD. Our results present both mechanistic insight on the inhibition of M2 

by amantadine and possible explanations for mutations leading to amantadine resistance. 

 

7.2 Results and Discussion 

We modeled an amantadine molecule onto the structure of the M2 TMD determined in the 

presence of amantadine (PDB code 2H95 (7); see Methods and Figure 7.1). Amantadine was 

initially positioned around Ser31, in line with the central location of this residue in the 

constellation of amantadine-resistant mutations (on Val27, Ala30, Ser31, and Gly34) (26). 

Parallel molecular dynamics simulations were then carried out for up to 15 ns on the M2 TMD in 

the amantadine-bound form and in apo form (the latter based on the apo structure found in PDB 

code 1NYJ (6). 

7.2.1 Secondary gate 

We monitored the radii of the channel pores across the M2 TMD in the apo and amantadine-

bound simulations. In both simulations, the data show the existence of two blockages, one 

toward the channel entrance and the other toward the exit (Figure 7.2 and 7.3). The latter, peaked 

around z = –10 Å, was bordered mostly by the side chains of the four Trp41 residues but also 

those of H37, and hence can be identified as the primary gate. The other blockage occurred 

around z = +10 Å and bordered by the side chains of Val27 residues in the apo simulation. This 

“secondary” gate arose from physical occlusion by the Val27 side chains; an ancillary factor may 

be the elimination of water molecules from this region due to the lack of hydrogen-bonding 

partners. In the amantadine-bound simulation, this blockage was extended by the bound 

amantadine toward the center of the TMD. 
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Figure 7.1 The full amantadine-bound M2 TMD system. Amantadine is shown as spheres buried 
inside the M2 TMD (purple ribbon). The hydration water molecules are presented as gray 
surface. 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.2 Pore radii of apo and amantadine-bound forms of the M2 TMD in the last 10 ns of 
simulations. Values of the pore radii, calculated by the HOLE program (5) with a step size of 0.5 
Å along the channel z-axis (parallel to the symmetry axis of the tetrameric TMD), are 
represented by a spectrum from black (0 Å) to white (≥ 3 Å). The origin of the z-axis was located 
at the center of the Cα atoms of the four Gly34 residues; side chains of Val27 (yellow), Ser31 
(orange), His37 (green) and Trp41 (blue) are shown as sticks. 
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 Figure 7.3 shows the fractions of snapshots with zero pore radii at discrete positions 

along the channel z axis in the apo and amantadine-bound simulations. These positions are 

separated by 0.5 Å. In the apo simulation, the peaks around z = –10 Å and +10 Å correspond to 

the primary and secondary gates, respectively. The former is formed by Trp41 and assisted by 

His37; the latter is formed by Val27. In the amantadine-bound simulation, a new broad peak 

around z = +6 Å appears, signifying the presence of amantadine. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.3 Fractions of snapshots with zero pore radius at individual positions along the channel 
z-axis in the (A) apo and (B) amantadine-bound simulations. 
 

7.2.2 Water wire 

Water wire is an important part of the mechanism for proton conductance (239). We determined 

whether continuous water wires were formed in our simulations by identifying hydrogen bonds 
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between water molecules in the pores. During the apo simulation (Figure 7.4A-D), most of the 

time the water wire was broken by both the primary and secondary gates; occasionally it was 

broken by just one of them; only rarely was continuous water wire observed. The fact that the 

water wire was broken by the secondary gate most of the time in the apo simulation perhaps 

partly explains why the opening probability of the M2 channel even when activated is very low 

(240). In the amantadine-bound simulation (Figure 7.4E-F), the continuous blockage formed by 

the secondary gate and the bound amantadine always broke the water wire. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.4 Representative snapshots from apo (A-D) and amantadine-bound (E-F) simulations 
showing breakup of water wires in the channel pores. Water and amantadine are presented as 
spheres (hydrogen: white; carbon: cyan; nitrogen: blue; oxygen: red); side chains of Val27 
(yellow), Ser31 (orange), His37 (green), and Trp41 (blue) are shown as sticks. Snapshots (A to 
F) are taken at 10, 14, 12, and 6 ns from apo simulation, and 10 and 14 ns from bound 
simulation. 
 

A B C 

E D F 
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7.2.3 Drug binding site 

The specific interactions of amantadine with the M2 TMD were analyzed by identifying contacts 

between the drug molecule and the channel protein. In Figure 7.5 we display the number of times 

that a contact less than 3.3 Å was formed between heavy atoms of amantadine and a particular 

residue of the M2 TMD. Only five residues formed close contacts with amantadine in the 

amantadine-bound simulations. Two residues, Ser31 and Ala30, were found to contribute most to 

the binding site for amantadine. Three neighboring residues, Val27, Ile33, and Gly34, 

occasionally made contacts with the bound drug molecule. We also noticed that during ~30% of 

the simulation time amantadine did not form close contact with any of the residues. In a typical 

snapshot (Figure 7.6; see also Figure 2E-F), the adamantane group of amantadine, with a near 

spherical shape, is wrapped by Cβ  of Ala30 and Oγ  of Ser31 from the side and is located just 

below the nonpolar ring of the four Val27 residues. At the bottom the amine of amantadine 

formed one or more hydrogen bonds, with partners alternating among the Ser31 hydroxyls, the 

Ala30 backbone carbonyls, and water molecules (amantadine made contact with at least one 

water molecule essentially all the time). Thus typically amantadine has a downward orientation 

inside the M2 TMD (Figure 7.7), which is opposite to the orientation of amantadine inside a lipid 

bilayer (241). In a recent molecular dynamics simulation (238), amantadine binding around 

Ala29 was presented as “preliminary” results without further detail.  

 

 

Figure 7.5 The number of times that amantadine came into contact (< 3.3 Å) with a particular 
residue among the 10,000 snapshots saved for analysis. 
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Figure 7.6 The binding site for amantadine, as illustrated by a representative snapshot taken at 
14.003 ns. Amantadine and water molecules are presented as spheres (hydrogen: white; carbon: 
cyan; nitrogen: blue; oxygen: red). The side chains of Val27 (yellow), Ala30 (green), and Ser31 
(orange), are shown as ball-and-stick; Cα atoms are indicated by balls with a slightly larger size. 
 

 

Figure 7.7 Orientation of amantadine (AMT). (A) Time trace of the angle between Cα-N vector 
and the channel z-axis. (B) Counts of tilt angles in bins of 5° width. 
 

 

The downward orientation is further shown by calculating the tilt angle of the amantadine 

Cα-N vector with respect to the channel z-axis. As can be seen in Figure 7.7, the 10,000 saved 
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snapshots fall into two populations: one with tilt angles around 120° and the other with much 

larger tilt angles. In the first population, the amine of amantadine tilts to the side to hydrogen 

bond with the Ser31 hydroxyls and/or Ala30 backbone carbonyls. In the second population, the 

Cα-N vector of amantadine points nearly straight downward and the amine makes hydrogen 

bonds exclusively with water molecules. 

Neutron diffraction data of Duff et al. (242) give direct support for our observation that 

the binding site for amantadine is formed by Ser31 and Ala30. The same data also indicate that 

amantadine is oriented anisotropically and hint at a downward orientation, as seen in our 

simulation. The low probability of direct contact between amantadine and Val27 seen in our 

simulation is in line with NMR data indicating that the dipolar splitting and chemical shift of this 

residue are unaffected by amantadine binding (243). As Figure 7.4E-F shows, in our simulation 

amantadine is typically separated from His37 by three layers of water molecules. This separation 

is in contrast to a direct hydrogen bond between amantadine and His37 modeled previously 

(244), but supported by NMR data showing that the isotropic chemical shifts of His37 Nδ1 are 

unchanged upon binding amantadine (7). 

7.2.4 Drug resistance 

The binding site for amantadine found in our simulation provides rationalizations for mutational 

effects on the amantadine affinity of the M2 TMD obtained by Astrahan et al. (245). They found 

that the A30T and S31N mutations, which confer amantadine resistance, abolish amantadine 

binding. Substitution by a bulkier side chain at either of these positions would reduce the volume 

of the putative binding site; the additional polar group would also make interactions with the 

nonpolar moiety of amantadine less favorable. Astrahan et al also found that mutations of Val27 

(to Gly, Ala, Ser, or Thr), which too confer amantadine resistance, nevertheless retain 

amantadine binding. It is possible that amantadine binds to Val27 mutants in a different mode. 

Alternatively, amantadine still binds in a similar mode but the blockage is no longer extended by 

a secondary gate. We note that Ser31 corresponds to Phe in the M2 protein of influenza B virus. 

The substitution by a bulky side chain may significantly reduce the amantadine binding affinity 

(230), which in turn may explain the inability of amantadine to inhibit the M2 channel activity 

and replication of influenza B virus (246). 
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7.2.5 Supporting information 

See Appendix E.2 for results of additional simulations. While this paper was under review, two 

structures of the M2 TMD, determined by X-ray and solution NMR, respectively, were 

published (8, 247). The X-ray structure confirms the most important features observed in our 

MD simulations (Figure 7.8). In particular, the channel pore “is most constricted near Val27,” 

providing direct support of our proposal for a secondary gate. The formation of a secondary gate 

by Val27, is generated by the MD simulations which are not present in the starting structures.  

 

 

Figure 7.8 Comparison of the starting structures for (A) apo and (B) amantadine-bound forms 
(6, 7), the (C) apo and (D) bound forms generated by the MD simulations at 8.056 and 9.561 ns, 
and (E) and (F) newly published X-ray structures (PDB code 3bkd and 3c9j) (8). The view is 
from the N-terminal into the channel pore (only residues Pro25-Leu46 are displayed for clarity). 
Val27 residues and amantadine are represented by yellow sticks and spheres (cyan; carbon, 
white; hydrogen), respectively. Shown in (G) is a superposition of a snapshot form the 
amantadine-bound simulation at 9.941 ns, in purple (with Val27 in yellow), and the X-ray 
structure (with Val27 and amantadine in darker shade). The bound amantadine is highlighted. 
Only the top positions (residues Pro25-Gly34) of helices are shown; for clarity one helix is not 
displayed. 
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The electron density of amantadine in that study is also consistent with the location and 

orientation of the drug molecule found in our simulation. In the NMR structure, rimantadine (a 

close analog of amantadine) was located in the exterior, next to residues Leu40, Ile42, and 

Leu43. Mutations of these residues did not affect amantadine binding (229). Such a location is 

favored by amantadine while it is bound to lipid bilayers (241).  

 Our most important observation from the MD simulations, i.e., the formation of a 

secondary gate by Val27, which is not present in the starting structures, is confirmed by the X-

ray structures of the apo and amantadine-bound forms published while this paper is under review 

(Figure S6E, F). In addition, the location and orientation of amantadine obtained by our 

simulation agree very well with those in the X-ray structure of the bound form (Figure S6G). 

 

7.3 Conclusion 

In summary, our molecular dynamics simulations suggest that the tetrad of Val27 forms a 

secondary gate. When amantadine is bound, an extended blockage is formed, leading to breakup 

of the water wire and inactivation of the proton channel. Our simulation results are supported by 

a host of experimental observations and provide rationalizations for mutations conferring 

amantadine resistance. As overexpression of the M2 protein leads to deleterious effect on 

intracellular protein transport (248) (perhaps suggesting that hyper channel activity is 

undesirable) and some Val27 mutations are known to increase proton conductance (249), it is 

tempting to suggest that the secondary gate formed by Val27 serves an important role for 

attenuating the activity of the M2 proton channel. 

 

7.4 Methods 

Setup of simulation systems. Two parallel molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were 

carried out, one with the M2 protein transmembrane domain (TMD) in the apo form and the 

other with amantadine bound to the M2 TMD. For the apo simulation, the starting structure of 

the functional full-length M2 TMD (residues Ser22-Leu46) was taken from PDB entry 1NYJ (6). 

For the amantadine-bound simulation, the starting model for the M2 TMD was constructed on 

the structure for residues Leu26-Leu43 recently determined by solid-state NMR spectroscopy in 
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the presence of amantadine (PDB entry 2H95) (7), by extending both terminals to the functional 

full length through structural alignment with the apo structure. All N- and C-terminals were 

blocked by Acetyl and N-methylamine, respectively. Initially amantadine was positioned around 

Ser31, in line with the central location of this residue in the constellation of amantadine-resistant 

mutations (on Val27, Ala30, Ser31, and Gly34) (26). 

 The structures of the M2 TMD in the presence and absence of amantadine were both 

determined on samples prepared at high pH (6, 7). High pH also provides the optimal condition 

for binding amantadine (199, 250). Our MD simulations thus mimicked the high pH condition 

(around 8). The tetrad of His37, which is part of the putative primary gate essential for channel 

conductance and selectivity (201), and amantadine were assigned protonation states appropriate 

for pH 8 according to experimental pKa values. Specifically, for the apo simulation, one of the 

four His37 residues was arbitrarily selected to be protonated (201); for the amantadine-bound 

simulation, none of the four His37 residues was protonated (251), and neither was amantadine 

(241). Simulations of amantadine-bound M2 TMD in other protonation states (unprotonated 

amantadine with singly protonated His37 residues; protonated amantadine with either 

unprotonated or singly protonated His37 residues) were also tried, but were deemed 

inappropriate based on various considerations (Appendix E.2). 

The apo and amantadine-bound forms of the M2 TMD were each inserted into a pre-

equilibrated DMPC bilayer (consisting of 110 lipid molecules). The two systems were solvated 

with 5,167 water molecules (TIP3P model (70)) and 3 sodium ions (for charge neutralization), 

and with 5,166 water molecules and 4 sodium ions, respectively. Force field parameters for 

amantadine and the DMPC lipid were as described previously (241). The full amantadine-bound 

system is illustrated in Figure 7.1. 

Details of molecular dynamics simulations. Energy minimization and MD simulations 

were performed by the AMBER package (252), with the ff99SB (253) force field for proteins. 

To remove bad contacts, 400 steps of energy minimization were performed while restraining 

heavy atoms of the protein and phosphorus atoms of the lipids with a harmonic restraint constant 

of 50 kcal/mol Å2. The MD simulations were started by heating up the systems to 310 K at NVT 

for 50 ps and continued for 450 ps while restraining Cα atoms (with a restraint constant of 0.5 

kcal/mol Å2). Afterwards the simulations were switched to NPT, but with the same restraint for 

1.5 ns. Finally the simulations were continued up to 15 ns without any restraint. Nonbonded 

interactions were calculated with a cutoff of 9 Å, and the nonbonded list was updated with a 2 Å 
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skin width. The particle mesh Ewald method (71, 147, 148) was used to treat long-range 

electrostatic interactions. The temperature was controlled by Langevin dynamics with collision 

frequency 1 ps-1. The pressure was maintained at 1 bar by anisotropic scaling. SHAKE and 

RATTLE algorithms were applied to constrain all bonds involving hydrogen atoms (73, 74), 

allowing an integration time step of 2 fs. The coordinates in the last 10 ns (saved at every ps) 

were used for analyses. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 
 
 

Conclusions 

 

As shown in the investigated cases above, biomolecules interact with each other and influence 

mutually. The interactions between biomolecules influence on their structures, and then activate 

or make them functional in the biological systems. If there are multiple states in a biomolecule, 

dynamics and intrinsic flexibility are required for the conformational change between the states. 

Since most biomolecules, indeed, are flexible and have multiple states in their conformation, 

dynamics is an essential part to understand their biological functions and to design new 

molecules with specific functions. Since experiments have their own limitations, the results of 

MD simulations can supplement the data obtained from experiments. Because of the limitation 

of simulations, the predicted or simulated models should be confirmed or supported by 

experiments.  

 

8.1 Future works 

α7 receptor modeling has been performed on only ligand binding domain. The structural or 

mechanistic modeling of full length protein could be performed. Now the solvent accessibility 

and pKa shifts can be used especially for modeling open and closed conformations of the 

transmembrane domain portion (46). The spontaneous conformational changes of one subunit in 

the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor simulation predict the asymmetric open structure of the 

channel which is supported by observations of the intermediate conductance levels in 

electrophysiological studies. From this we can imagine the pre-equilibrium not of the whole 

receptor but of each subunit. The population of conductance intensities or duration time of 

channel opening of the simplest case in which a receptor is homo pentameric, and the 

conformational change of each subunit is independent of each other, can be interpreted by a 
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binomial distribution with five subunits. Each subunit has open probability of p and closed 

probability of q (or 1-p). The real case is more complicated. Receptors are hetero pentamers 

(each type of subunit may have its own equilibrium (different p values). The conformational 

change could be cooperative. Ligand binding perturb the pre-existing equilibrium. However, 

based on the simulation prediction we can study the kinetics of the channel behavior. 

 Since the DtxR simulations have been performed without N-terminal domain, the 

dynamics of full length protein can be investigated. The presence of N-terminal domain or 

transition metal ions may increase the dissociation of Pr segment from SH3 domain.  

 The area of studying membrane lipid is interesting especially for MD simulations. Due to 

the fluidic and dynamic characters of lipids, MD simulations for studying lipid are highly 

demanded. Lipid bilayers are soft materials. The system of solvated charged lipid bilayer with 

ions is beyond Gouy-Chapman. We still don’t have explanation for the requirement of the shift 

of Cl- charge distribution for NaCl systems to meet the GC theory. The amount or depth of 

bound ions might influence on the distributions of the counterions. The change of ion 

distribution depending on the depth of bound charges is an interesting project to do.  

 Many drugs are targeting membrane proteins. Membrane provides 2 D space for target 

searching. As ion and drug molecules affect the structure of membrane, the structural change 

also influence on the dynamics of the membrane, and vice versa. For example, amantadine 

binding decreases the diffusion coefficient of lipid molecules. Like ion the drug molecule 

interacts with lipid molecules making clusters with several lipid molecules, resulting slow 

diffusion in the membrane bilayer. As measured by NMR experiments amantadine influences on 

the dynamics of lipid bilayer. The detail of dynamics changes can be investigated by MD 

simulations. At low pH environment, amantadine can be protonated. The protonated amantadine 

may interact more strongly with the polar lipid head groups. 

 The influence of amantadine on M2 TMD of influenza A is under analysis. The kink 

observe by NMR can be investigated by MD simulations. Since MD trajectory has all atomic 

coordinates, the PISEMA data can be reproduced by MD simulations. NMR data also shows the 

structural heterogeneity of M2 TMD in the absence of amantadine. The drug binding makes the 

structure of M2 TMD more homogeneous. These structural changes can be investigated by MD 

simulations, and combined with NMR data MD analyses can provide a better understanding of 

M2 TMD of influenza virus A.  
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Supporting information for chapter 3 

 

 
 

A.1: Side view of homology models of α7 receptor. 

A.2: VMD Tcl script for calculation of solvent accessible surface area. 

A.3: Three possible rotational angles. 

A.4: Illustration for calculating tilt angle. 

A.5: VMD Tcl script to calculate tilt angle. 

A.6: Comparison with a recently released high resolution X-ray structure. 
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A.1 Side view of homology models of α7 receptor. 
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A.2 VMD Tcl script for calculation of solvent accessible surface area. 

 

# solvent accessible surface area calculation through the trajectory 

# compare chain D with others 

 

# loading trajectory 
set wd "/scratch/myunggi/a7-toxin/a7/traj" 

mol new $wd/../ion-a7.parm7 type parm7 waitfor all 

mol addfile $wd/../tilt/a7-align.binpos type binpos waitfor all 

mol addfile $wd/53-117.binpos type binpos waitfor all 
 

# setup chain ID for a7 

[atomselect 0 "resid 1 to 207"] set chain A 

[atomselect 0 "resid 208 to 414"] set chain B 

[atomselect 0 "resid 415 to 621"] set chain C 

# the orange subunit 

[atomselect 0 "resid 622 to 828"] set chain D 

[atomselect 0 "resid 829 to 1035"] set chain E 
 

# change resid according to the first unit to keep same residue numbers 

set a_list [[atomselect 0 "chain A"] get resid] 

[atomselect 0 "chain B"] set resid $a_list 

[atomselect 0 "chain C"] set resid $a_list 

[atomselect 0 "chain D"] set resid $a_list 

[atomselect 0 "chain E"] set resid $a_list 
unset a_list 

 

# load atoms’ radii information (same as used in DSSP) 

[atomselect top "name O"] set radius 1.40 

[atomselect top "name N"] set radius 1.65 

[atomselect top "name CA"] set radius 1.87 

[atomselect top "name C"] set radius 1.76 

[atomselect top "noh and not name O N CA C"] set radius 1.80 

[atomselect top "hydrogen"] set radius 0.0 
 

# start procedure (function) 
proc sasa_trj { sel file } { 

 # open file for writing 

 set fout [open $file w] 

 # get molecule’s ID from the selection of function arguments 

 set molid [$sel molid] 

 # get the number of frames of loaded trajectory 

 set nf [molinfo $molid get numframes] 
 

 # measure for all five subunits 

 set prot [atomselect $molid "pro and noh"] 

 # select a residue from each subunit 

 set s1 [atomselect $molid "[$sel text] and chain A"] 

 set s2 [atomselect $molid "[$sel text] and chain B"] 

 set s3 [atomselect $molid "[$sel text] and chain C"] 

 set s4 [atomselect $molid "[$sel text] and chain D"] 

 set s5 [atomselect $molid "[$sel text] and chain E"] 
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 # start a loop through the trajectory 

 for { set i 0 } { $i < $nf } { incr i } { 

  # frame (trajectory) update corresponding selections 

  molinfo $molid set frame $i 

  $prot frame $i 

  $sel frame $i 

  $s1 frame $i 

  $s2 frame $i 

  $s3 frame $i 

  $s4 frame $i 

  $s5 frame $i 

 

  # consider the whole protein but calculate for  

  #the subunit with probe solvent radius of 1.4 A 

  set sa1 [measure sasa 1.40 $prot -restrict $s1] 

  set sa2 [measure sasa 1.40 $prot -restrict $s2] 

  set sa3 [measure sasa 1.40 $prot -restrict $s3] 

  set sa4 [measure sasa 1.40 $prot -restrict $s4] 

  set sa5 [measure sasa 1.40 $prot -restrict $s5] 
 

  # print out (time average_of_four_subunits orange_subunit) 

  puts $fout "[expr $i*0.01] [expr ($sa1+$sa2+$sa3+$sa5)/4] $sa4" 
 } 

 close $fout 
} 

 

 

 

# selection for a residue number 37 and heavy atoms of sidechain 

set sel [atomselect 0 "pro and resid 37 and noh and sidechain"] 

# call the program 

sasa_trj $sel s37.sasa 
 

 

 

# for the next residue 

set sel [atomselect 0 "pro and resid 40 and noh and sidechain"] 

sasa_trj $sel s40.sasa 
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A.3 Three possible rotational angles. 

 

 

 

 

The figure shows all possible three rotational angles including (A) lateral tilt angle, (B) radial tilt 

angle, and (C) rotational angle. The white big cylinder indicates the LBD of α7 receptor. The 

orange small cylinder represents a subunit. 

A 

C 

B
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A.4 Illustration for calculating tilt angle. 

 
 

 

 

 

The diagram shows the procedure (B to D) to calculate subunit’s tilt angle through the 

superposition of a snap shot (primed coordinate system) to the reference structure (reference 

frame) (A). First, the radial tilt is removed by projecting x’ axis to x-y plane (B), and the rotation 

angle is removed by projecting the new x’ axis to x-z plane (C), and then the lateral tilt angle can 

be obtained by angle between z and z’ axis (D). Appendix A.5 is the VMD Tcl script for these 

calculations. 

x 

y

z 

x' 

y' 

z' 

A B

C D
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A.5 VMD Tcl script to calculate tilt angles. 

 

# measure tilt angle through the rms fitting with projection (+/- sign)  

# using least-square plane 

# decompose all three angles 
 

 

source tilt-trj-setup.tk 

 

 

# rms fitting whole trajectory to the first snap shot 

proc rms_first { sel ref } { 

    set all [atomselect [$sel molid] "all"] 

    set nf [molinfo [$sel molid] get numframes] 
 

    for { set i 1 } { $i < $nf } { incr i } { 

        $sel frame $i 

        $all frame $i 

        $all move [measure fit $sel $ref] 
    } 

} 

 

 

# project a vector to a certain plane 

# Usage: projection $v1 x ==> project vector v1 to y-z plane 

proc projection { vec axis } { 

    if {$axis == "x"} { 

        set vec "0 [lindex $vec 1] [lindex $vec 2]" 

    } elseif {$axis == "y"} { 

        set vec "[lindex $vec 0] 0 [lindex $vec 2]" 

    } else { 

        set vec "[lindex $vec 0] [lindex $vec 1] 0" 
    } 

    return $vec 
} 

 

 

# return rotation matrix to align $v1 to $v2 around $sel 
proc orient { sel vector1 vector2 } { 

    set com [measure center $sel] 

    set vec1 [vecnorm $vector1] 

    set vec2 [vecnorm $vector2] 
 

    # compute the angle and axis of rotation 

    set rotvec [veccross $vec1 $vec2] 

    set sine   [veclength $rotvec] 

    set cosine [vecdot $vec1 $vec2] 

    set angle [expr atan2($sine,$cosine)] 
 

    # return the rotation matrix 

    return [trans center $com axis $rotvec $angle rad] 
} 
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# start main program 
proc tilt_trj { sel file } { 

 set fout [open $file w] 

 set moli [$sel molid] 

 set nf [molinfo $moli get numframes] 

 set r2d [expr 180.0/acos(-1.0)] 
 

 # align plane normal to Z axis 

 set all [atomselect $moli "all"] 

 set ref [atomselect $moli "sta and name CA"] 

 $all frame 0 

 $ref frame 0 

 set zcur [lsqplane $ref] 
 

 # check the sign and rotate 

 if {[lindex $zcur 2] < 0.0} { set zcur [vecscale $zcur -1]} 

 set A [orient $ref $zcur {0 0 1}] 

 $all move $A 
 

 # move to origin 

 $all move [transoffset [vecinvert [measure center $ref]]] 
 

 # align the selected chain to X 

set sel2 [atomselect $moli "[$sel text] and sta"] 

 $sel2 frame 0 

set v1 [measure center $sel2] 

set v1 [vecnorm [projection $v1 z]] 

set a1 [expr acos([vecdot $v1 {1 0 0}])] 

# check sign and rotate 

set sig [lindex [veccross $v1 {1 0 0}] 2] 

if { $sig < 0.0 } { set a1 [expr -1.0 * $a1]} 

$all move [transaxis z $a1 rad] 
 

 # rms fitting 

set ref [atomselect $moli "[$sel text]" frame 0] 

rms_first $sel $ref 
 

 set ref [atomselect $moli "sta and name CA"] 
 

 for { set i 1 } { $i < $nf } { incr i } { 

  $all frame $i 

  $ref frame $i 

  $sel2 frame $i 
 

  set zcur [lsqplane $ref] 

  if {[lindex $zcur 2] < 0.0} { set zcur [vecscale $zcur -1]} 

  set zcur [vecnorm $zcur] 
 

  set xcur [vecsub [measure center $sel2] [measure center $all]] 

  # projection to zcur 

  set tmp [vecscale $zcur [vecdot $xcur $zcur]] 

  # plane projected xcur 

  set xcur [vecsub $xcur $tmp] 

  set xcur [vecnorm $xcur] 
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  # calc radial tilt and rotation angle 

  set xpro [vecnorm [projection $xcur z]] 

  set radt [expr $r2d*acos([vecdot $xcur $xpro])] 

  if {[lindex $xcur 2] < 0.0} { set radt [expr -1.0*$radt]} 

  set rot [expr $r2d*acos([vecdot $xpro {1 0 0}])] 

  if {[lindex $xcur 1] < 0.0} { set rot [expr -1.0*$rot]} 
 

  # rotate around the subunit to remove the radial tilt 

  set A [orient $sel2 $xcur $xpro] 

  $all move $A 
 

  # selection update 

  $all frame $i 

  $sel2 frame $i 
 

  # rotate around Z to remove rotation 

  set A [orient $sel2 $xpro {1 0 0}] 

  $all move $A 
 

  # Now the pure lateral tilt (and translation) exist 

  # selection update 

  $sel2 frame $i 

  $ref frame $i 

  # recalc normal vector and tilt angle 

  set zcur [lsqplane $ref] 

  if {[lindex $zcur 2] < 0.0} { set zcur [vecscale $zcur -1]} 

  set zcur [vecnorm $zcur] 

  set latt [expr $r2d*acos([vecdot $zcur {0 0 1}])] 

  if {[lindex $zcur 1] > 0.0} { set latt [expr -1.0*$latt]} 
   

  puts $fout "[expr $i*0.01] $radt $rot $latt" 
 } 

 close $fout 
} 

 

 

set sel [atomselect 1 "name CA and chain A"] 

tilt_trj $sel sS1.tilt 
 

set sel [atomselect 1 "name CA and chain B"] 

tilt_trj $sel sS2.tilt 
 

set sel [atomselect 1 "name CA and chain C"] 

tilt_trj $sel sS3.tilt 
 

set sel [atomselect 1 "name CA and chain D"] 

tilt_trj $sel sS4.tilt 
 

set sel [atomselect 1 "name CA and chain E"] 

tilt_trj $sel sS5.tilt 
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tilt-trj-setup.tk 

# load bound structure 

mol new ../tox-ini-last.pdb type pdb waitfor all  

animate delete beg 1 end 1 0 

# load trajectory 
mol addfile ../tox-align.binpos type binpos waitfor all 

mol addfile ../../../tox-anal/traj/111-164.binpos type binpos waitfor all 
 

# load apo structure 

mol new ../a7-ini-last.pdb type pdb waitfor all 

animate delete beg 1 end 1 1 
mol addfile ../a7-align.binpos type binpos waitfor all 

mol addfile ../../traj/53-117.binpos type binpos waitfor all 
 

# macro 
atomselect macro pro { chain A B C D E } 

atomselect macro tox { chain F G H I J } 

 

# stable portion (rmsf < 0.8) 

atomselect macro sta { pro and resid 30 32 to 39 48 to 54 58 91 to 94 \ 

107 to 109 115 124 to 127 141 to 145 198 to 201 } 
 

# translate to the origin 

set all [atomselect 1 "all" frame 0] 

set sel [atomselect 1 "name CA" frame 0] 

$all move [transoffset [vecinvert [measure center $sel]]] 
 

# align to the x axis 

# load leas square plane function 
source lsqplane.tcl 

$all frame 0 

$sel frame 0 

set zref [lsqplane $sel] 

if {[lindex $zref 0] < 0.0} { set zref [vecscale $zref -1]} 

$all move [transvecinv $zref] 
 

# one more time 

# translate to the origin 

$all frame 0 

$sel frame 0 

$all move [transoffset [vecinvert [measure center $sel]]] 
 

# align to the x axis 

$all frame 0 

$sel frame 0 

set zref [lsqplane $sel] 

if {[lindex $zref 0] < 0.0} { set zref [vecscale $zref -1]} 

$all move [transvecinv $zref] 
 

# align to the Z 

$all frame 0 

$sel frame 0 

$all move [transaxis y -90.0] 
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# superimpose two structures 

$sel frame 0 

[atomselect 0 "all" frame 0] move [measure fit [atomselect 0 "sta and name CA" 
\ 

frame 0] $sel] 
 

# translate to the origin 

set all [atomselect 0 "all" frame 0] 

set sel [atomselect 0 "sta and name CA" frame 0] 

$all move [transoffset [vecinvert [measure center $sel]]] 

 

lsqplane.tcl 

proc solve_cubic_eq { a1 a2 a3 a4 } { 

   # 

   # Solves a cubic equation 

   # a1x^3 + a2x^2 + a3x + a4 = 0 

   # 

  set dPI [expr 2.0*3.141592654] 

  set one3 [expr 1.0 / 3.0] 

  set one9 [expr 1.0 / 9.0] 

  set one54 [expr 1.0 / 54.0] 
 

  # Coeff. for normal form x^3 + a*x^2 + b*x + c = 0 

  set a [expr $a2 / $a1] 

  set b [expr $a3 / $a1] 

  set c [expr $a4 / $a1] 
 

  # Numerical recipe (5.6.10) 

  set q [expr ($a*$a - 3.0*$b)*$one9] 

  set r [expr (2.0*$a*$a*$a - 9.0*$a*$b + 27.0*$c)*$one54] 
 

  # always r^2 < q^3 

  # Since real and symmetric (Hermitian) has all real eigenvalues 
 

  set theta [expr acos([expr $r/pow($q*$q*$q, 0.5)])] 

  # Solutions 

  lappend dtmp [expr -2.0*pow($q,0.5)*cos($theta*$one3) - $a*$one3] 

  lappend dtmp [expr -2.0*pow($q,0.5)*cos(($theta + $dPI)*$one3) - $a*$one3] 

  lappend dtmp [expr -2.0*pow($q,0.5)*cos(($theta - $dPI)*$one3) - $a*$one3] 
 

  # return the minimum 

  return [lindex [lsort -real $dtmp] 0] 
} 

 

# return a normal vector to the plane using the selection 
proc lsqplane { sel } { 

    # count total number of atoms 

    set n [$sel num] 

    set r2d [expr 180.0/acos(-1.0)] 
 

    # get the coordinates of the selected atoms 

    set crd [$sel get { x y z }] 

    # calc. the geometrical center of the selection 

    set cg [measure center $sel] 
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    # calc. relative position w.r.t. the center 

    for { set j 0 } { $j < $n } { incr j } { 

        lappend cx [expr [lindex [lindex $crd $j] 0] - [lindex $cg 0]] 

        lappend cy [expr [lindex [lindex $crd $j] 1] - [lindex $cg 1]] 

        lappend cz [expr [lindex [lindex $crd $j] 2] - [lindex $cg 2]] 
    } 

 

    set dSumXX 0.0 

    set dSumYY 0.0 

    set dSumZZ 0.0 

    set dSumXY 0.0 

    set dSumXZ 0.0 

    set dSumYZ 0.0 
 

    # build matrix 

    for { set k 0 } { $k < $n } { incr k } { 

        set dSumXX [expr $dSumXX + [lindex $cx $k] * [lindex $cx $k]] 

        set dSumYY [expr $dSumYY + [lindex $cy $k] * [lindex $cy $k]] 

        set dSumZZ [expr $dSumZZ + [lindex $cz $k] * [lindex $cz $k]] 
 

        set dSumXY [expr $dSumXY + [lindex $cx $k] * [lindex $cy $k]] 

        set dSumXZ [expr $dSumXZ + [lindex $cx $k] * [lindex $cz $k]] 

        set dSumYZ [expr $dSumYZ + [lindex $cy $k] * [lindex $cz $k]] 
    } 

    unset cx 

    unset cy 

    unset cz 

 

    # Calc coeff. for -l^3 + o * l^2 + p * l + q = 0 

    set o [expr $dSumXX + $dSumYY + $dSumZZ] 

    set p [expr $dSumXY * $dSumXY + $dSumXZ * $dSumXZ + $dSumYZ * $dSumYZ \ 

            - ($dSumXX * $dSumYY + $dSumXX * $dSumZZ + $dSumYY * $dSumZZ)] 

    set q [expr $dSumXX * $dSumYY * $dSumZZ + 2.0 * $dSumXY * $dSumXZ \ 

        * $dSumYZ - ($dSumXX * $dSumYZ * $dSumYZ + $dSumYY * $dSumXZ \ 

        * $dSumXZ + $dSumZZ * $dSumXY * $dSumXY)] 
 

    # Call solve cubic eq. 

    set root [solve_cubic_eq -1.0 $o $p $q] 
 

    # Calc determinants 

    set a [expr ($dSumYY - $root) * $dSumXZ - $dSumXY * $dSumYZ] 

    set b [expr ($dSumXX - $root) * $dSumYZ - $dSumXY * $dSumXZ] 

    set c [expr $dSumXY * $dSumXY - ($dSumYY - $root) * ($dSumXX - $root)] 
 

    # Normalize 

    set dnorm [expr 1.0 / sqrt( $a * $a + $b * $b + $c * $c)] 

    set a [expr $a * $dnorm] 

    set b [expr $b * $dnorm] 

    set c [expr $c * $dnorm] 
 

    set vec [list $a $b $c] 
 

    return $vec 
} 
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A.6 Comparison with a recently released high resolution X-ray structure. 

 

While this paper was completing the review process, an X-ray structure of a prokaryotic 

pentameric ligand-gated ion channel, representing the closed conformation, was published by 

Hilf and Dutzler (254). Our closed conformation proposed from the MD simulations is in 

agreement with this structure, both locally and globally (Figure 3.11). Relative to the closed 

conformation represented by the X-ray structure, our proposed open conformation exhibits the 

local and global motions highlighted above (Figure 3.11). Like us, Hilf and Dutzler also suggest 

outward tilting of the M2 helix as the trigger for channel opening. As noted above, the motion of 

the C terminal of β10 seen in our MD simulation seems to play a critical role mediating between 

agonist binding and channel opening. 

 

 

      
 

Figure 3.11 Local and global conformational change of the apo form of the α7 ligand-binding 
domain with respect to Erwinia chrysanthemi ligand-gated ion channel (ELIC). In (A) and (B), 
structures in red and orange are identical to those shown in Figure 3.5. The reference here, 
shown in gray, is ELIC. Black arrows in (B) indicate the directions of relative motion. (C) Tilt 
angles of the five subunits along the MD trajectory of the apo α7 ligand-binding domain, 
measured with respect to ELIC. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
 

Supporting information for chapter 4 

 

 
 

B.1: Experimental R1 (A) and R2 (B) relaxation rates for PrSH3(●) and SH3(●) at 16.9 T.  

B.2: Spectral density values for SH3 at 14.1T. 

B.3: Spectral density values for PrSH3 at 14.1T. 

B.4: Modelfree microdynamic parameters for SH3. 

B.5: Modelfree microdynamic parameters for PrSH3. 

B.6: R1 and R2 relaxation rates for PrSH3 at 16.9T. 

B.7: Preparation for iRED analysis. 

B.8: Fortran codes for iRED analysis. 
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B.1 Experimental R1 (A) and R2 (B) relaxation rates for PrSH3(●) and SH3(●) at 16.9 T. 

Error bars indicate fitting errors. 
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B.2 Spectral density values for SH3 at 14.1T. 

 

Residue Jeff(0), ns/rad J(ωN), ns/rad J(0.87ωH), ns/rad 
D144    

A145 0.52 (0.21) 0.31 (0.01) 0.04 (0.001) 

A146    

A147 0.68 (0.19) 0.33 (0.01) 0.03 (0.001) 

P148    

G149 1.49 (0.20) 0.38 (0.01) 0.01 (0.000) 

T150 1.93 (0.15) 0.40 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

R151 1.58 (0.20) 0.42 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

V152 1.58 (0.15) 0.40 (0.01) 0.01 (0.000) 

I153 3.16 (0.20) 0.39 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D154 2.34 (0.17) 0.39 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

A155 1.72 (0.20) 0.37 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

A156    

T157 1.64 (0.16) 0.42 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

S158 1.86 (0.18) 0.47 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

M159 1.53 (0.18) 0.42 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

P160    

R161 1.66 (0.20) 0.40 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

K162 1.45 (0.20) 0.38 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

V163 1.81 (0.18) 0.37 (0.01) 0.01 (0.000) 

R164 1.86 (0.15) 0.39 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

I165 1.53 (0.21) 0.39 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

V166 1.73 (0.20) 0.40 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

Q167    

I168 1.54 (0.18) 0.39 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

N169 0.54 (0.21) 0.28 (0.02) 0.05 (0.001) 

E170 1.53 (0.15) 0.41 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

I171 1.51 (0.16) 0.36 (0.01) 0.02 (0.001) 

F172 1.44 (0.15) 0.38 (0.01) 0.02 (0.000) 

Q173 1.59 (0.13) 0.43 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

V174 1.48 (0.12) 0.36 (0.01) 0.02 (0.001) 

E175 1.54 (0.14) 0.39 (0.01) 0.02 (0.001) 

T176 1.52 (0.17) 0.39 (0.01) 0.02 (0.001) 

D177    

Q178 1.45 (0.17) 0.43 (0.01) 0.01 (0.000) 

F179 1.52 (0.22) 0.42 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

T180 1.54 (0.15) 0.46 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

Q181 1.84 (0.14) 0.44 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

L182 3.18 (0.16) 0.38 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

L183 1.69 (0.17) 0.38 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

D184 1.49 (0.19) 0.39 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

A185 2.81 (0.20) 0.38 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

D186 2.38  (0.10) 0.41 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

I187 2.33 (0.15) 0.37 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

R188 1.47 (0.20) 0.39 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

V189 1.53 (0.17) 0.38 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

G190 1.68 (0.18) 0.39 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 
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S191 1.75 (0.15) 0.41 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

E192 1.50 (0.21) 0.38 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

V193 1.67 (0.16) 0.36 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

E194    

I195 2.37 (0.16) 0.39 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

V196 1.73 (0.17) 0.39 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D197 1.51 (0.15) 0.40 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

R198 1.54 (0.13) 0.36 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D199 1.52 (0.18) 0.45 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

G200 1.44 (0.22) 0.37 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

H201 1.45 (0.18) 0.35 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

I202 1.70 (0.17) 0.36 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

T203 1.67 (0.15) 0.40 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

L204 1.95 (0.18) 0.38 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

S205 2.40 (0.15) 0.37 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

H206 1.67 (0.15) 0.42 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

N207    

G208 1.73 (0.14) 0.47 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

K209 1.49 (0.17) 0.39 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

D210 1.82 (0.13) 0.35 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

V211 1.58 (0.19) 0.35 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

E212 1.69 (0.16) 0.36 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

L213 1.63 (0.20) 0.37 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

L214 1.44 (0.11) 0.36 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D215 1.67 (0.15) 0.45 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D216 1.77 (0.16) 0.47 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

L217 1.70 (0.17) 0.39 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

A218 1.84 (0.17) 0.41 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

H219 1.77 (0.13) 0.44 (0.01) 0.01 (0.000) 

T220 1.77 (0.17) 0.39 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

I221 1.58 (0.18) 0.39 (0.01) 0.01 (0.000) 

R222    

I223 2.09 (0.16) 0.40 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

E224 1.85 (0.14) 0.38 (0.01) 0.01 (0.000) 

E225 1.70 (0.21) 0.36 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

L226 1.49 (0.18) 0.36 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 
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B.3 Spectral density values for PrSH3 at 14.1 T 

 

Residue Jeff(0) (err), ns/rad J(ωN) (err), ns/rad J(0.87ωH) (err), ns/rad 
D110    

E111    

V112 0.73 (0.24) 0.28 (0.02) 0.03 (0.001) 

E113    

R114    

R115 1.20 (0.23) 0.35 (0.01) 0.03 (0.001) 

L116     

V117 1.39 (0.26) 0.31 (0.01) 0.03 (0.001) 

K118 1.53 (0.18) 0.34 (0.02) 0.03 (0.002) 

V119 1.14 (0.21) 0.32 (0.01) 0.03 (0.001) 

L120 1.61 (0.17) 0.31 (0.02) 0.03 (0.002) 

K121    

D122 0.70 (0.28) 0.30 (0.02) 0.04 (0.002) 

V123 1.23 (0.26) 0.32 (0.01) 0.02 (0.001) 

S124 0.78 (0.27) 0.30 (0.02) 0.04 (0.001) 

R125    

S126    

P127     

F128 0.88 (0.41) 0.33 (0.01) 0.03 (0.001) 

G129 0.80 (0.25) 0.30 (0.03) 0.03 (0.002) 

N130 0.91 (0.25) 0.34 (0.02) 0.03 (0.001) 

I131    

I132 0.63 (0.35) 0.24 (0.01) 0.03 (0.001) 

P133     

G134 0.74 (0.24) 0.30 (0.02) 0.03 (0.002) 

L135 0.98 (0.33) 0.31 (0.01) 0.03 (0.001) 

D136 0.70 (0.29) 0.31 (0.01) 0.03 (0.001) 

E137 0.69 (0.34) 0.29 (0.02) 0.04 (0.001) 

L138 0.66 (0.32) 0.29 (0.01) 0.03 (0.001) 

G139 0.65 (0.29) 0.29 (0.02) 0.04 (0.002) 

V140 0.56 (0.39) 0.26 (0.01) 0.04 (0.001) 

G141 0.57 (0.38) 0.30 (0.02) 0.04 (0.002) 

N142 0.95 (0.25) 0.34 (0.02) 0.03 (0.002) 

S143 0.63 (0.30) 0.30 (0.02) 0.04 (0.002) 

D144 1.25 (0.26) 0.31 (0.01) 0.03 (0.001) 

A145 0.71 (0.38) 0.29 (0.02) 0.03 (0.002) 

A146      

A147 0.88 (0.22) 0.29 (0.02) 0.02 (0.002) 

P148      

G149 2.00 (0.14) 0.30 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

T150 2.77 (0.19) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

R151 2.31 (0.16) 0.34 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

V152 2.22 (0.18) 0.34 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

I153 4.28 (0.35) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D154 3.20 (0.30) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

A155 2.43 (0.21) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 
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A156      

T157 2.33 (0.17) 0.36 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

S158 2.50 (0.16) 0.37 (0.02) 0.01 (0.001) 

M159 2.23 (0.18) 0.34 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

P160      

R161 1.76 (0.24) 0.34 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

K162 2.01 (0.16) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

V163 2.68 (0.17) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

R164 2.61 (0.19) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

I165 2.17 (0.22) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

V166 2.49 (0.26) 0.34 (0.00) 0.01 (0.000) 

Q167      

I168 2.20 (0.18) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

N169 2.26 (0.18) 0.35 (0.02) 0.01 (0.002) 

E170     

I171 2.06 (0.23) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

F172    

Q173 1.43 (0.24) 0.35 (0.01) 0.02 (0.001) 

V174 2.00 (0.19) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

E175 1.99 (0.16) 0.35 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

T176 2.13 (0.21) 0.34 (0.02) 0.01 (0.002) 

D177 1.75 (0.22) 0.38 (0.02) 0.01 (0.002) 

Q178 1.40 (0.21) 0.36 (0.01) 0.02 (0.001) 

F179 1.99 (0.21) 0.36 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

T180 1.99 (0.12) 0.38 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

Q181 1.58 (0.22) 0.35 (0.01) 0.02 (0.001) 

L182 3.22 (0.17) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

L183 2.17 (0.14) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D184 2.07 (0.20) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

A185 2.97 (0.20) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D186 2.70 (0.20) 0.35 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

I187 2.63 (0.23) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

R188 1.06 (0.26) 0.30 (0.02) 0.02 (0.001) 

V189 2.03 (0.15) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

G190 2.35 (0.25) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

S191 2.37 (0.22) 0.35 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

E192 2.09 (0.14) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

V193 2.42 (0.18) 0.30 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

E194 2.34 (0.21) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

I195 3.18 (0.25) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

V196 1.83 (0.24) 0.34 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D197 2.08 (0.18) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

R198 2.18 (0.16) 0.29 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D199 2.00 (0.17) 0.37 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

G200 1.93 (0.20) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

H201 1.97 (0.17) 0.29 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

I202 2.20 (0.18) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

T203 2.22 (0.19) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

L204 2.45 (0.16) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

S205 2.97 (0.19) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

H206 2.24 (0.19) 0.34 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

N207      

G208 2.34 (0.19) 0.37 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 
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K209 2.22 (0.17) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D210 1.55 (0.24) 0.30 (0.02) 0.01 (0.002) 

V211 2.15 (0.21) 0.30 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

E212 2.41 (0.16) 0.30 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

L213 2.21(0.17) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

L214 1.83 (0.19) 0.33 (0.03) 0.01 (0.002) 

D215 2.16 (0.23) 0.37 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

D216 2.43 (0.19) 0.39 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

L217 2.37 (0.21) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

A218 2.41 (0.19) 0.35 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

H219 2.23 (0.19) 0.37 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

T220 2.54 (0.17) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

I221 2.25 (0.20) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

R222 2.33 (0.22) 0.33 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

I223 2.78 (0.19) 0.34 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

E224 2.62 (0.18) 0.31 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

E225 2.47 (0.22) 0.30 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 

L226 2.11 (0.20) 0.30 (0.01) 0.01 (0.001) 
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B.4 Modelfree Microdynamics Parameters for SH3. 

 

Residue Model S2 (err) S2f (err) S2s (err) τe (err), ps Rex (err), s-1 
D144       

A145 LS-2 0.12 (0.14)   918.75 (149.15)  

A146       

A147 LS-5 0.27 (0.14) 0.93 (0.05) 0.29 (0.15) 1150.07 (235.46)  

P148       

G149 LS-2 0.86 (0.03)   145.00 (70.50)  

T150 LS-4 0.89 (0.04)   74.61 (44.48) 1.39 (0.50) 

R151 LS-2 0.84 (0.08)   1620.60 (784.45)  

V152 LS-1 0.90 (0.03)     

I153 LS-3 0.90 (0.04)    5.57 (0.56) 

D154 LS-4 0.89 (0.04)   80.99 (48.39) 2.69 (0.49) 

A155 LS-2 0.87 (0.03)   63.66 (30.17)  

A156       

T157 LS-1 0.96 (0.03)     

S158 LS-3 1.00 (0.00)    0.87 (0.00) 

M159 LS-2 0.72 (0.09)   2336.35 (731.24)  

P160       

R161 LS-1 0.92 (0.03)     

K162 LS-2 0.85 (0.03)   59.31 (24.69)  

V163 LS-4 0.83 (0.04)   36.44 (19.66) 1.09 (0.51) 

R164 LS-4 0.91 (0.04)   95.86 (62.11) 0.52 (0.42) 

I165 LS-2 0.89 (0.03)   57.88 (34.81)  

V166 LS-2 0.93 (0.03)   78.37 (64.14)  

Q167       

I168 LS-1 0.89 (0.03)     

N169 NF      

E170 LS-2 0.80 (0.10)   1038.99 (568.91)  

I171 LS-2 0.79 (0.08)   526.32 (437.26)  

F172 LS-2 0.74 (0.10)   526.32 (447.36)  

Q173 LS-4 0.55 (0.13)   1981.11 (438.59) 1.07 (0.61) 

V174 LS-4 0.77 (0.03)   138.84 (40.57) 0.71 (0.48) 

E175 LS-2 0.85 (0.08)   445.36 (718.63)  

T176 LS-2 0.79 (0.09)   633.38 (430.18)  

D177       

Q178 LS-2 0.72 (0.10)   1491.07 (520.52)  

F179 LS-2 0.89 (0.10)   1051.99 (1156.36)  

T180 LS-5 0.50 (0.05) 1 (0.11) 0.50 (0.00) 5728.16 (0.00)  

Q181 LS-4 0.64 (0.13)   2584.38 (715.95) 1.63 (0.59) 

L182 LS-4 0.85 (0.04)   56.98 (26.98) 5.66 (0.55) 

L183 LS-3 0.85 (0.04)    0.78 (0.52) 

D184 LS-2 0.88 (0.03)   43.31 (29.10)  

A185       

D186 LS-4 0.94 (0.04)   131.98 (130.76) 2.39 (0.41) 

I187 LS_4 0.82 (0.04)   28.48 (18.04) 3.23 (0.44) 

R188 LS-2 0.87 (0.04)   48.62 (29.22)  

V189 LS-1 0.87 (0.03)     

G190 LS-1 0.92 (0.03)     
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S191 LS-1 0.96 (0.03)     

E192 LS-1 0.87 (0.03)     

V193 LS-2 0.84 (0.03)   35.97 (20.27)  

E194       

I195 LS-3 0.91 (0.04)    2.36 (0.48) 

V196 LS-4 0.87 (0.04)   64.96 (32.56) 0.68 (0.51) 

D197 LS-1 0.90 (0.03)     

R198 LS-2 0.83 (0.03)   29.02 (18.49)  

D199 LS-4 0.55 (0.17)   2221.25 (638.29) 1.21 (0.62) 

G200 LS-2 0.85 (0.03)   109.98 (39.46)  

H201 LS-2 0.79 (0.03)   66.26 (18.47)  

I202 LS-5 0.85 (0.23) 0.90 (0.21) 0.95 (0.12) 263.16 (3807.63)  

T203 LS-1 0.92 (0.03)     

L204 LS-4 0.89 (0.04)   64.10 (39.46) 0.85 (0.53) 

S205 LS-4 0.87 (0.04)   59.37 (29.79) 2.44 (0.43) 

H206 LS-1 0.96 (0.03)     

N207       

G208 LS-4 0.63 (0.22)   4979.38 (3578.88) 1.52 (0.61) 

K209 LS-1 0.87 (0.03)     

D210 LS-4 0.81 (0.04)   59.43 (20.84) 0.76 (0.50) 

V211 LS-2 0.82 (0.03)   39.17 (17.03)  

E212 LS-5 0.85 (0.20) 0.90 (0.20) 0.95 (0.11) 263.16 (3349.06)  

L213 LS-1 0.86 (0.03)     

L214 LS-2 0.82 (0.03)   44.68 (18.22)  

D215 LS-2 0.69 (0.10)   2781.76 (940.74)  

D216 NF      

L217 LS-2 0.90 (0.03)   63.61 (39.09)  

A218 LS-4 0.91 (0.04)   86.95 (61.32) 1.12 (0.46) 

H219 NF      

T220 LS-2 0.93 (0.03)   76.65 (64.50)  

I221 LS-2 0.87 (0.03)   49.64 (29.24)  

R222       

I223 LS-3 0.97 (0.04)    0.60 (0.49) 

E224 LS-2 0.92 (0.03)   87.21 (60.46)  

E225 LS-4 0.81 (0.04)   34.96 (17.24) 0.89 (0.52) 

L226 LS-2 0.81 (0.03)   76.83    (22.53)  

 
NF = complete relaxation data set collected, but could not be fitted to a Modelfree motional 
model. 
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B.5 Modelfree Microdynamic Parameters for PrSH3. 

 

Residue Model S2 (err) S2
f (err) S2

s (err) τe (err), ps Rex (err), s-1 
D110       

E111       

V112 LS-5 0.24 (0.08) 0.91 (0.05) 0.26 (0.09) 808.57 (98.23)  

E113       

R114       

R115 LS-2 0.42 (0.05)   898.62 (79.15)  

L116       

V117 LS-2 0.52 (0.06)   718.56 (99.35)  

K118 LS-4 0.39 (0.07)   873.93 (93.95) 1.65 (0.68) 

V119 LS-2 0.50 (0.05)   772.23 (90.41)  

L120 LS-4 0.47 (0.08)   644.93 (124.01) 2.07 (0.64) 

K121       

D122 LS-2 0.19 (0.06)   704.36 (58.51)  

V123 LS-5 0.44 (0.07) 0.93 (0.04) 0.48 (0.07) 916.82 (124.65)  

S124 LS-2 0.31 (0.06)   654.92 (70.99)  

R125       

S126       

P127       

F128 NF      

G129 LS-2 0.33 (0.06)   758.74 (73.93)  

N130 LS-5 0.29 (0.08) 0.92 (0.06) 0.32 (0.09) 864.33 (104.95)  

I131       

I132 LS-5 0.21 (0.09) 0.82 (0.05) 0.25 (0.11) 773.65 (115.23)  

P133       

G134 LS-5 0.15 (0.08) 0.85 (0.05) 0.17 (0.10) 1050.91 (90.58)  

L135 LS-2 0.41 (0.06)   823.22 (82.49)  

D136 LS-5 0.21 (0.08) 0.88 (0.05) 0.24 (0.09) 1011.35 (93.13)  

E137 LS-2 0.30 (0.06)   705.78 (73.52)  

L138 LS-5 0.16 (0.10) 0.85 (0.05) 0.19 (0.12) 1014.48 (112.34)  

G139 LS-2 0.27 (0.06)   730.64 (61.71)  

V140 LS-5 0.19 (0.10) 0.92 (0.05) 0.20 (0.11) 755.23 (104.55)  

G141 LS-2 0.28 (0.07)   745.07 (71.48)  

N142 NF      

S143 LS-2 0.30 (0.07)   699.49 (79.40)  

D144 NF       

A145 LS-5 0.25 (0.10) 0.86 (0.06) 0.29 (0.11) 937.73 (129.74)  

A146       

A147 LS-5 0.30 (0.07) 0.79 (0.05) 0.38 (0.09) 1042.87 (126.75)  

P148       

G149 LS-5 0.73 (0.05) 0.87 (0.03) 0.83 (0.05) 870.78 (301.62)  

T150 LS-2 0.94 (0.03)   100.77 (81.72)  

R151 LS-2 0.91 (0.03)   62.68 (36.65)  

V152 LS-1 0.89 (0.03)     

I153 LS-3 0.91 (0.04)    6.93 (0.89) 

D154 LS-3 0.95 (0.04)    2.31 (0.61) 

A155 LS-2 0.86 (0.03)   44.74 (21.54)  

A156       
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T157 LS-1 0.93 (0.03)     

S158 LS-2 0.94 (0.04)   1865.80 (1483.85)  

M159 LS-2 0.89 (0.03)   54.57 (29.85)  

P160       

R161 LS-5 0.46 (0.12) 0.79 (0.04) 0.58 (0.15) 10000.00 (10679.09)  

K162 LS-5 0.73 (0.06) 0.84 (0.04) 0.87 (0.06) 2164.80 (1231.44)  

V163 LS-4 0.82 (0.04)   30.00 (14.71) 1.61 (0.52) 

R164 LS-2 0.92 (0.03)   61.30 (41.56)  

I165 LS-2 0.87 (0.03)   38.11 (22.13)  

V166 LS-1 0.95 (0.03)     

Q167       

I168 LS-1 0.86 (0.03)     

N169 NF      

E170       

I171 LS-4 0.83 (0.03)   136.15 (45.28) 0.01 (0.53) 

F172       

Q173 LS-2 0.49 (0.05)   898.44 (91.34)  

V174 LS-2 0.82 (0.03)   134.56 (38.48)  

E175 LS-2 0.76 (0.04)   869.67 (175.23)  

T176 LS-2 0.85 (0.05)   437.55 (361.08)  

D177 LS-2 0.73 (0.05)   1469.79 (234.37)  

Q178 LS-2 0.59 (0.05)   1069.00 (106.33)  

F179 LS-2 0.83 (0.05)   824.14 (292.38)  

T180 LS-5 0.77 (0.05) 0.95 (0.03) 0.80 (0.05) 1777.88 (535.12)  

Q181 LS-2 0.72 (0.05)   902.87 (156.68)  

L182 LS-4 0.88 (0.03)   35.46 (24.32) 3.52 (0.56) 

L183 LS-2 0.86 (0.03)   43.66 (21.01)  

D184 LS-2 0.87 (0.03)   38.37 (21.84)  

A185 LS-4 0.90 (0.03)   105.26 (51.92) 2.63 (0.59) 

D186 LS-4 0.95 (0.03)   210.53 (311.66) 1.05 (0.51) 

I187 LS-4 0.84 (0.03)   35.19 (16.93) 2.00 (0.56) 

R188 LS-5 0.38 (0.08) 0.82 (0.05) 0.46 (0.10) 1135.75 (167.59)  

V189 LS-1 0.84 (0.03)     

G190 LS-2 0.89 (0.03)   58.90 (30.21)  

S191 LS-2 0.93 (0.03)   64.60 (50.62)  

E192 LS-5 0.76 (0.05) 0.85 (0.03) 0.89 (0.05) 1452.36 (730.41)  

V193 LS-2 0.84 (0.03)   30.73 (15.68)  

E194 LS-2 0.87 (0.03)   64.62 (27.06)  

I195 LS-3 0.90 (0.03)    2.54 (0.58) 

V196 LS-5 0.57 (0.08) 0.84 (0.05) 0.68 (0.09) 2214.53 (599.73)  

D197 LS-1 0.89 (0.03)     

R198 LS-2 0.80 (0.03)   38.99 (13.37)  

D199 LS-2 0.75 (0.04)   1367.22 (224.99)  

G200 LS-2 0.81 (0.03)   80.68 (20.88)  

H201 LS-5 0.78 (1.00) 0.85 (0.81) 0.91 (0.79) 162.36 (2810.68)  

I202 LS-2 0.82 (0.03)   41.52 (15.21)  

T203 LS-1 0.89 (0.03)     

L204 LS-4 0.86 (0.03)   33.82 (19.05) 0.95 (0.51) 

S205 LS-4 0.84 (0.03)   33.65 (17.14) 2.25 (0.53) 

H206 LS-1 0.90 (0.03)     

N207       

G208 LS-2 0.95 (0.03)   120.18 (132.52)  

K209 LS-1 0.86 (0.03)     
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D210 LS-5 0.45 (0.08) 0.82 (0.05) 0.55 (0.09) 1356.46 (213.31)  

V211 LS-2 0.80 (0.03)   32.56 (12.90)  

E212 LS-2 0.84 (0.03)   32.94 (15.96)  

L213 LS-2 0.85 (0.03)   34.85 (18.48)  

L214 LS-5 0.73 (0.06) 0.84 (0.04) 0.87 (0.06) 1366.88 (621.84)  

D215 LS-2 0.91 (0.05)   639.23 (515.28)  

D216 LS-2 0.91 (0.05)   2958.85 (2886.53)  

L217 LS-2 0.90 (0.03)   61.82 (32.34)  

A218 LS-1 0.97 (0.03)     

H219 LS-2 0.91 (0.05)   927.54 (539.64)  

T220 LS-4 0.86 (0.04)   47.96 (22.50) 1.25 (0.52) 

I221 LS-2 0.86 (0.03)   56.71 (21.57)  

R222 LS-2 0.89 (0.03)   36.42 (26.85)  

I223 LS-1 0.97 (0.03)     

E224 LS-4 0.86 (0.03)   36.16 (19.04) 0.91 (0.55) 

E225 LS-4 0.79 (0.03)   27.05 (11.99) 1.58 (0.54) 

L226 LS-2 0.80 (0.03)   58.97 (15.16)  

 
NF = complete relaxation data set collected, but could not be fitted to a Modelfree motional 
model. 
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B.6 Experimental (●) and predicted (□) R1 (A) and R2 (B) relaxation rates for PrSH3 at 

16.9 T. 
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B.7 Preparation for iRED analysis. 

 
prep_vec.c 

// This program prepare input file for ptraj 

// input file is pdb file without water 

// output will be used for ptraj  

// In order to run ptraj, you should prepare new topology file without water 

// and new trajectory files without water(NOBOX) 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

 

// Usage: ./prep_vec.x your.pdb your.out 

 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 
    // Two arguments : input and output file names in order 

    FILE *fin, *fout; 
 

    fin = fopen(argv[1], "r"); 

    fout = fopen(argv[2], "w"); 
 

    char *text, *atomn, *resn; 

    int Natom, Nres, i; 

    float x, y, z, f1, f2; 

    char comstr1[] = "PRO"; 

    char comstr2[] = "N"; 
 

    for(i = 0; i < 1874; i++) 

    { 

        fscanf(fin, "%as %d %as %as %d %f %f %f %f %f\n", 

                &text, &Natom, &atomn, &resn, &Nres, &z, &y, &z, &f1, &f2); 

        if((strcmp(comstr1, resn) != 0) && (strcmp(comstr2, atomn) == 0)) 

        { 

            fprintf(fout, "vector v%d @%d @%d out %04d.nhb\n", 

                                    Nres, Natom, Natom + 1, Nres); 

        } 

    } 
 

    fclose(fin); 

    fclose(fout); 
 

    return 0; 

} 

 
 

PTRAJ input file generated by prep_vec.c, extracting backbone N-H vectors 
trajin ../s3.mdcrd.gz 591 

trajin ../s4.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s4.restrt 

trajin ../s5.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s5.restrt 

trajin ../s6.mdcrd.gz 
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trajin ../s6.restrt 

trajin ../s7.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s8.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s9.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s10.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s10.restrt 

trajin ../s11.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s11.restrt 

trajin ../s12.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s12.restrt 

trajin ../s13.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s13.restrt 

trajin ../s14.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s14.restrt 

trajin ../s15.mdcrd.gz 

trajin ../s15.restrt 

reference ../3_15av.pdb 

strip :WAT 

vector v1 @1 @2 out 0001.nhb 

vector v2 @10 @11 out 0002.nhb 

vector v3 @21 @22 out 0003.nhb 

vector v4 @39 @40 out 0004.nhb 

vector v5 @56 @57 out 0005.nhb 

vector v6 @68 @69 out 0006.nhb 

vector v7 @83 @84 out 0007.nhb 

vector v8 @99 @100 out 0008.nhb 

vector v9 @114 @115 out 0009.nhb 

vector v10 @138 @139 out 0010.nhb 

vector v11 @162 @163 out 0011.nhb 

vector v12 @181 @182 out 0012.nhb 

vector v13 @197 @198 out 0013.nhb 

vector v14 @219 @220 out 0014.nhb 

vector v15 @235 @236 out 0015.nhb 

vector v16 @254 @255 out 0016.nhb 

vector v17 @276 @277 out 0017.nhb 

vector v18 @288 @289 out 0018.nhb 

vector v19 @304 @305 out 0019.nhb 

vector v20 @315 @316 out 0020.nhb 

vector v21 @339 @340 out 0021.nhb 

vector v23 @364 @365 out 0023.nhb 

vector v24 @384 @385 out 0024.nhb 

vector v25 @391 @392 out 0025.nhb 

vector v27 @419 @420 out 0027.nhb 

vector v29 @452 @453 out 0029.nhb 

vector v30 @459 @460 out 0030.nhb 

vector v31 @478 @479 out 0031.nhb 

vector v32 @490 @491 out 0032.nhb 

vector v33 @505 @506 out 0033.nhb 

vector v34 @524 @525 out 0034.nhb 

vector v35 @531 @532 out 0035.nhb 

vector v36 @547 @548 out 0036.nhb 

vector v37 @554 @555 out 0037.nhb 

vector v38 @568 @569 out 0038.nhb 

vector v39 @579 @580 out 0039.nhb 

vector v40 @591 @592 out 0040.nhb 

vector v41 @601 @602 out 0041.nhb 

vector v42 @611 @612 out 0042.nhb 

vector v44 @635 @636 out 0044.nhb 

vector v45 @642 @643 out 0045.nhb 
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vector v46 @656 @657 out 0046.nhb 

vector v47 @680 @681 out 0047.nhb 

vector v48 @696 @697 out 0048.nhb 

vector v49 @715 @716 out 0049.nhb 

vector v50 @727 @728 out 0050.nhb 

vector v51 @737 @738 out 0051.nhb 

vector v52 @747 @748 out 0052.nhb 

vector v53 @761 @762 out 0053.nhb 

vector v54 @772 @773 out 0054.nhb 

vector v56 @803 @804 out 0056.nhb 

vector v57 @827 @828 out 0057.nhb 

vector v58 @849 @850 out 0058.nhb 

vector v59 @865 @866 out 0059.nhb 

vector v60 @889 @890 out 0060.nhb 

vector v61 @908 @909 out 0061.nhb 

vector v62 @924 @925 out 0062.nhb 

vector v63 @941 @942 out 0063.nhb 

vector v64 @960 @961 out 0064.nhb 

vector v65 @974 @975 out 0065.nhb 

vector v66 @989 @990 out 0066.nhb 

vector v67 @1008 @1009 out 0067.nhb 

vector v68 @1028 @1029 out 0068.nhb 

vector v69 @1045 @1046 out 0069.nhb 

vector v70 @1061 @1062 out 0070.nhb 

vector v71 @1076 @1077 out 0071.nhb 

vector v72 @1090 @1091 out 0072.nhb 

vector v73 @1102 @1103 out 0073.nhb 

vector v74 @1119 @1120 out 0074.nhb 

vector v75 @1139 @1140 out 0075.nhb 

vector v76 @1153 @1154 out 0076.nhb 

vector v77 @1170 @1171 out 0077.nhb 

vector v78 @1189 @1190 out 0078.nhb 

vector v79 @1208 @1209 out 0079.nhb 

vector v80 @1220 @1221 out 0080.nhb 

vector v81 @1230 @1231 out 0081.nhb 

vector v82 @1242 @1243 out 0082.nhb 

vector v83 @1261 @1262 out 0083.nhb 

vector v84 @1285 @1286 out 0084.nhb 

vector v85 @1301 @1302 out 0085.nhb 

vector v86 @1308 @1309 out 0086.nhb 

vector v87 @1319 @1320 out 0087.nhb 

vector v88 @1334 @1335 out 0088.nhb 

vector v89 @1350 @1351 out 0089.nhb 

vector v90 @1365 @1366 out 0090.nhb 

vector v91 @1384 @1385 out 0091.nhb 

vector v92 @1400 @1401 out 0092.nhb 

vector v93 @1412 @1413 out 0093.nhb 

vector v94 @1436 @1437 out 0094.nhb 

vector v95 @1448 @1449 out 0095.nhb 

vector v96 @1455 @1456 out 0096.nhb 

vector v97 @1473 @1474 out 0097.nhb 

vector v98 @1492 @1493 out 0098.nhb 

vector v99 @1506 @1507 out 0099.nhb 

vector v100 @1525 @1526 out 0100.nhb 

vector v101 @1536 @1537 out 0101.nhb 

vector v102 @1554 @1555 out 0102.nhb 

vector v103 @1568 @1569 out 0103.nhb 

vector v104 @1575 @1576 out 0104.nhb 

vector v105 @1597 @1598 out 0105.nhb 
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vector v106 @1609 @1610 out 0106.nhb 

vector v107 @1625 @1626 out 0107.nhb 

vector v108 @1640 @1641 out 0108.nhb 

vector v109 @1659 @1660 out 0109.nhb 

vector v110 @1678 @1679 out 0110.nhb 

vector v111 @1690 @1691 out 0111.nhb 

vector v112 @1702 @1703 out 0112.nhb 

vector v113 @1721 @1722 out 0113.nhb 

vector v114 @1731 @1732 out 0114.nhb 

vector v115 @1749 @1750 out 0115.nhb 

vector v116 @1763 @1764 out 0116.nhb 

vector v117 @1782 @1783 out 0117.nhb 

vector v118 @1806 @1807 out 0118.nhb 

vector v119 @1825 @1826 out 0119.nhb 

vector v120 @1840 @1841 out 0120.nhb 

vector v121 @1855 @1856 out 0121.nhb 

 
 

mod_matrix4.f 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

C A PROGRAM TO CALCULATE MATRIX COMPONENT OF                   c 

c M(ij)=SUM(P2(cos THETA))/#trajectory    (by Tjipto Juwono)   C 

C FROM nhb FILES             (modified by Myunggi Yi)          C 

C calculate Eigenvalue and Eigenvector of M(ij)                c 

c and sort the eigenvalues and eigenvectors                    c 

c output:                                                      c 

c - mij.dat: M(ij) matrix                                      c 

c - eigval.dat: eigenvalue                                     c 

c - eigvec.dat: eigenvector                                    c 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
 

        IMPLICIT NONE 

        INTEGER NSTEP,JM,MODJ,NP 
        INTEGER NROT 

        PARAMETER (NP=500) 

    PARAMETER (NSTEP=30000) 

    INTEGER NNSTEP,RESNUM,step 

        CHARACTER NHBFILE*10, kk*80 

        REAL cx,cy,cz,vx,vy,vz,X,Y,Z,NORM,MU(3,NP,NSTEP) 

    REAL PTWO,DOTP2 

        REAL M(NP,NP) 

        REAL EVAL(NP) 

        REAL EVEC(NP,NP) 
 

    INTEGER I,N,T,J 

        INTEGER Q,R 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

        NNSTEP=11463 

        RESNUM=85 

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

        DO 13 I=1,NP 

           DO 17 J=1,NP 

              M(I,J)=0.0 

 17        CONTINUE 

 13     CONTINUE 
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

        DO I=1,NP 

           EVAL(I)=0.0 
        ENDDO 

 

        DO I=1,NP 

           DO J=1,NP 

              EVEC(I,J)=0.0 
           ENDDO 

        ENDDO 

 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

        OPEN(UNIT=10, FILE='nhblist', STATUS='OLD') 

        DO Q=1,RESNUM 

           READ(10,'(A)')NHBFILE 

           OPEN(UNIT=15, FILE=NHBFILE, STATUS='OLD') 

           read(15,*)kk 

           read(15,*)kk 

           DO I=1,NNSTEP 

              READ(15,*)step,X,Y,Z,cx,cy,cz,vx,vy,vz 

              NORM=SQRT(X**2+Y**2+Z**2) 

              MU(1,Q,I)=X/NORM 

              MU(2,Q,I)=Y/NORM 

              MU(3,Q,I)=Z/NORM 
           ENDDO 

           CLOSE(15) 
        ENDDO 

        CLOSE(10) 
 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

        DO 19 Q=2,RESNUM 

           DO 20 R=1,Q-1 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

           PTWO=0.0 

           DO J=1,NNSTEP 

           DOTP2=MU(1,Q,J)*MU(1,R,J)+MU(2,Q,J)*MU(2,R,J) 

     &          +MU(3,Q,J)*MU(3,R,J) 

           PTWO=PTWO+1.5*DOTP2**2-0.5 
           ENDDO 

           PTWO=PTWO/NNSTEP 

           M(Q,R)=PTWO 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

 20        CONTINUE 

 19        CONTINUE 
 

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

           DO Q=1,RESNUM-1 

              DO R=Q+1,RESNUM 

                 M(Q,R)=M(R,Q) 
              ENDDO 

           ENDDO 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

        DO Q=1,RESNUM 

           M(Q,Q)=1.0 
        ENDDO 
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            CALL jacobi(M,RESNUM,NP,EVAL,EVEC,NROT) 

            CALL eigsrt(EVAL,EVEC,RESNUM,NP) 
 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

        OPEN(11,FILE='eigvec.dat') 

        MODJ=10 

        DO I=1,RESNUM 

          DO JM=1,RESNUM/MODJ+1 

       WRITE(11,'(10F10.6)')(EVEC(I,J),J=(JM-1)*MODJ+1,(JM-1)*MODJ+MODJ) 
         ENDDO 

         ENDDO 

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

        OPEN(14,FILE='eigval.dat') 

        DO I=1,RESNUM 

          WRITE(14,*)EVAL(I) 
        ENDDO 

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
        STOP 

        END 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

C 'jacobi' to calculate Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors (Numerical reciptes) 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

      SUBROUTINE jacobi(a,n,np,d,v,nrot) 

      INTEGER n,np,nrot,NMAX 

      REAL a(np,np),d(np),v(np,np) 

      PARAMETER (NMAX=500) 

      INTEGER i,ip,iq,j 

      REAL c,g,h,s,sm,t,tau,theta,tresh,b(NMAX),z(NMAX) 

      do 12 ip=1,n 

        do 11 iq=1,n 

          v(ip,iq)=0. 

11      continue 

        v(ip,ip)=1. 

12    continue 

      do 13 ip=1,n 

        b(ip)=a(ip,ip) 

        d(ip)=b(ip) 

        z(ip)=0. 

13    continue 

      nrot=0 

      do 24 i=1,50 

        sm=0. 

        do 15 ip=1,n-1 

          do 14 iq=ip+1,n 

            sm=sm+abs(a(ip,iq)) 

14        continue 

15      continue 

        if(sm.eq.0.)return 

        if(i.lt.4)then 

          tresh=0.2*sm/n**2 

        else 

          tresh=0. 

        Endif 
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        do 22 ip=1,n-1 

          do 21 iq=ip+1,n 

            g=100.*abs(a(ip,iq)) 

            if((i.gt.4).and.(abs(d(ip))+ 

     *g.eq.abs(d(ip))).and.(abs(d(iq))+g.eq.abs(d(iq))))then 

              a(ip,iq)=0. 

            else if(abs(a(ip,iq)).gt.tresh)then 

              h=d(iq)-d(ip) 

              if(abs(h)+g.eq.abs(h))then 

                t=a(ip,iq)/h 

              else 

                theta=0.5*h/a(ip,iq) 

                t=1./(abs(theta)+sqrt(1.+theta**2)) 

                if(theta.lt.0.)t=-t 

              endif 

              c=1./sqrt(1+t**2) 

              s=t*c 

              tau=s/(1.+c) 

              h=t*a(ip,iq) 

              z(ip)=z(ip)-h 

              z(iq)=z(iq)+h 

              d(ip)=d(ip)-h 

              d(iq)=d(iq)+h 

              a(ip,iq)=0. 

              do 16 j=1,ip-1 

                g=a(j,ip) 

                h=a(j,iq) 

                a(j,ip)=g-s*(h+g*tau) 

                a(j,iq)=h+s*(g-h*tau) 

16            continue 

              do 17 j=ip+1,iq-1 

                g=a(ip,j) 

                h=a(j,iq) 

                a(ip,j)=g-s*(h+g*tau) 

                a(j,iq)=h+s*(g-h*tau) 

17            continue 

              do 18 j=iq+1,n 

                g=a(ip,j) 

                h=a(iq,j) 

                a(ip,j)=g-s*(h+g*tau) 

                a(iq,j)=h+s*(g-h*tau) 

18            continue 

              do 19 j=1,n 

                g=v(j,ip) 

                h=v(j,iq) 

                v(j,ip)=g-s*(h+g*tau) 

                v(j,iq)=h+s*(g-h*tau) 

19            continue 

              nrot=nrot+1 

            endif 

21        continue 

22      continue 
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        do 23 ip=1,n 

          b(ip)=b(ip)+z(ip) 

          d(ip)=b(ip) 

          z(ip)=0. 

23      continue 

24    continue 

      pause 'too many iterations in jacobi' 

      return 
      END 

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

c SUBROUTINE eigsrt to sort Eigenvalue and Eigenvector (Numerical recipes) 

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

      SUBROUTINE eigsrt(d,v,n,np) 

      INTEGER n,np 

      REAL d(np),v(np,np) 

      INTEGER i,j,k 
      REAL p 

      do 13 i=1,n-1 

        k=i 

        p=d(i) 

        do 11 j=i+1,n 

          if(d(j).ge.p)then 

            k=j 

            p=d(j) 

          endif 

11      continue 

        if(k.ne.i)then 

          d(k)=d(i) 

          d(i)=p 

          do 12 j=1,n 

            p=v(j,i) 

            v(j,i)=v(j,k) 

            v(j,k)=p 

12        continue 

        endif 

13    continue 

      return 
      END 

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
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B.8 Fortran codes for iRED analysis 

 
Make file 

all: ired.o amoeba.o amotry.o chi2.o 600mcfinte.o 

    f77 -g amoeba.o amotry.o ired.o chi2.o 600mcfinte.o -o amoeba 

 

ired.o: ired.f amoeba.o amotry.o chi2.o 600mcfinte.o 

    f77 -c ired.f  

 

amoeba.o: amoeba.for amotry.o 

    f77 -c amoeba.for  

 

amotry.o: amotry.for 

    f77 -c amotry.for  

 

chi2.o: chi2.f 600mcfinte.o 

    f77 -c chi2.f 

 

600mcfinte.o: 600mcfinte.f 

    f77 -c 600mcfinte.f 

 

clean: 

    rm -f *.o amoeba 

 

ired.f 

      PROGRAM ired 

C     driver for routine amoeba 

      INTEGER ND,MD 
      REAL FTOL 

      PARAMETER(ND=10,MD=11,FTOL=1.0E-5) 

      INTEGER i,iter,j,ndim 

      REAL chi2,y(MD),x(ND),p(MD,ND) 
      EXTERNAL chi2 

C read initial guess 

c      DATA p/0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,1.0/ 

      open(unit=1, file='guess.dat', status='old') 

      ndim=ND 

      do i=1,MD 

         read(1,*) p(i,1),p(i,2),p(i,3),p(i,4),p(i,5),p(i,6),p(i,7), 

     *             p(i,8),p(i,9),p(i,10) 

         do j=1,ND 

            x(j)=p(i,j) 

         end do 

         y(i)=chi2(x) 

c        print *, y(i) 

      end do 

      close(1) 
 

      call amoeba(p,y,MD,ND,ndim,FTOL,chi2,iter) 
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      open(unit=2, file='all-tm.dat') 

      write(2,'(/1x,a,i5)') 'Number of iterations: ',iter 

      write(2,'(1x,a)') 'function values at the vertices:' 
 

      do i=1,MD 

        write(2,'(i2,11f10.2)') i,(p(i,j),j=1,ND),y(i) 

      end do 

      close(2) 
 

      do i=1,MD 

        write(*,'(i2,11f10.2)') i,(p(i,j),j=1,ND),y(i) 

      end do 
      END 

 

amoeba.for (from numerical recipes) 

      SUBROUTINE amoeba(p,y,mp,np,ndim,ftol,funk,iter) 

      INTEGER iter,mp,ndim,np,NMAX,ITMAX 

      REAL ftol,funk,y(mp),p(mp,np) 

      PARAMETER (NMAX=20,ITMAX=5000) 
      EXTERNAL funk 

CU    USES amotry,funk 

      INTEGER i,ihi,ilo,inhi,j,m,n 

      REAL rtol,sum,swap,ysave,ytry,psum(NMAX),amotry 

      iter=0 

1     do 12 n=1,ndim 

        sum=0. 

        do 11 m=1,ndim+1 

          sum=sum+p(m,n) 

11      continue 

        psum(n)=sum 

12    continue 

2     ilo=1 

      if (y(1).gt.y(2)) then 

        ihi=1 

        inhi=2 

      else 

        ihi=2 

        inhi=1 

      endif 

      do 13 i=1,ndim+1 

        if(y(i).le.y(ilo)) ilo=i 

        if(y(i).gt.y(ihi)) then 

          inhi=ihi 

          ihi=i 

        else if(y(i).gt.y(inhi)) then 

          if(i.ne.ihi) inhi=i 

        endif 

13    continue 

      rtol=2.*abs(y(ihi)-y(ilo))/(abs(y(ihi))+abs(y(ilo))) 

      if (rtol.lt.ftol) then 

        swap=y(1) 

        y(1)=y(ilo) 

        y(ilo)=swap 
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        do 14 n=1,ndim 

          swap=p(1,n) 

          p(1,n)=p(ilo,n) 

          p(ilo,n)=swap 

14      continue 

        return 

      endif 

      if (iter.ge.ITMAX) pause 'ITMAX exceeded in amoeba' 

      iter=iter+2 

      ytry=amotry(p,y,psum,mp,np,ndim,funk,ihi,-1.0) 

      if (ytry.le.y(ilo)) then 

        ytry=amotry(p,y,psum,mp,np,ndim,funk,ihi,2.0) 

      else if (ytry.ge.y(inhi)) then 

        ysave=y(ihi) 

        ytry=amotry(p,y,psum,mp,np,ndim,funk,ihi,0.5) 

        if (ytry.ge.ysave) then 

          do 16 i=1,ndim+1 

            if(i.ne.ilo)then 

              do 15 j=1,ndim 

                psum(j)=0.5*(p(i,j)+p(ilo,j)) 

                p(i,j)=psum(j) 

15            continue 

              y(i)=funk(psum) 

            endif 

16        continue 

          iter=iter+ndim 

          goto 1 

        endif 

      else 

        iter=iter-1 

      endif 

      goto 2 
      END 

 

amotry.for (from numerical recipes) 

      FUNCTION amotry(p,y,psum,mp,np,ndim,funk,ihi,fac) 

      INTEGER ihi,mp,ndim,np,NMAX 

      REAL amotry,fac,psum(np),funk,y(mp),p(mp,np) 

      PARAMETER (NMAX=20) 
      EXTERNAL funk 

CU    USES funk 
      INTEGER j 

      REAL fac1,fac2,ytry,ptry(NMAX) 

      fac1=(1.-fac)/ndim 

      fac2=fac1-fac 

      do 11 j=1,ndim 

        ptry(j)=psum(j)*fac1-p(ihi,j)*fac2 

11    continue 

      ytry=funk(ptry) 

      if (ytry.lt.y(ihi)) then 

        y(ihi)=ytry 

        do 12 j=1,ndim 

          psum(j)=psum(j)-p(ihi,j)+ptry(j) 
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          p(ihi,j)=ptry(j) 

12      continue 

      endif 

      amotry=ytry 

      return 
      END 
 

chi2.f 

      FUNCTION chi2(x) 
 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

C A program to calculate the correlation function  

C input files are mcflist, eigvec.dat, tmcm.dat, reslist 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

c      IMPLICIT NONE 

      INTEGER NSTEP,JM,MODJ,NP,M 

      PARAMETER (NP=170) 

      PARAMETER (NSTEP=30000) 

      INTEGER NNSTEP,RESNUM 

      CHARACTER CFCFILE*10,mcf*10 

      REAL TIMESTEP,TM(10) 

      REAL C(NP,0:NSTEP),CM(NP,0:NSTEP) 

      REAL EVEC(NP,NP),chisq,x(10) 

      INTEGER I,J,N 
 

      RESNUM=116 
 

C       read CM 
 

      OPEN(UNIT=20, FILE='reslist', STATUS='OLD') 

      READ(20,*)TIMESTEP 

      READ(20,*)NNSTEP 

      DO M=1,RESNUM 

         READ(20,'(A)')CFCFILE 

         CFCFILE=CFCFILE(1:4) // '.cfc' 

         OPEN(UNIT=10,  FILE=CFCFILE, STATUS='OLD') 

         DO N=0,NNSTEP-1 

            READ(10,'(15X,F15.7)')CM(M,N) 
         ENDDO 

         CLOSE(10) 
      ENDDO 

      CLOSE(20) 
 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

C READ EIGENVECTOR 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

      open(unit=30,file='eigvec.dat') 

      MODJ=10 

      do I=1,RESNUM 

         do JM=1,RESNUM/MODJ+1 

            read(30,'(10F10.6)')(EVEC(I,J),J=(JM-1)*MODJ+1, 

     &                                      (JM-1)*MODJ+MODJ) 

         enddo 

      enddo 
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      close(30) 

C   modify first 10 modes 
 

      open (unit=40,file='tmcm.dat') 

      do M=1,10 

         read(40,*) CM(M,0) 

         TM(M)=x(m) 

         do N=1,NNSTEP-1 

            CM(M,N)=CM(M,0)*exp(-TIMESTEP*N/TM(M)) 

         enddo 

      enddo 

      close(40) 
 

C  predict correlation functions 
 

      do I=1,RESNUM 

         do N=0,NNSTEP-1 

            C(I,N)=0.0 

            do M=1,RESNUM 

               C(I,N)=C(I,N)+CM(M,N)*EVEC(I,M)**2 

            enddo 

         enddo 

      enddo 
 

C  save predicted correlation functions 
 

      open(unit=50,file='mcflist') 

      I=0 

      do while (1.eq.1) 

         read(50,'(A)',end=1000)mcf 

         I=I+1 

         mcf=mcf(1:4) // '.mcf' 

         open(unit=60,file=mcf) 

         do N=0,NNSTEP-1 

            write(60,'(2f15.7)')N*TIMESTEP,C(I,N) 

         enddo 

         close(60) 

      enddo 

1000  close(50) 
 

c      call mcfinte() 

      chi2=chisq() 

      print *,chi2 

      return 

      end 

 

600mcfinte.f 

       function chisq() 
       INTEGER I 

       REAL GAMMAH,GAMMAN,PLANCK,RNH 

       REAL SIGMA,PI,DSQR,CSQR 

       REAL R1,R2,T1,NOE,r1err,r2err,noeerr 

       REAL R1EXP,R2EXP,NOEEXP,CHISQ 

       REAL A,B,C,D,E 
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       CHARACTER*10 CF 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

C CONSTANTS                                                          C 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

       GAMMAH=2.6752E4 

       GAMMAN=-2.712E3 

       PLANCK=1.055E-27 

       RNH=1.02E-8 

       SIGMA=-172.0E-6 

       DSQR=0.1*(GAMMAH*GAMMAN*PLANCK/RNH**3)**2 
 

 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

C T1,T2                                                             C 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

       PI=3.1415927 

       WH=2.0*PI*600.0e6 

       WN=(GAMMAN*WH)/GAMMAH 

       CSQR=(2.0/15.0)*(WN*SIGMA)**2 
 

       OPEN(UNIT=13, FILE='fit_list') 

       OPEN(UNIT=14, FILE='fit_600.exp') 
 

       CHISQ=0.0 

       DO WHILE ( .TRUE. ) 

          READ(13,*,END=21)CF 
 

          A=FUNC(WH-WN,CF) 

          B=FUNC(WN,CF) 

          C=FUNC(WH+WN,CF) 

          D=FUNC(WH,CF) 

          E=FUNC(0.0,CF) 
 

          R1=DSQR*(A+3*B+6*C)+CSQR*B 

          R2=0.5*DSQR*(4*E+A+3*B+6*D+6*C)+(1.0/6.0)*CSQR*(3*B+4*E) 
 

          T1=1.0/R1 
 

          NOE=1+(GAMMAH/GAMMAN)*DSQR*(6*C-A)*T1 
 

          READ(14,*)I,R1EXP,r1err,R2EXP,r2err,NOEEXP,noeerr 
 

          CHISQ=CHISQ+((R1-R1EXP)/r1err)**2+((R2-R2EXP)/r2err)**2 

     &               +((NOE-NOEEXP)/noeerr)**2 
 

       ENDDO 

 21    WRITE(*,*)' ' 

       CLOSE(13) 

       CLOSE(14) 
 

       return 
       END 
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

C FUNCTION: SPECTRAL DENSITY J(W)                                   C 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

       REAL FUNCTION FUNC(OMEGA,CF) 

       REAL OMEGA,H,CORR,TAU 

       INTEGER NN,I 

       CHARACTER*10 CF 
 

       H=4.0E-12 

       NN=100000 
 

       OPEN(UNIT=17, FILE=CF, STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

       READ(17,*)TAU,CORR 

       FUNC=0.5*CORR*COS(OMEGA*TAU*1.0E-12) 
 

       DO 40 I=1,NN-1 

          READ(17,*,END=40)TAU,CORR 

          IF (CORR .LT. 0.0) GOTO 100 

             FUNC=FUNC+CORR*COS(OMEGA*TAU*1.0E-12) 

 40    CONTINUE 
 

 100   FUNC=FUNC*H 

       CLOSE(17) 
 

       RETURN 

       END 
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APPENDIX C 
 
 
 

Supporting information for chapter 5 

 

 
 

C.1: VMD Tcl script to calculate distributions of ions and lipid head groups. 

C.2: VMD Tcl script to identify ion coordinations. 

C.3: DOPG lipid topology parameters. 

C.4: Additional DOPG lipid non-bond interation parameters. 

C.5: Script for making index file. 

C.6: Input file for energy minimization. 

C.7: Input file for simulation running. 

C.8: Job submission script. 
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C.1 VMD Tcl script to calculate distributions of ions and lipid head groups. 

 
# load molecule structure 
mol new potas.gro 

# delete irrelevent frame 

animate delete all 

# load trajectory to the structure 

mol addfile p1.xtc first 1 waitfor all 
 

# image centering for distribution calculation 
source center.tcl 

center 

 

set f11 [open "k1.dist" w] 

set f12 [open "k2.dist" w] 

set f13 [open "k3.dist" w] 

set f14 [open "k4.dist" w] 

set f21 [open "cl1.dist" w] 

set f22 [open "cl2.dist" w] 

set f23 [open "cl3.dist" w] 

set f24 [open "cl4.dist" w] 

set f31 [open "p81.dist" w] 

set f32 [open "p82.dist" w] 

set f33 [open "p83.dist" w] 

set f34 [open "p84.dist" w] 

set f41 [open "hyd1.dist" w] 

set f42 [open "hyd2.dist" w] 

set f43 [open "hyd3.dist" w] 

set f44 [open "hyd4.dist" w] 

set f51 [open "carb1.dist" w] 

set f52 [open "carb2.dist" w] 

set f53 [open "carb3.dist" w] 

set f54 [open "carb4.dist" w] 
 

# atom selections 

set pot [atomselect 0 "name K"] 

set chl [atomselect 0 "name Cl"] 

set p8 [atomselect 0 "name P8"] 

set p8u [atomselect 0 "name P8 and z>65"] 

set hyd [atomselect 0 "name O2 OA3"] 

set carb [atomselect 0 "name O16 O35"] 
 

# seperate trajectory with the first 10 ns and the last 10 ns 

set nf [expr [molinfo 0 get numframes]/2] 
 

# extracting coordinate from the first 10 ns 

for {set i 0} {$i<$nf} {incr i} { 

# selection update along trajectory 

    $pot frame $i 

    $chl frame $i 

    $p8 frame $i 

    $p8u frame $i 

    $hyd frame $i 
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    $carb frame $i 
 

 

    # average z location of phosphate group in upper leaflet 

    set z1 [lindex [measure center $p8u] 2] 

    # locate middle point of the whole system 

    set z2 [expr $z1*0.5] 
 

    # for potassium ions 

    foreach cor [$pot get z] { 

        # seperate record for two half size system 

        if {$cor<$z2} { 

            puts $f11 $cor 

        } else { 

            # if the atom belongs to the upper half system 

            puts $f12 "[expr $z1-$cor]" 
        } 

    } 

 

    # for chloride ions 

    foreach cor [$chl get z] { 

        if {$cor<$z2} { 

            puts $f21 $cor 

        } else { 

            puts $f22 "[expr $z1-$cor]" 
        } 

    } 

 

    foreach cor [$p8 get z] { 

        if {$cor<$z2} { 

            puts $f31 $cor 

        } else { 

            puts $f32 "[expr $z1-$cor]" 
        } 

    } 

 

    foreach cor [$hyd get z] { 

        if {$cor<$z2} { 

            puts $f41 $cor 

        } else { 

            puts $f42 "[expr $z1-$cor]" 
        } 

    } 

 

    foreach cor [$carb get z] { 

        if {$cor<$z2} { 

            puts $f51 $cor 

        } else { 

            puts $f52 "[expr $z1-$cor]" 
        } 

    } 

 

    # for the last 10 ns 

    set j [expr $i+$nf] 

    $pot frame $j 

    $chl frame $j 
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    $p8 frame $j 

    $p8u frame $j 

    $hyd frame $j 

    $carb frame $j 
 

    set z1 [lindex [measure center $p8u] 2] 

    set z2 [expr $z1*0.5] 
 

    foreach cor [$pot get z] { 

        if {$cor<$z2} { 

            puts $f13 $cor 

        } else { 

            puts $f14 "[expr $z1-$cor]" 
        } 

    } 

 

    foreach cor [$chl get z] { 

        if {$cor<$z2} { 

            puts $f23 $cor 

        } else { 

            puts $f24 "[expr $z1-$cor]" 
        } 

    } 

 

    foreach cor [$p8 get z] { 

        if {$cor<$z2} { 

            puts $f33 $cor 

        } else { 

            puts $f34 "[expr $z1-$cor]" 
        } 

    } 

 

    foreach cor [$hyd get z] { 

        if {$cor<$z2} { 

            puts $f43 $cor 

        } else { 

            puts $f44 "[expr $z1-$cor]" 
        } 

    } 

 

    foreach cor [$carb get z] { 

        if {$cor<$z2} { 

            puts $f53 $cor 

        } else { 

            puts $f54 "[expr $z1-$cor]" 
        } 

    } 

} 

 

close $f11 

close $f12 

close $f13 

close $f14 

close $f21 

close $f22 

close $f23 
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close $f24 

close $f31 

close $f32 

close $f33 

close $f34 

close $f41 

close $f42 

close $f43 

close $f44 

close $f51 

close $f52 

close $f53 

close $f54 

 

center.tcl 

# image centering to calculate ions distribution 
 

proc center {} { 

    # identify the upper leaflet using phosphate group 

    # the middle point of lipid bilayer is around z=130 A 

    set topp [[atomselect 0 "name P8 and z>130"] get resid] 

    set ref [atomselect 0 "resid $topp"] 

    set refz [atomselect 0 "resid $topp and name P8"] 

    # to select all atoms above z=130 by residue (whole molecule) 

    set top [atomselect 0 "not resname DOPG and z>130"] 

    set all [atomselect 0 all] 
     

    set nf [molinfo 0 get numframes] 
     

    for {set i 0} {$i<$nf} {incr i} { 

        # atom selection update 

        $ref frame $i 

        $top frame $i 

        $all frame $i 

        $refz frame $i 

        $top update 
         

        # get periodic box size for translation 

        set zbox [expr -1.0*[molinfo 0 get c frame $i]] 
 

        # image translation using transformation matrix 

        $top move [transoffset "0 0 $zbox"] 

        $ref move [transoffset "0 0 $zbox"] 
 

        # translate whole system to align phosphate group at z=0 

        # after transformation selection should be updated again 

        $all frame $i 

        $refz frame $i 

        $all update 

        $refz update 

        # measure the offset (how far from z=0) 

        set zz [expr -1.0*[lindex [measure center $refz] 2]] 
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        # translate the whole system 

        $all move [transoffset "0 0 $zz"] 
    } 

} 
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C.2 VMD Tcl script to identify ion coordinations. 

 

# contact within 4 A from Phosphate group (z=0) 

# seperate calculation z<=0 and 0<z<=4 
mol new ../Eq9/eq9.gro 

animate delete all 

mol addfile ../Eq9/eq9.xtc first 1 waitfor all 

mol addfile ../Eq10/eq10.xtc first 1 waitfor all 

mol addfile ../Eq11/eq11.xtc first 1 waitfor all 
 

proc contact { file in out } { 

    # get frame number (iteration) 

    set nf [molinfo 0 get numframes] 

    # selections for phosphate groups in upper and lower leaflet  

    set p8u [atomselect 0 "name P8 and z>130"] 

    set p8l [atomselect 0 "name P8 and z<130"] 
 

    set fout [open $file w] 
 

    # four groups for identification 
    set hyd {H1 O2 H3 OA3 C4 C5} 

    set phos {C6 O7 P8 O9 O10 O11 C12} 

    set carb {C13 O14 C15 O16 C17 C32 O33 C34 O35 C36} 

    set wat {OW HW1 HW2} 

    # the else should be the fatty acyl chain 
     

    # initialize summations 

    set sodi 0.0 

    set sodo 0.0 

    set sodic 0.0 

    set sodoc 0.0 

    set ati 0.0 

    set ato 0.0 

    set resi 0.0 

    set reso 0.0 

    set nhi 0 

    set nho 0 

    set npi 0 

    set npo 0 

    set nci 0 

    set nco 0 

    set nwi 0 

    set nwo 0 
 

    # update 

    for {set i 0} {$i<$nf} {incr i} { 

        $p8u frame $i 

        $p8l frame $i 

        $p8u update 

        $p8l update 
         

        # get z coordinates 

        set uz [lindex [measure center $p8u] 2] 
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       set lz [lindex [measure center $p8l] 2] 
         

        # seperation 

        set uzo [expr $uz + $out] 

        set uzi [expr $uz + $in] 

        set lzo [expr $lz - $out] 

        set lzi [expr $lz - $in] 
 

        # No. of sodium in inner region 

        set sel1 [atomselect 0 "name Na and z>=$lzi and z<=$uzi" frame $i] 

        set sodi [expr $sodi+[$sel1 num]] 

        # No. of sod in outer region 

        set sel2 [atomselect 0 "name Na and ((z>$uzi and z<=$uzo) or \ 

                        (z>=$lzo and z<$lzi))" frame $i] 

        set sodo [expr $sodo+[$sel2 num]] 
 

        # No. of sod in inner peak with contact with DOPG 

        set sel3 [atomselect 0 "(name Na and within 3.0 of resname DOPG) \ 

                        and z>=$lzi and z<=$uzi" frame $i] 

        set sodic [expr $sodic+[$sel3 num]] 

        # No. of sod in outer peak with contact with DOPG 

        set sel4 [atomselect 0 "(name Na and within 3.0 of resname DOPG) \ 

                and ((z>$uzi and z<=$uzo) or (z>=$lzo and z<$lzi))" frame $i] 

        set sodoc [expr $sodoc+[$sel4 num]] 
 

        # contact inner 

        set rri [$sel3 get resid] 

        set sel5 [atomselect 0 "noh and exwithin 3.0 of resid $rri" frame $i] 

        set ati [expr $ati + [$sel5 num]] 

        set resi [expr $resi + [llength [lsort -unique [$sel5 get resid]]]] 

        set lsti [$sel5 get name] 

        # No. of contact group inner 

        foreach el $lsti { 

            if {[lsearch -exact $hyd $el] > -1} { 
                incr nhi 

            } elseif {[lsearch -exact $phos $el] > -1} { 
                incr npi 

            } elseif {[lsearch -exact $carb $el] > -1} { 
                incr nci 

            } elseif {[lsearch -exact $wat $el] > -1} { 
                incr nwi 

            } 

        } 

 

        # contact outer 

        set rro [$sel4 get resid] 

        # to avoid no selection error 

        if {[llength $rro] != 0} { 

            set sel6 [atomselect 0 "noh and exwithin 3.0 of resid $rro" \ 

                            frame $i] 

            set ato [expr $ato + [$sel6 num]] 

            set reso [expr $reso + [llength [lsort -unique [$sel6 get 
resid]]]] 

            set lsto [$sel6 get name] 
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            # No. of contact group outer 

            foreach el $lsto { 

                if {[lsearch -exact $hyd $el] > -1} { 
                    incr nho 

                } elseif {[lsearch -exact $phos $el] > -1} { 
                    incr npo 

                } elseif {[lsearch -exact $carb $el] > -1} { 
                    incr nco 

                } elseif {[lsearch -exact $wat $el] > -1} { 
                    incr nwo 

                } 

            } 

        } 

 

        $sel1 delete 

        $sel2 delete 

        $sel3 delete 

        $sel4 delete 

        $sel5 delete 

        $sel6 delete 
    } 

     

    # print out statistics of inner and outer  

    puts $fout "[expr $sodi/$nf] [expr $sodic/$nf] [expr $resi/$sodic]\ 

[expr $ati/$sodic] [expr $nhi/$sodic] [expr $npi/$sodic] [expr $nci/$sodic]\ 

[expr $nwi/$sodic]" 

    puts $fout "[expr $sodo/$nf] [expr $sodoc/$nf] [expr $reso/$sodoc]\ 

[expr $ato/$sodoc] [expr $nho/$sodoc] [expr $npo/$sodoc] [expr $nco/$sodoc]\ 

[expr $nwo/$sodoc]" 
 

    close $fout 
} 

 

# execute the program 

contact cont4sep.dat 0.0 4.0 
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C.3 DOPG lipid topology parameters for gromacs 

 

DOPG.itp 

[ moleculetype ] 

; Name   nrexcl 

DOPG     3 

 

[ atoms ] 

;   nr    type   resnr  residu    atom    cgnr        charge          mass 

     1     HO        1    DOPG      H1       0         0.3980   1.0080  ; 

qtot:0.36     

     2     OA        1    DOPG      O2       0        -0.5480   15.9994 ; 

qtot:0.72  

     3     HO        1    DOPG      H3       1         0.3980   1.0080  ; 

qtot:1.08  

     4     CH2       1    DOPG      C4       0         0.1500   14.0270 ; 

qtot:0.76  

     5     CH1       1    DOPG      C5       1         0.1500   13.0190 ; 

qtot:1.0  

     6     LC2       1    DOPG      C6       2         0.4000   14.0270 ; 

qtot:1.0  

     7     LOS       1    DOPG      O7       2        -0.800   15.9994  ; 

qtot:0.54  

     8     LP        1    DOPG      P8       2         1.700   30.9738  ; 

qtot:2.3  

     9     LOM       1    DOPG      O9       2        -0.800   15.9994  ; 

qtot:1.5  

    10     LOM       1    DOPG     O10       2        -0.800   15.9994  ; 

qtot:0.7  

    11     LOS       1    DOPG     O11       2        -0.700   15.9994  ; 

qtot:0  

    12     LC2       1    DOPG     C12       3         0.400   14.0270  ; 

qtot:0.08  

    13     LH1       1    DOPG     C13       3         0.300   13.0190  ; 

qtot:0.52  

    14     LOS       1    DOPG     O14       3        -0.700   15.9994  ; 

qtot:-0.14  

    15      LC       1    DOPG     C15       3         0.7000   12.0110 ; 

qtot:0.56  

    16      LO       1    DOPG     O16       3        -0.700   15.9994  ; 

qtot:0.0  

    17     LP2       1    DOPG     C17       4         0.0      14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    18     LP2       1    DOPG     C18       5             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    19     LP2       1    DOPG     C19       6             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    20     LP2       1    DOPG     C20       7             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    21     LP2       1    DOPG     C21       8             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    22     LP2       1    DOPG     C22       9             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    23     LP2       1    DOPG     C23      10             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  
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    24     LH1       1    DOPG     C24      11             0    13.0190 ; 

qtot:  

    25     LH1       1    DOPG     C25      12             0    13.0190 ; 

qtot:  

    26     LP2       1    DOPG     C26      13             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    27     LP2       1    DOPG     C27      14             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    28     LP2       1    DOPG     C28      15             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    29     LP2       1    DOPG     C29      16             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    30     LP2       1    DOPG     C30      17             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    31     LP2       1    DOPG     C31      18             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    32     LC2       1    DOPG     C32      19          0.50    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    33     LOS       1    DOPG     O33      19         -0.70    15.9994 ; 

qtot: 

    34      LC       1    DOPG     C34      19          0.80    12.0110 ; 

qtot:  

    35      LO       1    DOPG     O35      19         -0.60    15.9994 ; 

qtot:  

    36     LP2       1    DOPG     C36      20             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    37     LP2       1    DOPG     C37      21             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    38     LP2       1    DOPG     C38      22             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    39     LP2       1    DOPG     C39      23             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    40     LP2       1    DOPG     C40      24             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    41     LP2       1    DOPG     C41      25             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    42     LP2       1    DOPG     C42      26             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    43     LP2       1    DOPG     C43      27             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    44     LP2       1    DOPG     C44      28             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    45     LP2       1    DOPG     C45      29             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    46     LP2       1    DOPG     C46      30             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    47     LP2       1    DOPG     C47      31             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    48     LP2       1    DOPG     C48      32             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    49     LP2       1    DOPG     C49      33             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    50     LP2       1    DOPG     C50      34             0    14.0270 ; 

qtot:  

    51     LP2       1    DOPG     CA1      35             0    14.0270 ; 

tail2 

    52     LP3       1    DOPG     CA2      36             0    15.0350 ; 

tail2 

    53     OA        1    DOPG     OA3       1        -0.548    15.9994 ; 

qtot: 
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    54     LP2       1    DOPG     CA3      37             0    14.0270 ; 

tail1 

    55     LP3       1    DOPG     CA4      38             0    15.0350 ; 

tail2 

 

[ bonds ] 

;  ai    aj funct 

       4       5       1 0.15300E+00 334720.0    

       5       6       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

       6       7       1 0.14300E+00 0.25100E+06 

       7       8       1 0.16100E+00 0.25100E+06 

       8       9       1 0.14800E+00 0.37660E+06 

       8      10       1 0.14800E+00 0.37660E+06 

       8      11       1 0.16100E+00 0.25100E+06 

      11      12       1 0.14300E+00 0.25100E+06 

      12      13       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      13      14       1 0.14350E+00 0.25100E+06 

      13      32       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      14      15       1 0.13600E+00 0.37660E+06 

      15      16       1 0.12300E+00 0.50210E+06 

      15      17       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      17      18       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      18      19       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      19      20       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      20      21       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      21      22       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      22      23       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      23      24       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      24      25       1 0.13900E+00 0.41840E+06 ; double bond 

      25      26       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      26      27       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      27      28       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      28      29       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      29      30       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      30      31       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      31    51         1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      51    52         1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      32      33       1 0.14300E+00 0.25100E+06 

      33      34       1 0.13600E+00 0.37660E+06 

      34      35       1 0.12300E+00 0.50210E+06 

      34      36       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      36      37       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      37      38       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      38      39       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      39      40       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      40      41       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      41      42       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      42      43       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      43      44       1 0.13900E+00 0.41840E+06 ; double bond 

      44      45       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      45      46       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      46      47       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      47      48       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      48      49       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      49      50       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      50      54       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

      54      55       1 0.15300E+00 0.33470E+06 

       1       2       1 0.10000E+00 313800.0    

       2       4       1 0.14300E+00 334720.0    

       5      53       1 0.14300E+00 334720.0 
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      53       3       1 0.10000E+00 313800.0 

 

[ pairs ] 

;  ai    aj funct 

    6     9     1  

    6    10     1  

    6    11     1  

    7    12     1  

    8    13     1  

    9    12     1  

   10    12     1  

   11    14     1  

   11    32     1  

   12    15     1  

   12    33     1  

   13    16     1  

   13    17     1  

   13    34     1  

   14    18     1  

   14    33     1  

   15    19     1  

   15    32     1  

   16    18     1  

   22    25     1    ; pair around double bond  

   24    27     1    ; pair around double bond  

   32    35     1  

   32    36     1  

   33    37     1  

   34    38     1  

   35    37     1  

   41    44     1    ; pair around double bond 

   43    46     1    ; pair around double bond 

    1     5     1 

    2     6     1 

    2    53     1 

    3     4     1 

    3     6     1 

    4     7     1 

    5     8     1 

   53     7     1 

 

[ angles ] 

;  ai    aj    ak funct 

       4       5       6       1 0.10950E+03 0.46020E+03 

       5       6       7       1 0.10950E+03 0.46020E+03 

       6       7       8       1 0.12000E+03 0.39750E+03 

       7       8       9       1 0.10960E+03 0.39750E+03 

       7       8      10       1 0.10960E+03 0.39750E+03 

       7       8      11       1 0.10300E+03 0.39750E+03 

       8      11      12       1 0.12000E+03 0.39750E+03 

       9       8      10       1 0.12000E+03 0.58580E+03 

       9       8      11       1 0.10960E+03 0.39750E+03 

      10       8      11       1 0.10960E+03 0.39750E+03 

      11      12      13       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      12      13      14       1 0.10950E+03 0.46020E+03 

      12      13      32       1 0.10950E+03 0.46020E+03 

      13      14      15       1 0.12000E+03 0.41840E+03 

      13      32      33       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      14      13      32       1 0.10950E+03 0.46020E+03 

      14      15      16       1 0.12400E+03 0.50210E+03 
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      14      15      17       1 0.11500E+03 0.50210E+03 

      15      17      18       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      16      15      17       1 0.12100E+03 0.50210E+03 

      17      18      19       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      18      19      20       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      19      20      21       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      20      21      22       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      21      22      23       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      22      23      24       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

   23    24    25     1    120.000     502.080  ; cis thingies 

   24    25    26     1    120.000     502.080  ; cis thingies 

      25      26      27       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      26      27      28       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      27      28      29       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      28      29      30       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      29      30      31       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

   30    31    51     1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

   31    51    52     1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      32      33      34       1 0.12000E+03 0.41840E+03 

      33      34      35       1 0.12400E+03 0.50210E+03 

      33      34      36       1 0.11500E+03 0.50210E+03 

      34      36      37       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      35      34      36       1 0.12100E+03 0.50210E+03 

      36      37      38       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      37      38      39       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      38      39      40       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      39      40      41       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      40      41      42       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      41      42      43       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

   42    43    44     1    120.000     502.080  ; cis thingies 

   43    44    45     1    120.000     502.080  ; cis thingies 

      44      45      46       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      45      46      47       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      46      47      48       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      47      48      49       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

      48      49      50       1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

   49      50      54     1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

   50      54      55     1 0.11100E+03 0.46020E+03 

       1       2       4       1 109.5 397.5 

       2       4       5       1 109.5 460.2 

       4       5      53       1 109.5 460.2 

       5      53       3       1 109.5 397.5 

       53      5       6       1 109.5 460.2 

 

[ dihedrals ] 

;  ai    aj    ak    al funct   phi0     cp     mult 

    5     6     7     8     1    0.0     3.76   3 

    6     7     8    11     1    0.0     1.05   3 

    6     7     8    11     1    0.0     3.14   2 

    7     8    11    12     1    0.0     1.05   3 

    7     8    11    12     1    0.0     3.14   2 

    8    11    12    13     1    0.0     3.76   3 

   11    12    13    14     1    0.0     2.09   2 

   11    12    13    32     1    0.0     5.85   3 

   11    12    13    32     1    0.0     0.42   2 

   12    13    32    33     1    0.0     5.85   3 

   12    13    32    33     1    0.0     0.42   2 

   12    13    14    15     1    0.0     3.77   3 

   13    32    33    34     1    0.0     3.76   3 

   13    14    15    17     1    180.0  16.74   2 
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   14    13    32    33     1    0.0     2.09   2 

   14    15    17    18     1    0.0     0.42   6 

   15    17    18    19     1    0.0     5.86   3 

   17    18    19    20     3  

   18    19    20    21     3  

   19    20    21    22     3  

   20    21    22    23     3  

   21    22    23    24     3  

   22    23    24    25     1 0.000       5.858      3  

;   23    24    25    26     1   

   24    25    26    27     1 0.000       5.858      3  

   25    26    27    28     3 

   26    27    28    29     3 

   27    28    29    30     3 

   28    29    30    31     3 

   29    30    31    51     3 

   30    31    51    52     3  

   13    32    33    34     1    0.0     3.76    3 

   32    33    34    36     1    180.0   16.74   2 

   33    34    36    37     1    0.0     0.42    6 

   34    36    37    38     1    0.0     5.86    3 

   36    37    38    39     3  

   37    38    39    40     3  

   38    39    40    41     3  

   39    40    41    42     3  

   40    41    42    43     3  

;   41    42    43    44     3  

   41    42    43    44     1 0.000      5.858       3 

;   42    43    44    45     3 

;   43    44    45    46     3 

   43    44    45    46     1 0.000      5.858       3 

   44    45    46    47     3 

   45    46    47    48     3 

   46    47    48    49     3 

   47    48    49    50     3 

   48    49    50    54     3 ; tail 1 

   49    50    54    55     3 ; tail 2 

    5     4     2     1     1    0.0     1.3     3 

    2     4     5     6     1    0.0     5.9     3 

    7     6     5     4     1    0.0     5.9     3 

    4     5    53     3     1    0.0     1.3     3 

    5     4    53     6     2   35.3   836.8   

 

[ dihedrals ] 

;  ai    aj    ak    al funct 

      13      14      32      12       2 35.264      0.33470E+03 

      15      14      17      16       2 0.00000E+00 0.16740E+03 

      34      33      36      35       2 0.00000E+00 0.16740E+03 

      23      24      25      26       2 0.000     167.360   

 

#ifdef POSRES_LIPID 

#include "lipid_posre.itp" 

#endif 
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C.4 Additional DOPG lipid non-bond interaction parameters for gromacs 

 

<   LC2     H     1 0.00000e+00  0.00000e+00 

750d751 

<   LH2     H     1 0.00000e-00  0.00000e-00  

779,784d779 

<   LC2     H     1 0.00000e+00  0.00000e+00 

<    OA   LC2     1 0.32685E-02  0.22969E-05  

<    HO   LC2     1 0.00000e+00  0.00000e+00 

<   CH2   LOS     1 0.32685E-02  0.22969E-05  

<   CH1    LP     1 0.65507E-02  0.91058E-05  

<    OA   LOS     1 0.22617E-02  0.74158E-06 
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C.5 Script for making index file 

 

>$ make_ndx -f p10.gro -o p10.ndx 

                         :-)  G  R  O  M  A  C  S  (-: 

 

               Giving Russians Opium May Alter Current Situation 

 

                            :-)  VERSION 3.3.1  (-: 

 

 

      Written by David van der Spoel, Erik Lindahl, Berk Hess, and others. 

       Copyright (c) 1991-2000, University of Groningen, The Netherlands. 

             Copyright (c) 2001-2006, The GROMACS development team, 

            check out http://www.gromacs.org for more information. 

 

         This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or 

          modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License 

         as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 

             of the License, or (at your option) any later version. 

 

                               :-)  make_ndx  (-: 

 

Option     Filename  Type         Description 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

  -f        p10.gro  Input, Opt!  Generic structure: gro g96 pdb tpr tpb tpa 

                                   xml 

  -n      index.ndx  Input, Opt., Mult. Index file 

  -o        p10.ndx  Output       Index file 

 

      Option   Type  Value  Description 

------------------------------------------------------ 

      -[no]h   bool     no  Print help info and quit 

       -nice    int      0  Set the nicelevel 

     -natoms    int      0  set number of atoms (default: read from 

                            coordinate or index file) 

 

 

Reading structure file 

Going to read 0 old index file(s) 

Analysing residue names: 

Opening library file /opt/Bio/gromacs/share/gromacs/top/aminoacids.dat 

There are:  5263      OTHER residues 

There are:    23    PROTEIN residues 

There are:     0        DNA residues 

Analysing Protein... 

Analysing Other... 

 

  0 System              : 22081 atoms 

  1 Protein             :   351 atoms 

  2 Protein-H           :   172 atoms 

  3 C-alpha             :    22 atoms 

  4 Backbone            :    67 atoms 

  5 MainChain           :    90 atoms 

  6 MainChain+Cb        :   111 atoms 

  7 MainChain+H         :   112 atoms 

  8 SideChain           :   239 atoms 

  9 SideChain-H         :    82 atoms 
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 10 Prot-Masses         :   351 atoms 

 11 Non-Protein         : 21730 atoms 

 12 mts                 :    41 atoms 

 13 NME                 :     6 atoms 

 14 DOPG                :  6490 atoms 

 15 Na                  :   118 atoms 

 16 SOL                 : 15075 atoms 

 17 Other               : 21730 atoms 

 

 nr : group       !   'name' nr name   'splitch' nr    Enter: list groups 

 'a': atom        &   'del' nr         'splitres' nr   'l': list residues 

 't': atom type   |   'keep' nr        'splitat' nr    'h': help 

 'r': residue         'res' nr         'chain' char 

 "name": group        'case': case sensitive           'q': save and quit 

 

> a H1 O2 H3 C4 C5 C6 O7 P8 O9 O10 O11 C12 C13 O14 C15 O16 & 14 

 

Found 1891 atoms with names H1 O2 H3 C4 C5 C6 O7 P8 O9 O10 O11 C12 C13 O14 C15 

O16 

Copied index group 14 'DOPG' 

Merged two groups with AND: 1891 6490 -> 1888 

 

 18 H1_O2_H3_C4_C5_C6_O7_P8_O9_O10_O11_C12_C13_O14_C15_O16_&_DOPG:  1888 atoms 

 

> name 18 heads 

 

 

> v 

 

Turned verbose on 

 

  0 System              : 22081 atoms 

  1 Protein             :   351 atoms 

  2 Protein-H           :   172 atoms 

  3 C-alpha             :    22 atoms 

  4 Backbone            :    67 atoms 

  5 MainChain           :    90 atoms 

  6 MainChain+Cb        :   111 atoms 

  7 MainChain+H         :   112 atoms 

  8 SideChain           :   239 atoms 

  9 SideChain-H         :    82 atoms 

 10 Prot-Masses         :   351 atoms 

 11 Non-Protein         : 21730 atoms 

 12 mts                 :    41 atoms 

 13 NME                 :     6 atoms 

 14 DOPG                :  6490 atoms 

 15 Na                  :   118 atoms 

 16 SOL                 : 15075 atoms 

 17 Other               : 21730 atoms 

 18 heads               :  1888 atoms 

 

 nr : group       !   'name' nr name   'splitch' nr    Enter: list groups 

 'a': atom        &   'del' nr         'splitres' nr   'l': list residues 

 't': atom type   |   'keep' nr        'splitat' nr    'h': help 

 'r': residue         'res' nr         'chain' char 

 "name": group        'case': case sensitive           'q': save and quit 

 

> r 1 - 25 

 

Found 398 atoms with res.nr. in range 1-25 
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  0 System              : 22081 atoms 

  1 Protein             :   351 atoms 

  2 Protein-H           :   172 atoms 

  3 C-alpha             :    22 atoms 

  4 Backbone            :    67 atoms 

  5 MainChain           :    90 atoms 

  6 MainChain+Cb        :   111 atoms 

  7 MainChain+H         :   112 atoms 

  8 SideChain           :   239 atoms 

  9 SideChain-H         :    82 atoms 

 10 Prot-Masses         :   351 atoms 

 11 Non-Protein         : 21730 atoms 

 12 mts                 :    41 atoms 

 13 NME                 :     6 atoms 

 14 DOPG                :  6490 atoms 

 15 Na                  :   118 atoms 

 16 SOL                 : 15075 atoms 

 17 Other               : 21730 atoms 

 18 heads               :  1888 atoms 

 19 r_1-25              :   398 atoms 

 

 nr : group       !   'name' nr name   'splitch' nr    Enter: list groups 

 'a': atom        &   'del' nr         'splitres' nr   'l': list residues 

 't': atom type   |   'keep' nr        'splitat' nr    'h': help 

 'r': residue         'res' nr         'chain' char 

 "name": group        'case': case sensitive           'q': save and quit 

 

> name 19 protein 

 

 

0 System              : 22081 atoms 

… 

… 

"name": group        'case': case sensitive           'q': save and quit 

 

> 15 | 16 

 

Copied index group 15 'Na' 

Copied index group 16 'SOL' 

Merged two groups with OR: 118 15075 -> 15193 

 

  0 System              : 22081 atoms 

… 

… 

 "name": group        'case': case sensitive           'q': save and quit 

 

> name 20 solvent 

 

 

  0 System              : 22081 atoms 

… 

 20 solvent             : 15193 atoms 

 

 nr : group       !   'name' nr name   'splitch' nr    Enter: list groups 

… 

 "name": group        'case': case sensitive           'q': save and quit 

 

> del 1 - 17 
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Removed group 1 'Protein' 

… 

Removed group 17 'Other' 

 

  0 System              : 22081 atoms 

… 

 "name": group        'case': case sensitive           'q': save and quit 

 

> ! 1 & ! 2 & ! 3 

 

Copied index group 1 'heads' 

Complemented group: 20193 atoms 

Copied index group 2 'protein' 

Complemented group: 21683 atoms 

Merged two groups with AND: 20193 21683 -> 19795 

Copied index group 3 'solvent' 

Complemented group: 6888 atoms 

Merged two groups with AND: 19795 6888 -> 4602 

 

  0 System              : 22081 atoms 

  1 heads               :  1888 atoms 

  2 protein             :   398 atoms 

  3 solvent             : 15193 atoms 

  4 !heads_&_!protein_&_!solvent:  4602 atoms 

 

 nr : group       !   'name' nr name   'splitch' nr    Enter: list groups 

 'a': atom        &   'del' nr         'splitres' nr   'l': list residues 

 't': atom type   |   'keep' nr        'splitat' nr    'h': help 

 'r': residue         'res' nr         'chain' char 

 "name": group        'case': case sensitive           'q': save and quit 

 

> name 4 tails 

 

 

  0 System              : 22081 atoms 

  1 heads               :  1888 atoms 

  2 protein             :   398 atoms 

  3 solvent             : 15193 atoms 

  4 tails               :  4602 atoms 

 

 nr : group       !   'name' nr name   'splitch' nr    Enter: list groups 

 'a': atom        &   'del' nr         'splitres' nr   'l': list residues 

 't': atom type   |   'keep' nr        'splitat' nr    'h': help 

 'r': residue         'res' nr         'chain' char 

 "name": group        'case': case sensitive           'q': save and quit 

 

> q 
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C.6 Input file for energy minimization 

 

Min.mdp 

; VARIOUS PREPROCESSING OPTIONS 

title                    =  

; Preprocessor - specify a full path if necessary. 

cpp                      = cpp 

include                  =  

define                   =  

 

; RUN CONTROL PARAMETERS 

integrator               = cg 

; Start time and timestep in ps 

tinit                    = 0 

dt                       = 0.004 

nsteps                   = 250 

; For exact run continuation or redoing part of a run 

init_step                = 0 

; mode for center of mass motion removal 

comm-mode                = Linear 

; number of steps for center of mass motion removal 

nstcomm                  = 1 

; group(s) for center of mass motion removal 

comm-grps                =  

 

; LANGEVIN DYNAMICS OPTIONS 

; Friction coefficient (amu/ps) and random seed 

bd-fric                  = 0 

ld-seed                  = 1993 

 

; ENERGY MINIMIZATION OPTIONS 

; Force tolerance and initial step-size 

emtol                    = 1 

emstep                   = 0.0001 

; Max number of iterations in relax_shells 

niter                    = 20 

; Step size (ps^2) for minimization of flexible constraints 

fcstep                   = 0 

; Frequency of steepest descents steps when doing CG 

nstcgsteep               = 50 

nbfgscorr                = 10 

 

; OUTPUT CONTROL OPTIONS 

; Output frequency for coords (x), velocities (v) and forces (f) 

nstxout                  = 2500 

nstvout                  = 2500 

nstfout                  = 0 

; Checkpointing helps you continue after crashes 

nstcheckpoint            = 1000 

; Output frequency for energies to log file and energy file 

nstlog                   = 2500 

nstenergy                = 2500 

; Output frequency and precision for xtc file 

nstxtcout                = 0 

xtc-precision            = 1000 

; This selects the subset of atoms for the xtc file. You can 
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; select multiple groups. By default all atoms will be written. 

xtc-grps                 =  

; Selection of energy groups 

energygrps               =  

 

; NEIGHBORSEARCHING PARAMETERS 

; nblist update frequency 

nstlist                  = 10 

; ns algorithm (simple or grid) 

ns-type                  = Grid 

; Periodic boundary conditions: xyz (default), no (vacuum) 

; or full (infinite systems only) 

pbc                      = xyz 

; nblist cut-off         

rlist                    = 0.9 

domain-decomposition     = no 

 

; OPTIONS FOR ELECTROSTATICS AND VDW 

; Method for doing electrostatics 

coulombtype              = PME 

rcoulomb-switch          = 0 

rcoulomb                 = 0.9 

; Relative dielectric constant for the medium and the reaction field 

epsilon_r                = 1.0 

epsilon_rf               = 1.0 

; Method for doing Van der Waals 

vdw-type                 = Switch 

; cut-off lengths        

rvdw-switch              = 0.6 

rvdw                     = 0.7 

; Apply long range dispersion corrections for Energy and Pressure 

DispCorr                 = No 

; Extension of the potential lookup tables beyond the cut-off 

table-extension          = 1 

; Seperate tables between energy group pairs 

energygrp_table          =  

; Spacing for the PME/PPPM FFT grid 

fourierspacing           = 0.12 

; FFT grid size, when a value is 0 fourierspacing will be used 

fourier_nx               = 0 

fourier_ny               = 0 

fourier_nz               = 0 

; EWALD/PME/PPPM parameters 

pme_order                = 4 

ewald_rtol               = 1e-05 

ewald_geometry           = 3d 

epsilon_surface          = 0 

optimize_fft             = no 

 

; GENERALIZED BORN ELECTROSTATICS 

; Algorithm for calculating Born radii 

gb_algorithm             = Still 

; Frequency of calculating the Born radii inside rlist 

nstgbradii               = 1 

; Cutoff for Born radii calculation; the contribution from atoms 

; between rlist and rgbradii is updated every nstlist steps 

rgbradii                 = 2 

; Salt concentration in M for Generalized Born models 

gb_saltconc              = 0 
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; IMPLICIT SOLVENT (for use with Generalized Born electrostatics) 

implicit_solvent         = No 

 

; OPTIONS FOR WEAK COUPLING ALGORITHMS 

; Temperature coupling   

tcoupl                   = Berendsen 

; Groups to couple separately 

tc-grps                  = system 

; Time constant (ps) and reference temperature (K) 

tau-t                    = 1.0 

ref-t                    = 300.0 

; Pressure coupling      

Pcoupl                   = No 

Pcoupltype               = Semiisotropic 

; Time constant (ps), compressibility (1/bar) and reference P (bar) 

tau-p                    = 1 1 

compressibility          = 1E-5 1E-5 

ref-p                    = 1.0 1.0 

; Random seed for Andersen thermostat 

andersen_seed            = 815131 

 

; OPTIONS FOR QMMM calculations 

QMMM                     = no 

; Groups treated Quantum Mechanically 

QMMM-grps                =  

; QM method              

QMmethod                 =  

; QMMM scheme            

QMMMscheme               = normal 

; QM basisset            

QMbasis                  =  

; QM charge              

QMcharge                 =  

; QM multiplicity        

QMmult                   =  

; Surface Hopping        

SH                       =  

; CAS space options      

CASorbitals              =  

CASelectrons             =  

SAon                     =  

SAoff                    =  

SAsteps                  =  

; Scale factor for MM charges 

MMChargeScaleFactor      = 1 

; Optimization of QM subsystem 

bOPT                     =  

bTS                      =  

 

; SIMULATED ANNEALING   

; Type of annealing for each temperature group (no/single/periodic) 

annealing                =  

; Number of time points to use for specifying annealing in each group 

annealing_npoints        =  

; List of times at the annealing points for each group 

annealing_time           =  

; Temp. at each annealing point, for each group. 

annealing_temp           =  

 

; GENERATE VELOCITIES FOR STARTUP RUN 
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gen-vel                  = yes 

gen-temp                 = 300 

gen-seed                 = 173529 

 

; OPTIONS FOR BONDS     

constraints              = none 

; Type of constraint algorithm 

constraint-algorithm     = Lincs 

; Do not constrain the start configuration 

unconstrained-start      = no 

; Use successive overrelaxation to reduce the number of shake iterations 

Shake-SOR                = no 

; Relative tolerance of shake 

shake-tol                = 0.0001 

; Highest order in the expansion of the constraint coupling matrix 

lincs-order              = 4 

; Number of iterations in the final step of LINCS. 1 is fine for 

; normal simulations, but use 2 to conserve energy in NVE runs. 

; For energy minimization with constraints it should be 4 to 8. 

lincs-iter               = 2 

; Lincs will write a warning to the stderr if in one step a bond 

; rotates over more degrees than 

lincs-warnangle          = 30 

; Convert harmonic bonds to morse potentials 

morse                    = no 

 

; ENERGY GROUP EXCLUSIONS 

; Pairs of energy groups for which all non-bonded interactions are excluded 

energygrp_excl           =  

 

; NMR refinement stuff  

; Distance restraints type: No, Simple or Ensemble 

disre                    = No 

; Force weighting of pairs in one distance restraint: Conservative or Equal 

disre-weighting          = Conservative 

; Use sqrt of the time averaged times the instantaneous violation 

disre-mixed              = no 

disre-fc                 = 1000 

disre-tau                = 0 

; Output frequency for pair distances to energy file 

nstdisreout              = 100 

; Orientation restraints: No or Yes 

orire                    = no 

; Orientation restraints force constant and tau for time averaging 

orire-fc                 = 0 

orire-tau                = 0 

orire-fitgrp             =  

; Output frequency for trace(SD) and S to energy file 

nstorireout              = 100 

; Dihedral angle restraints: No, Simple or Ensemble 

dihre                    = No 

dihre-fc                 = 1000 

dihre-tau                = 0 

; Output frequency for dihedral values to energy file 

nstdihreout              = 100 

 

; Free energy control stuff 

free-energy              = no 

init-lambda              = 0 

delta-lambda             = 0 
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sc-alpha                 = 0 

sc-power                 = 1 

sc-sigma                 = 0.3 

 

; Non-equilibrium MD stuff 

acc-grps                 =  

accelerate               =  

freezegrps               =  

freezedim                =  

cos-acceleration         = 0 

deform                   =  

 

; Electric fields       

; Format is number of terms (int) and for all terms an amplitude (real) 

; and a phase angle (real) 

E-x                      =  

E-xt                     =  

E-y                      =  

E-yt                     =  

E-z                      =  

E-zt                     =  

 

; User defined thingies 

user1-grps               =  

user2-grps               =  

userint1                 = 0 

userint2                 = 0 

userint3                 = 0 

userint4                 = 0 

userreal1                = 0 

userreal2                = 0 

userreal3                = 0 

userreal4                = 0 
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C.7 Input file for simulation running 

 

md.mdp 

; 

;   File 'mdout.mdp' was generated 

;   By user: myunggi (574) 

;   On host: scs.local 

;   At date: Tue Dec  4 17:38:47 2007 

; 

 

; VARIOUS PREPROCESSING OPTIONS 

title                    = 

; Preprocessor - specify a full path if necessary. 

cpp                      = cpp 

include                  = 

define                   = 

 

; RUN CONTROL PARAMETERS 

integrator               = md 

; Start time and timestep in ps 

tinit                    = 100000.000 

dt                       = 0.004 

nsteps                   = 5000000 

; For exact run continuation or redoing part of a run 

init_step                = 0 

; mode for center of mass motion removal 

comm-mode                = Linear 

; number of steps for center of mass motion removal 

nstcomm                  = 1 

; group(s) for center of mass motion removal 

comm-grps                = 

 

; LANGEVIN DYNAMICS OPTIONS 

; Friction coefficient (amu/ps) and random seed 

bd-fric                  = 0 

ld-seed                  = 1993 

 

; ENERGY MINIMIZATION OPTIONS 

; Force tolerance and initial step-size 

emtol                    = 1 

emstep                   = 0.0001 

; Max number of iterations in relax_shells 

niter                    = 20 

; Step size (ps^2) for minimization of flexible constraints 

[myunggi@scs Eq11]$ cat eq11.mdp  

; 

;       File 'mdout.mdp' was generated 

;       By user: myunggi (574) 

;       On host: scs.local 

;       At date: Tue Dec  4 17:38:47 2007 

; 

 

; VARIOUS PREPROCESSING OPTIONS 

title                    =  

; Preprocessor - specify a full path if necessary. 

cpp                      = cpp 
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include                  =  

define                   =  

 

; RUN CONTROL PARAMETERS 

integrator               = md 

; Start time and timestep in ps 

tinit                    = 100000.000 

dt                       = 0.004 

nsteps                   = 5000000 

; For exact run continuation or redoing part of a run 

init_step                = 0 

; mode for center of mass motion removal 

comm-mode                = Linear 

; number of steps for center of mass motion removal 

nstcomm                  = 1 

; group(s) for center of mass motion removal 

comm-grps                =  

 

; LANGEVIN DYNAMICS OPTIONS 

; Friction coefficient (amu/ps) and random seed 

bd-fric                  = 0 

ld-seed                  = 1993 

 

; ENERGY MINIMIZATION OPTIONS 

; Force tolerance and initial step-size 

emtol                    = 1 

emstep                   = 0.0001 

; Max number of iterations in relax_shells 

niter                    = 20 

; Step size (ps^2) for minimization of flexible constraints 

fcstep                   = 0 

; Frequency of steepest descents steps when doing CG 

nstcgsteep               = 1000 

nbfgscorr                = 10 

 

; OUTPUT CONTROL OPTIONS 

; Output frequency for coords (x), velocities (v) and forces (f) 

nstxout                  = 50000 

nstvout                  = 50000 

nstfout                  = 0 

; Checkpointing helps you continue after crashes 

nstcheckpoint            = 1000 

; Output frequency for energies to log file and energy file 

nstlog                   = 2500 

nstenergy                = 50000 

; Output frequency and precision for xtc file 

nstxtcout                = 2500 

xtc-precision            = 1000 

; This selects the subset of atoms for the xtc file. You can 

; select multiple groups. By default all atoms will be written. 

xtc-grps                 =  

; Selection of energy groups 

energygrps               =  

 

; NEIGHBORSEARCHING PARAMETERS 

; nblist update frequency 

nstlist                  = 10 

; ns algorithm (simple or grid) 

ns-type                  = Grid 

; Periodic boundary conditions: xyz (default), no (vacuum) 
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; or full (infinite systems only) 

pbc                      = xyz 

; nblist cut-off         

rlist                    = 1.6 

domain-decomposition     = no 

 

; OPTIONS FOR ELECTROSTATICS AND VDW 

; Method for doing electrostatics 

coulombtype              = PME 

rcoulomb-switch          = 0 

rcoulomb                 = 1.6 

; Relative dielectric constant for the medium and the reaction field 

epsilon_r                = 1.0 

epsilon_rf               = 1.0 

; Method for doing Van der Waals 

vdw-type                 = Switch 

; cut-off lengths        

rvdw-switch              = 1.2 

rvdw                     = 1.4 

; Apply long range dispersion corrections for Energy and Pressure 

DispCorr                 = EnerPres 

; Extension of the potential lookup tables beyond the cut-off 

table-extension          = 1 

; Seperate tables between energy group pairs 

energygrp_table          =  

; Spacing for the PME/PPPM FFT grid 

fourierspacing           = 0.12 

; FFT grid size, when a value is 0 fourierspacing will be used 

fourier_nx               = 64 

fourier_ny               = 64 

fourier_nz               = 96 

; EWALD/PME/PPPM parameters 

pme_order                = 4 

ewald_rtol               = 1e-05 

ewald_geometry           = 3d 

epsilon_surface          = 0 

optimize_fft             = no 

 

; GENERALIZED BORN ELECTROSTATICS 

; Algorithm for calculating Born radii 

gb_algorithm             = Still 

; Frequency of calculating the Born radii inside rlist 

nstgbradii               = 1 

; Cutoff for Born radii calculation; the contribution from atoms 

; between rlist and rgbradii is updated every nstlist steps 

rgbradii                 = 2 

; Salt concentration in M for Generalized Born models 

gb_saltconc              = 0 

 

; IMPLICIT SOLVENT (for use with Generalized Born electrostatics) 

implicit_solvent         = No 

 

; OPTIONS FOR WEAK COUPLING ALGORITHMS 

; Temperature coupling   

tcoupl                   = nose-hoover 

; Groups to couple separately 

tc-grps                  = tails heads solvent 

; Time constant (ps) and reference temperature (K) 

tau-t                    = 1.0 1.0 1.0 

ref-t                    = 300.0 300. 300.0 
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; Pressure coupling      

Pcoupl                   = parrinello-rahman 

Pcoupltype               = Semiisotropic 

; Time constant (ps), compressibility (1/bar) and reference P (bar) 

tau-p                    = 1 1 

compressibility          = 1E-5 1E-5 

ref-p                    = 1.0 1.0 

; Random seed for Andersen thermostat 

andersen_seed            = 815131 

 

; OPTIONS FOR QMMM calculations 

QMMM                     = no 

; Groups treated Quantum Mechanically 

QMMM-grps                =  

; QM method              

QMmethod                 =  

; QMMM scheme            

QMMMscheme               = normal 

; QM basisset            

QMbasis                  =  

; QM charge              

QMcharge                 =  

; QM multiplicity        

QMmult                   =  

; Surface Hopping        

SH                       =  

; CAS space options      

CASorbitals              =  

CASelectrons             =  

SAon                     =  

SAoff                    =  

SAsteps                  =  

; Scale factor for MM charges 

MMChargeScaleFactor      = 1 

; Optimization of QM subsystem 

bOPT                     =  

bTS                      =  

 

; SIMULATED ANNEALING   

; Type of annealing for each temperature group (no/single/periodic) 

annealing                =  

; Number of time points to use for specifying annealing in each group 

annealing_npoints        =  

; List of times at the annealing points for each group 

annealing_time           =  

; Temp. at each annealing point, for each group. 

annealing_temp           =  

 

; GENERATE VELOCITIES FOR STARTUP RUN 

gen-vel                  = no 

gen-temp                 = 300 

gen-seed                 = 173529 

 

; OPTIONS FOR BONDS     

constraints              = hbonds 

; Type of constraint algorithm 

constraint-algorithm     = Lincs 

; Do not constrain the start configuration 

unconstrained-start      = no 

; Use successive overrelaxation to reduce the number of shake iterations 
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Shake-SOR                = no 

; Relative tolerance of shake 

shake-tol                = 0.0001 

; Highest order in the expansion of the constraint coupling matrix 

lincs-order              = 4 

; Number of iterations in the final step of LINCS. 1 is fine for 

; normal simulations, but use 2 to conserve energy in NVE runs. 

; For energy minimization with constraints it should be 4 to 8. 

lincs-iter               = 2 

; Lincs will write a warning to the stderr if in one step a bond 

; rotates over more degrees than 

lincs-warnangle          = 30 

; Convert harmonic bonds to morse potentials 

morse                    = no 

 

; ENERGY GROUP EXCLUSIONS 

; Pairs of energy groups for which all non-bonded interactions are excluded 

energygrp_excl           =  

 

; NMR refinement stuff  

; Distance restraints type: No, Simple or Ensemble 

disre                    = No 

; Force weighting of pairs in one distance restraint: Conservative or Equal 

disre-weighting          = Conservative 

; Use sqrt of the time averaged times the instantaneous violation 

disre-mixed              = no 

disre-fc                 = 1000 

disre-tau                = 0 

; Output frequency for pair distances to energy file 

nstdisreout              = 100 

; Orientation restraints: No or Yes 

orire                    = no 

; Orientation restraints force constant and tau for time averaging 

orire-fc                 = 0 

orire-tau                = 0 

orire-fitgrp             =  

; Output frequency for trace(SD) and S to energy file 

nstorireout              = 100 

; Dihedral angle restraints: No, Simple or Ensemble 

dihre                    = No 

dihre-fc                 = 1000 

dihre-tau                = 0 

; Output frequency for dihedral values to energy file 

nstdihreout              = 100 

 

; Free energy control stuff 

free-energy              = no 

init-lambda              = 0 

delta-lambda             = 0 

sc-alpha                 = 0 

sc-power                 = 1 

sc-sigma                 = 0.3 

 

; Non-equilibrium MD stuff 

acc-grps                 =  

accelerate               =  

freezegrps               =  

freezedim                =  

cos-acceleration         = 0 

deform                   =  
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; Electric fields       

; Format is number of terms (int) and for all terms an amplitude (real) 

; and a phase angle (real) 

E-x                      =  

E-xt                     =  

E-y                      =  

E-yt                     =  

E-z                      =  

E-zt                     =  

 

; User defined thingies 

user1-grps               =  

user2-grps               =  

userint1                 = 0 

userint2                 = 0 

userint3                 = 0 

userint4                 = 0 

userreal1                = 0 

userreal2                = 0 

userreal3                = 0 

userreal4                = 0 
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C.8 Job submission script 

 

#!/bin/bash 

 

#MOAB -l nodes=8 

#MOAB -j oe 

#MOAB -l walltime=4:00:00:00 

 

source /usr/local/profile.d/openmpi-gnu.sh 

 

cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR 

 

#grompp -f p1.mdp -c potas.gro -p potas.top -n potas.ndx -o p1.tpr -np 8 

#gmxcheck -f eq7.trr -e eq7.edr 

#tpbconv -s eq7.tpr -f eq5.trr -e eq5.edr -o eq6.tpr -time 6870.000 

#tpbconv -s p1.tpr -f p1.trr -e p1.edr -o p3.tpr -extend 20000 

 

mpirun -np 8 $HOME/gromacs-openmpi/bin/mdrun_mpi -s p3r.tpr -n potas.ndx -x 

p3r.xtc -o p3r.trr -c p3.gro -e p3r.edr -v -g p3r.log -np 8 
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
 

Supporting information for chapter 6 

 

 
 

D.1: General procedure of an organic molecule parameterization for MD simulations. 

D.2: Amantadine optimization and electrostatic potential calculation. 

D.3: RESP charge fitting and amantadine parameters. 

D.4: VMD Tcl script to calculate contacts. 

D.5: VMD Tcl script to locate z positions of amantadine and lipid groups. 
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D.1 General procedure of an organic molecule parameterization for MD simulations. 

 

In order to perform an MD simulation with a non-standard amino acids, nucleic acids, or lipid 

molecules, one should develop the parameters for the molecules. For example, partial charges for 

the atoms can be developed by RESP fitting. Force field parameters can be obtained from the 

General Amber force field. Amber package provides all required programs for general organic 

molecule parameterization. Here, the procedure will be described using Amber package and 

Gaussian, a quantum chemistry calculation program.  

 

1. Build a molecule structure using any molecular modeling program (e.g. ArgusLab, 

http://www.arguslab.com/). The structure should be reasonable at least.  

 

2. Perform pre-optimization using Arguslab (semi-empirical) to save time from the more 

expensive and accurate ab initio calculation. 

 

3. Optimize the structure using Gaussian. 

 

4. Run population calculation to get electrostatic potential using Gaussian. 

 

5. Get parameter topology files using Antechamber in Amber package. 

 

6. Run MD simulations. 

 

A case example (step 3 to 5) using amantadine is provided in the following Appendices. 

 

http://www.arguslab.com/
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D.2 Amantadine optimization and electrostatic potential calculation. 

 

opt.inp (Gaussina optimization input file) 

%mem=80mw 

%chk=opt.chk 

#HF/6-31G* opt 

 

optimization for unprotonated amantadine 

 

   0  1 

 C         0.000000000000      0.000000000000      0.000000000000 

 C         0.000000000000      0.000000000000      1.536011067668 

 C         1.452046453738      0.000000000000      2.042137629100 

 C         0.732919984328      1.249995396868     -0.514503454197 

 C         2.179958339720      1.247068251615      0.000642573495 

 C         2.204968033838      1.247853533118      1.537601551000 

 N         3.590427614116      1.309237382979      1.982660844120 

 H        -1.020895934724     -0.014325690138     -0.373933503534 

 H        -0.513023284548     -0.885378742999      1.901897103147 

 H         1.967580440557     -0.897633072372      1.703020280948 

 H         0.736792093132      1.249423215100     -1.601517106080 

 H         2.707598683065      0.369219622741     -0.372563070700 

 H         3.638376301483      1.308081114634      2.984576801885 

 H         4.096788719245      0.500771817371      1.669273128282 

 H         1.470003227094     -0.019612241209      3.131173401830 

 H         0.485457124572     -0.898484864680     -0.374055247448 

 H         2.719857820469      2.117225248899     -0.361247397027 

 C         1.469829902065      2.499939737392      2.038007450525 

 C        -0.714036801499      1.260941624521      2.048346568737 

 C         0.014857211982      2.507972017216     -0.002150375130 

 C         0.017876493981      2.509949019197      1.534848315627 

 H        -0.737916822506      1.260688180169      3.135402538024 

 H        -1.747677974096      1.267844910977      1.710369837366 

 H         0.509922371690      3.400474974739     -0.378023968852 

 H         2.001882561887      3.383230665776      1.696090643378 

 H         1.487152541417      2.522334396957      3.126908458601 

 H        -1.007693003082      2.532671788210     -0.373206946269 

 H        -0.483650085714      3.402544465399      1.899954408808 

 

 

Two blank lines at the bottom are required. 

 

pop.inp (get ESP from the optimized structure) 

%mem=80mw 

%chk=pop.chk 

# hf/6-31G* opt scf=tight pop=mk iop(6/33=2,6/42=6) 

 

population calculation for RESP 

 

   0  1 

 C         0.000000000000      0.000000000000      0.000000000000 

 C         0.000000000000      0.000000000000      1.536011067668 
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 C         1.452046453738      0.000000000000      2.042137629100 

 C         0.732919984328      1.249995396868     -0.514503454197 

 C         2.179958339720      1.247068251615      0.000642573495 

 C         2.204968033838      1.247853533118      1.537601551000 

 N         3.590427614116      1.309237382979      1.982660844120 

 H        -1.020895934724     -0.014325690138     -0.373933503534 

 H        -0.513023284548     -0.885378742999      1.901897103147 

 H         1.967580440557     -0.897633072372      1.703020280948 

 H         0.736792093132      1.249423215100     -1.601517106080 

 H         2.707598683065      0.369219622741     -0.372563070700 

 H         3.638376301483      1.308081114634      2.984576801885 

 H         4.096788719245      0.500771817371      1.669273128282 

 H         1.470003227094     -0.019612241209      3.131173401830 

 H         0.485457124572     -0.898484864680     -0.374055247448 

 H         2.719857820469      2.117225248899     -0.361247397027 

 C         1.469829902065      2.499939737392      2.038007450525 

 C        -0.714036801499      1.260941624521      2.048346568737 

 C         0.014857211982      2.507972017216     -0.002150375130 

 C         0.017876493981      2.509949019197      1.534848315627 

 H        -0.737916822506      1.260688180169      3.135402538024 

 H        -1.747677974096      1.267844910977      1.710369837366 

 H         0.509922371690      3.400474974739     -0.378023968852 

 H         2.001882561887      3.383230665776      1.696090643378 

 H         1.487152541417      2.522334396957      3.126908458601 

 H        -1.007693003082      2.532671788210     -0.373206946269 

 H        -0.483650085714      3.402544465399      1.899954408808 

 

 

Here, the coordinates are from the optimized structure. 
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D.3 RESP charge fitting and amantadine parameters. 

 

The followings are command lines for RESP charge fitting and parameter files  

 

$ antechamber -i pop.out -fi gout -o amt.prep -fo prepi -c resp -rn AMT -at 

gaff 

 

$ parmchk -i amt.prep -f prepi -o amt.frcmod 

 

 

Generated parameter files for amantadine. 

amt.prep 

    0    0    2 

 

This is a remark line 

molecule.res 

AMT   INT  0 

CORRECT     OMIT DU   BEG 

  0.0000 

   1  DUMM  DU    M    0  -1  -2     0.000      .0        .0      .00000 

   2  DUMM  DU    M    1   0  -1     1.449      .0        .0      .00000 

   3  DUMM  DU    M    2   1   0     1.522   111.1        .0      .00000 

   4  C1    CT    M    3   2   1     1.540   111.208   180.000  -0.39820 

   5  H1    HC    E    4   3   2     1.087     1.532   -40.815   0.08143 

   6  H9    HC    E    4   3   2     1.088   108.383   -29.869   0.08143 

   7  C2    CT    M    4   3   2     1.537   109.579  -150.000   0.35686 

   8  H2    HC    E    7   4   3     1.087   109.690    60.580  -0.02657 

   9  C8    CT    B    7   4   3     1.536   109.459   -59.800  -0.39820 

  10  H11   HC    E    9   7   4     1.089   110.084   178.825   0.08143 

  11  H12   HC    E    9   7   4     1.088   110.131    61.371   0.08143 

  12  C3    CT    M    7   4   3     1.537   109.205  -179.316  -0.37719 

  13  H3    HC    E   12   7   4     1.089   110.149   -61.380   0.06968 

  14  H8    HC    E   12   7   4     1.089   110.095  -178.950   0.06968 

  15  C6    CT    M   12   7   4     1.542   110.684    59.852   0.79573 

  16  N1    NT    B   15  12   7     1.457   113.520  -179.996  -1.12499 

  17  H6    H     E   16  15  12     1.004   110.425   -58.834   0.37895 

  18  H7    H     E   16  15  12     1.004   110.432    58.891   0.37895 

  19  C5    CT    M   15  12   7     1.536   108.596   -58.996  -0.37719 

  20  H5    HC    E   19  15  12     1.089   109.626   -62.653   0.06968 

  21  H10   HC    E   19  15  12     1.086   108.993  -179.358   0.06968 

  22  C4    CT    M   19  15  12     1.537   110.502    58.789   0.35686 

  23  H4    HC    E   22  19  15     1.086   109.354   179.978  -0.02657 

  24  C9    CT    M   22  19  15     1.537   109.286    59.972  -0.39820 

  25  H13   HC    E   24  22  19     1.088   110.103    61.327   0.08143 

  26  H16   HC    E   24  22  19     1.087   110.126   178.995   0.08143 

  27  C10   CT    M   24  22  19     1.537   109.487   -59.774   0.35686 

  28  H17   HC    E   27  24  22     1.087   109.640   179.608  -0.02657 

  29  C7    CT    M   27  24  22     1.537   109.288    59.775  -0.37719 

  30  H14   HC    E   29  27  24     1.086   110.696    60.842   0.06968 

  31  H15   HC    E   29  27  24     1.089   110.032   178.810   0.06968 
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LOOP 

   C4   C1 

  C10   C8 

   C7   C6 

 

IMPROPER 

 

DONE 

STOP 

 

amt.frcmod 

remark goes here 

MASS 

CT 12.010        0.878               same as c3 

HC 1.008         0.135               same as hc 

NT 14.010        0.530               same as n3 

H  1.008         0.161               same as hn 

 

BOND 

CT-HC  337.30   1.092       same as c3-hc 

CT-CT  303.10   1.535       same as c3-c3 

CT-NT  320.60   1.470       same as c3-n3 

NT-H   394.10   1.018       same as hn-n3 

 

ANGLE 

CT-CT-HC   46.400     110.050   same as c3-c3-hc 

CT-CT-CT   63.200     110.630   same as c3-c3-c3 

HC-CT-HC   39.400     108.350   same as hc-c3-hc 

CT-CT-NT   66.200     110.380   same as c3-c3-n3 

CT-NT-H    47.100     109.920   same as c3-n3-hn 

H -NT-H    41.300     107.130   same as hn-n3-hn 

 

DIHE 

CT-CT-CT-HC   1    0.156         0.000           3.000      same as X -c3-c3-X 

CT-CT-CT-CT   1    0.156         0.000           3.000      same as X -c3-c3-X 

HC-CT-CT-HC   1    0.156         0.000           3.000      same as X -c3-c3-X 

CT-CT-CT-NT   1    0.156         0.000           3.000      same as X -c3-c3-X 

CT-CT-NT-H    1    0.300         0.000           3.000      same as X -c3-n3-X 

HC-CT-CT-NT   1    0.156         0.000           3.000      same as X -c3-c3-X 

 

IMPROPER 

 

NONBON 

  CT          1.9080  0.1094             same as c3 

  HC          1.4870  0.0157             same as hc 

  NT          1.8240  0.1700             same as n3 

  H           0.6000  0.0157             same as hn 
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D.4 VMD Tcl script to calculate closest contact 

 

closest.tk 

# Usage: source closest.tk 

# set sel1 [atomselect 0 "noh and resname AMT"] 

# set sel2 [atomselect 0 "noh and resname DMP"] 

# closest $sel1 $sel2 closest-amt.dat 
 

# loading trajectory 
mol new upper.parm7 type parm7 waitfor all 

mol addfile upper.binpos type binpos waitfor all 

 

proc closest { sel1 sel2 file } { 

        set fout [open $file w] 

        set nf [molinfo [$sel1 molid] get numframes] 

        set list1 [$sel1 list] 

        set list2 [$sel2 list] 

        set rilist [$sel2 get resid] 

        set nlist1 [$sel1 get name] 

        set nlist2 [$sel2 get name] 
 

        # find distances between each pair 

        for { set i 0 } { $i < $nf } { incr i } { 

                $sel1 frame $i 

                $sel2 frame $i 

                set crd1 [$sel1 get {x y z}] 

                set crd2 [$sel2 get {x y z}] 

                set min 1000.0 
 

                foreach atom1 $crd1 id1 $list1 { 

                        foreach atom2 $crd2 id2 $list2 { 

                                set dist [veclength [vecsub $atom2 $atom1]] 

                                if {$dist < $min} then { 

                                        set min $dist 

                                        set clidx1 $id1 

                                        set clidx2 $id2 
                                } 

                        } 

                } 

                puts $fout "[expr ($i + 1)*10] [lindex $nlist1 [lsearch -exact 
$list1 $clidx1]] [lindex $rilist [lsearch -exact $list2 $clidx2]] [lindex 

$nlist2 [lsearch -exact $list2 $clidx2]] $min" 

        } 

        close $fout 
} 
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D.5 VMD Tcl script to identify z-locations of amantadine and lipid groups 

 

# identify z-location of selected atoms 
 

mol new ../noWAT.parm7 type parm7 

mol addfile ../prod.binpos type binpos waitfor all 

 

source /scratch/myunggi/vmd/lsqplane.tcl 

 

set a "atomselect" 

[$a 0 "resname DMP and resid 2 3 38 to 69"] set segid 1 

[$a 0 "resname DMP and resid 4 to 37"] set segid 2 
 

proc z_locate { sel file } { 

        set m [$sel molid] 

        set nf [molinfo $m get numframes] 

        set fout [open $file w] 
        set a "atomselect" 

 

        set pla [$a $m "segid 1 and name P"] 

        set lip [atomselect 0 "resname DMP"] 
 

        for { set i 0 } { $i < $nf } { incr i } { 

                $lip frame $i 

                $pla frame $i 

                $sel frame $i 

#               set crd [$sel get {x y z}] 

                set pla_norm [lsqplane $pla] 

                if {[lindex $pla_norm 2] < 0.0} { set pla_norm [vecscale 

$pla_norm -1]} 
 

                foreach crd [$sel get {x y z}] { 

                        set v1 [vecsub $crd [measure center $lip weight mass]] 

                        set dist [vecdot $v1 $pla_norm] 

                        puts $fout "$dist" 
                } 

        } 

        close $fout 
} 

 

set phos [atomselect 0 "segid 1 and name P"] 

z_locate $phos phos.dist 
 

set chol [atomselect 0 "segid 1 and name N"] 

z_locate $chol chol.dist 
 

set carb [atomselect 0 "segid 1 and name O32 O31 O22 O21"] 

z_locate $carb carb.dist 
 

set amt [atomselect 0 "resid 1 and name N1"] 

z_locate $amt amt.dist 
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Supporting information for chapter 7 

 

 
 

E.1: Membrane-protein simulation setup script. 

E.2: Results of additional simulations. 

E.3: VMD script for calculating channel pore radii using Hole program. 

E.4: Scripts and C codes for 3D plot. 

E.5: Scripts and C codes to identify water wires in the channel. 
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E.1 Membrane-protein simulation setup script. 

 
cat << eof > min.in 
minimization 

 &cntrl 

  imin=1, irest=0, maxcyc=400, ncyc=100, 

  ntpr=100, cut=9.0, nsnb=10, 

  ntb=1, ntrx=1, dx0=0.001, 

  ntc=1, ntr=1, 
 / 

Restrain the protein 

50  
FIND 

 CA * * * 

SEARCH 

RES 1 108 

END 
Restrain the head group of DMP 

50  
FIND 

 P * * * 

SEARCH 

RES 110 219 

END 

END 

eof 
pmemd -O -i min.in -o min.out -p Namt.parm7 -c tra-Namt.rst7 \ 

-ref tra-Namt.rst7 -r min.rst7 
 

cat << eof > heat.in 
nvt heat 

 &cntrl 

  nstlim = 250000, dt=.002, 

  irest=0, ntpr=500, ntwx=500, 

  tempi=10.0, temp0=310.0, ntt=1, 

  tautp=5.0, cut=9.0, 

  ntb=1, iwrap=1, 

  ntc=2, ntf=2, 

  ntr=1,  
 / 

Restrain the protein 

0.5 
FIND 

 CA * * * 

SEARCH 

RES 1 108 

END 
Restrain the head group of DMP 

0.5 
FIND 

 P * * * 

SEARCH 

RES 110 219 

END 
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END 

eof 
pmemd -O -i heat.in -o heat.out -p Namt.parm7 -c min.rst7 \ 

-ref tra-Namt.rst7 -r heat.rst7 -x heat.trj 
gzip heat.trj 

 

cat << eof > eq1.in 

npt eq 
 &cntrl 

  nstlim = 250000, dt=.002, 

  irest=1, ntpr=500, ntwx=500, ntx=5, 

  temp0=310.0, ntt=1, 

  tautp=2.0, taup=2.0, cut=9.0, 

  ntb=2, ntp=2, iwrap=1, 

  ntc=2, ntf=2, ntr=1, 
 / 

Restrain the protein 

0.5 
FIND 

 CA * * * 

SEARCH 

RES 1 108 

END 
Restrain the head group of DMP 

0.5 
FIND 

 P * * * 

SEARCH 

RES 110 219 

END 

END 

eof 
pmemd -O -i eq1.in -o eq1.out -p Namt.parm7 -c heat.rst7 \ 

-ref heat.rst7 -r eq1.rst7 -x eq1.trj 
gzip eq1.trj 

 

cat << eof > eq2.in 

npt eq 
 &cntrl 

  nstlim = 500000, dt=.002, 

  irest=1, ntpr=500, ntwx=500, ntx=5, 

  temp0=310.0, ntt=3, gamma_ln=1.0, 

  taup=2.0, cut=9.0, 

  ntb=2, ntp=2, iwrap=1, 

  ntc=2, ntf=2, ntr=1, 
 / 

Restrain the protein 

0.5 
FIND 

 CA * * * 

SEARCH 

RES 1 108 

END 

END 

eof 
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pmemd -O -i eq2.in -o eq2.out -p Namt.parm7 -c eq1.rst7 \ 

-ref tra-Namt.rst7 -r eq2.rst7 -x eq2.trj 
gzip eq2.trj 

 

cat << eof > md.in 
npt md 

 &cntrl 

  nstlim = 500000, dt=.002, 

  irest=1, ntpr=500, ntwx=500, ntx=5, 

  temp0=310.0, ntt=3, gamma_ln=1.0, 

  taup=2.0, cut=9.0, 

  ntb=2, ntp=2, iwrap=1, 

  ntc=2, ntf=2,  
 / 

eof 
pmemd -O -i md.in -o md1.out -p Namt.parm7 -c eq2.rst7 \ 

-ref eq2.rst7 -r md1.rst7 -x md1.trj 
gzip md1.trj 

# 
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E.2 Results of additional simulations 

 

All the main features of the results reported for both the apo and amantadine-bound forms were 

reproduced in repeated simulations with different random number seeds. Repeat simulations 

differed in the time it took to reach the ensembles of conformations with the noted features for 

the apo and bound forms. These ensembles are noticeably different from the respective starting 

structures by a significant reduction in pore size (Figure 7.8A-D). The pores of the starting apo 

and bound structures accommodated ~40 and 50 water molecules, respectively. During the 

bound simulations, amantadine first moved down to Gly34 before it came back to Ser31. When it 

first came back, the amantadine Cα-N vector tilted either downward or upward; eventually Cα-N 

vector tilted downward in all simulations. 

We briefly mention the results obtained from trial simulations of amantadine-bound 

TMD with the drug molecule, or a His37 residue, or both of them protonated. When either 

amantadine or a His37 residue was protonated, a direct hydrogen bond between amantadine and 

His37 was frequently observed in the MD simulations, similar to what was modeled previously 

(244). NMR data indicate the absence of a direct hydrogen bond at pH 8.8 (7), hence the 

protonation states of amantadine and His37 in these trial simulations are inappropriate for the 

high pH condition which we wanted to mimic. In fact, pH-dependent NMR data show that all 

four His37 residues of amantadine-bound TMD are unprotonated at pH 8 (251). What these trial 

simulations do demonstrate again is that amantadine could move away from Ser31, where it was 

initially positioned. At this point we do not think that the available structures (6, 7) of the M2 

TMD are appropriate for MD simulations at lower pH values, because low pH will induce 

conformational changes and heterogeneity (255). 
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E.3 VMD Tcl script for calculating channel pore radii using Hole program 

 
hole.tk 

# loading trajectory 
mol new ../traj/wat-Namt.pdb type pdb 

animate delete all 
mol addfile ../traj/wat-seed.binpos type binpos waitfor all 

 

# for channel alignment to z-axis 

package require Orient 
namespace import Orient::orient 

set ref [atomselect 0 "name CA"] 

set all [atomselect 0 all] 
 

# modify hole.tcl before using 
source ~/VMD/hole.tcl 

set sel [atomselect 0 "not water"] 
 

set fout [open "hole.dat" w] 

set nf [molinfo 0 get numframes] 
 

for {set i 0} {$i<$nf} {incr i} { 

    $ref frame $i 

    $all frame $i 
 

    # get principal axes using a selection 

    set I [draw principalaxes $ref] 

    # get matrix for transformation to align channel to z-axis 

    set A [orient $ref [lindex $I 2] {0 0 1}] 

    $all move $A 
 

    $sel frame $i 

    # calculate pore radii 

    set data [Hole::runhole $sel] 

    # format output for gnuplot pm3d plot 

    set n [llength $data] 

    for {set j 0} {$j<$n} {incr j} { 

        puts $fout "[expr $i*0.001] [lindex $data $j]" 
    } 

    puts $fout "" 
} 

 

close $fout 

 

hole.tcl 

# hole: a script for running the HOLE program written by Oliver Smart 

# URL: http://www.bip.bham.ac.uk/osmart/hole/top.html 

# 

# Here's example usage: 

# 

#  source hole.tcl 

#  mol load pdb pull06-pore-0ns.pdb 
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#  set sel [atomselect top all] 

#  Hole::runhole $sel 

# 

# Justin Gullingsrud 

# jgulling@mccammon.ucsd.edu 

# 25 October 2003 
 

 

package provide hole 1.0 
 

namespace eval Hole { 

  # Customize the following lines to set the paths to the hole executable and 

  # the radius file. 

  variable holebin /panfs/storage.local/scs/home/myunggi/hole2/exe/hole 
  variable holerad 

/panfs/storage.local/scs/home/myunggi/hole2/rad/amberuni.rad 
 

  # Customize the following to set default values.  See the runhole  

  # comments for what these parameters do. 

  variable cvect [list 0. 0. 1.] 

  variable cpoint [list 0. 0. 0.] 

  variable sample 0.5 

  variable endrad 20. 
} 

 

# Routine for calling hole.  Pass molid, frame, and optional keyword 

# arguments: 

#   -cvect {x y z}    vector parallel to channel axis 

#   -cpoint {x y z}   a point in the pore 

#   -sample s         distance between samples 

# Returns a list whose elements are of the form {z r resname resid}, 

# where z is the channel coordinate, r is the radius at that coordinate, 

# and resname and resid give the identity of the residue nearest the center 

# of the pore at that coordinate. 
proc Hole::runhole { sel args } { 

  variable holebin 

  variable holerad 

  variable cvect 

  variable cpoint 

  variable sample 

  variable endrad 

 

  # parse options 

  foreach { opt val } $args { 

    switch $opt { 
      -cvect {  

        if { [llength $cvect] != 3 } { 
          error "-cvect must have three elements" 

        } 

        set cvect $val  
      } 

      -cpoint {  

        if { [llength $cpoint] != 3 } { 
          error "-cpoint must have three elements" 

        } 

        set cpoint $val  
      } 
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      -sample { set sample $val } 

      -endrad { set endrad $val } 
      default { 

        error "Unknown option '$opt'" 

      } 

    } 

  } 

  if { [$sel num] < 3 } { 
    error "Not enough atoms ([$sel num]) found in selection." 

  } 

  # write coordinates to files 
  set pdb tmpholeinputfiles.pdb 

  $sel writepdb $pdb 
 

  # construct HOLE input string 
  set str "\ncoord $pdb\n" 

  append str "radius $holerad\n" 

  append str "cvect $cvect\n" 

  append str "cpoint $cpoint\n" 

  append str "sample $sample\n" 

  append str "endrad $endrad\n" 

 

  # Call HOLE and collect output 

#  puts "Calling HOLE..." 
  flush stdout 

  set result [exec "$holebin" "<< $str"] 
 

 

  set rawdata [list] 

  set lines [split $result \n] 

  set n [llength $lines] 

  for { set i 0 } { $i < $n } { incr i } { 

    set line [lindex $lines $i] 

    if { [string first highest $line] != -1 } { 
      incr i 

      foreach { at point x y z } [lindex $lines $i] { break } 
      incr i 

      set line [lindex $lines $i] 

      set r [string trim [string range $line 22 30]] 

      set aname [string trim [string range $line 31 37]] 

      set resname [string trim [string range $line 38 40]] 

      set resid [string trim [string range $line 44 end]] 

#      lappend rawdata [list $z $r $resname $resid] 

      lappend rawdata [list $z $r] 
    } 

  } 

  set sortdata [lsort -real -index 0 $rawdata] 

  return $sortdata 
} 
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E.4 Scripts and C codes for 3D plot 

 

Pre-processing 

>$ awk '$2>-18.1&&$2<18.1||NF==0{print $0}' hole.dat | discrete > hole2.dat 

 

discrete.c 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

 

// read wire data to convert for gnuplot 

 

int main(int argc, char **argv) 

{ 

    char str[80]; 

    float t, z, r; 
 

    while(fgets(str,80,stdin) != NULL) 

    { 

        if(strcmp(str, "\n\0") == 0) { 

            printf("\n"); 

        } else { 

            sscanf(str,"%f %f %f", &t, &z, &r); 

            if(r>=0. && r<1.) { 

                printf("%5.3f %6.3f  0.000\n", t, z); 

            } else if(r>=1. && r<2.) { 

                printf("%5.3f %6.3f  1.000\n", t, z); 

            } else if(r>=2. && r<3.) { 

                printf("%5.3f %6.3f  2.000\n", t, z); 

            } else if(r>=3. && r<4.) { 

                printf("%5.3f %6.3f  3.000\n", t, z); 

            } else if(r>=4. && r<5.) { 

                printf("%5.3f %6.3f  4.000\n", t, z); 

            } else { 

                printf("%5.3f %6.3f  5.000\n", t, z); 

            } 

        } 

    } 
 

    return 0; 

} 

 

pm3d.plot 

set term postscript eps enhanced monochrome 'Helvetica' 22 

#set term postscript eps enhanced color solid 'Helvetica' 22 

set output 'hole2.eps' 

set title 'Pore radius (bound)' 

set pm3d map 

set xlabel 'time (ns)' 
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set yr [-17:17] 

set ylabel 'Channel z-axis (@^{/Symbol \ \260}A)' 

#set ytics ("H37" -10, "V27" 10) 

#set y2range [-17:17] 

set zr [0:3] 

set ztics 0,1,3 

set key left 

set xtics ("5" 0, "" 1, "7" 2, "" 3, "9" 4, "" 5, "11" 6, "" 7, "13" 8, "" 9, 

"15" 10) 

#set ylabel '{/Times-Italic x} [@^{/Symbol \ \260}A]' 

#set palette defined (0 "white", 5 "black") 

splot 'hole2.dat' notitle 
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E.5 Scripts and C codes to identify water wires 

 

wire.tk 

# generate pdb files from trajectory 

# to make cluster to identify continuous water wire 
 

mol new wat-Namt.pdb type pdb 

animate delete all 
mol addfile ../../traj/wat-prod2.binpos type binpos waitfor all 

 

set nf [molinfo 0 get numframes] 
 

for {set i 0} {$i<$nf} {incr i} { 

    # select water inside pore 

    set wat [atomselect 0 "(water and name O) and ((within 10 of (resid 24 and 
segid 1)) and (within 10 of (resid 24 and segid 2)) and (within 10 of (resid 

24 and segid 3)) and (within 10 of (resid 24 and segid 4)) \ 

 or (within 7 of (resid 27 and segid 1)) and (within 7 of (resid 27 and segid 

2)) and (within 7 of (resid 27 and segid 3)) and (within 7 of (resid 27 and 

segid 4)) \ 

 or (within 13 of (resid 34 and segid 1)) and (within 13 of (resid 34 and 

segid 2)) and (within 13 of (resid 34 and segid 3)) and (within 13 of (resid 

34 and segid 4)) \ 

 or (within 8 of (resid 37 and segid 1)) and (within 8 of (resid 37 and segid 

2)) and (within 8 of (resid 37 and segid 3)) and (within 8 of (resid 37 and 

segid 4)) \ 

 or (within 8 of (resid 41 and segid 1)) and (within 8 of (resid 41 and segid 

2)) and (within 8 of (resid 41 and segid 3)) and (within 8 of (resid 41 and 

segid 4)) \ 

 or (within 14 of (resid 44 and segid 1)) and (within 14 of (resid 44 and 

segid 2)) and (within 14 of (resid 44 and segid 3)) and (within 14 of (resid 

44 and segid 4)))" frame $i] 
 

    $wat writepdb $i 
 

    $wat delete 
} 

 

dist-mat.sh 

#!/bin/bash 
 

#for i in `seq  3`; 
 

for ((i=0;i<10000;i+=1)); do 

#((i=999)) 

# generate Tcl script to make distance matrix 

# to run clustering program 

cat << eof > dist-mat.tk 

mol new ../pdb/$i type pdb 
 

source ~/VMD/dist-mat.tcl 
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set sel [atomselect 0 all] 

dismat \$sel $i.dist 

eof 
 

# run  
vmd.scr dist-mat.tk 

 

done 

 

dist-mat.tcl 

# find distances between each pair 
 

proc dismat {sel file} { 

    set fout [open $file w] 

    set crd [$sel get {x y z}] 

    set list2 [$sel list] 

    set len [llength $list2] 
 

    for {set i 0} {$i<$len} {incr i} { 

        for {set j [expr $i+1]} {$j<$len} {incr j} { 

            set dist [veclength [vecsub [lindex $crd $i] [lindex $crd $j]]] 

            puts $fout "[expr $i+1] [expr $j+1] $dist" 
        } 

    } 

    close $fout 
} 

 

cluster.sh 

#!/bin/csh 
 

# calculate distance matrix 

#./dist-mat.sh 
 

set i = 0 

##Specify cutoff here 

set cut=3.0 

while($i<10000) 

##Specify pdbfile here 

#set pdb=$1 

#set distfile=$pdb:r.dist_$cut 

#set clusfile=$pdb:r.clus_$cut 

set distfile=$i.dist 

set clusfile=$i.clus 
 

## executing program 

cluster_struc \-f $distfile $cut 0 > $clusfile 

#/bin/rm $distfile 
 

@ i = $i + 1 

end 

 

cluster_struc.cpp (http://www.nmr.chem.uu.nl/haddock/) 
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#include <cstdio> 

#include <memory> 

 

/* 

USAGE: ./cluster_struc [option: -f or nothing] 'matrix' 'cutoff' 'don't 

display member less than#' 

  cluster_struc.cpp 

  author: Sjoerd J. de Vries 

  Clusters solutions based on pairwise RMSD matrix 

   RMSD matrix format: 

   <#structure1(range: 1-MAX_STRUC)> <#structure2> <RMSD> 

    order must be: 

    1 2, 1 3, .., 1 #struc, 2 1, 2 2, ..., #nstruc-1 #nstruc 

  Structural neighbors are defined using a supplied cutoff 

  Each time, the structure having the largest number of neighbors 

   is taken as seed for a new cluster 

  Only clusters larger than minsize are selected 

  if the option -f is set, full linkage is applied 

*/ 

 

#define MAX_STRUC 10000 

 

void full_link(bool **neighbor , int currstrucnr, int nrstruc, bool 

*linked_neighbor, bool *done) { 
  /*finds all neigbors of neighbors (and their neighbors etc.) 

     and includes them in the neigbor list 

    linked_neighbor contains the linked neigbor list 

    done contains a list of structures that have already been 

    examinated 

  */ 

  static int recursivity; 

  recursivity++; 
  //printf("%d %d\n",currstrucnr,recursivity); 

  done[currstrucnr] = 1; 

  for (int n = 0; n < nrstruc; n++) { 

    if (neighbor[currstrucnr][n] && !done[n]) { 

      linked_neighbor[n] = 1; 

      full_link(neighbor, n, nrstruc, linked_neighbor, done); 

    } 

  } 

  recursivity--; 

  return; 

} 
 

int CheckOption(char *arg, bool &full_linkage) { 

  if (!strcmp(arg, "-f")) { 

    full_linkage = 1; 

  } 

  if (arg[0] == '-') return 1; 

  return 0; 

} 
 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) { 

  int n; 

  float cutoff; 

  int minsize; 

  bool full_linkage = 0; 
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//Check command line 

  if (argc < 4) { 

    fprintf(stderr, "Wrong number of arguments\n"); 

    fprintf(stderr, "Usage: cluster_struc [-f] <RMSD file> <cutoff> 

<minsize>\n"); 

    return 1; 

  } 
 

  int optioncounter = 0; 

  bool res; 
 

  res = 1; 

  do { 

    res = CheckOption(argv[optioncounter+1], full_linkage); 

    optioncounter += res; 

  } while(res); 

  int filearg = optioncounter + 1; 
 

  FILE *f = fopen(argv[filearg], "r"); 

  if (!f) { 

    fprintf(stderr, "File %s does not exist\n", argv[filearg]); 

    fprintf(stderr, "Usage: cluster_struc [-f] <RMSD file> <cutoff> 

<minsize>\n"); 

    return 2; 

  } 
 

  res = 1; 

  do { 

    res = CheckOption(argv[optioncounter+2], full_linkage); 

    optioncounter += res; 

  } while(res); 
 

  cutoff = atof(argv[optioncounter + 2]); 

  if (cutoff <= 0) { 

    fprintf(stderr, "Neighbor cutoff %f out of range\n", argv[optioncounter + 

2]); 

    fprintf(stderr, "Usage: cluster_struc [-f] <RMSD file> <cutoff> 

<minsize>\n"); 

    return 3; 

  } 
 

  res = 1; 

  do { 

    res = CheckOption(argv[optioncounter+3], full_linkage); 

    optioncounter += res; 

  } while(res); 
 

 

  minsize = atoi(argv[optioncounter + 3]); 

  if (minsize < 0) { 

    fprintf(stderr, "Minimal cluster size %d out of range\n", minsize); 

    fprintf(stderr, "Usage: cluster_struc [-f] <RMSD file> <cutoff> 

<minsize>\n"); 

    return 4; 

  } 
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  for (n = optioncounter + 4; n < argc; n++) { 

    CheckOption(argv[n], full_linkage); 

  } 
 

//Determine number of structures 

  char buf[1000]; 

  int nrstruc = 0; 

  while (!feof(f)) { 

    fgets(buf, 1000, f); 

    int first, second; 

    sscanf(buf, "%d %d", &first, &second); 

    if (first != 1) { 

      if (!nrstruc) { 

        fprintf(stderr, "Reading error in %s\n", argv[filearg]); 

        return 5; 

      } 

      nrstruc++; 

      break; 

    } 

    nrstruc++; 

    if (nrstruc >= MAX_STRUC) { 

      fprintf(stderr, "Matrix %s is too large\n", argv[filearg]); 

      return 6; 

    } 

  } 
 

//Define boolean neighbor matrix 

  int *neighborcount = new int[nrstruc]; 

  memset(neighborcount, 0, nrstruc * sizeof(int)); 

  bool **neighbor = new bool*[nrstruc]; 

  for (n = 0; n < nrstruc; n++) { 

    neighbor[n] = new bool[nrstruc]; 

    memset(neighbor[n], 0, nrstruc * sizeof(bool)); 

  } 
 

//Parse the file 

  fclose(f); 

  f = fopen(argv[filearg], "r"); 

  for (n = 0; n < nrstruc; n++) { 

    for (int nn = n+1; nn < nrstruc; nn++) { 

      bool err = 0; 

      int first, second; 

      float rmsd; 

      do { 

        if (!fgets(buf, 1000, f)) { 

          err = 1; 

          break; 

        } 

        if (sscanf(buf, "%d %d %f", &first, &second, &rmsd) != 3) {            

err = 1; 

          break; 

        } 

        if (first != n+1 || second != nn+1) { 

          err = 1; 

          break; 

        } 
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      } while (0); 

      if (err) { 

        fprintf(stderr, "Reading error in %s\n", argv[filearg]); 

        for (int i = 0; i < nrstruc; i++) { 

          delete[] neighbor[i]; 

        } 

        delete[] neighbor, neighborcount; 

        return 5; 

      } 

      if (rmsd < cutoff) { 

        neighbor[n][nn] = 1; 

        neighbor[nn][n] = 1; 

        neighborcount[n]++; 

        neighborcount[nn]++; 

      } 

    } 
 

  } 
 

//Clustering cycle 

  int clustercounter = 0; 

  do { 
  //Select the largest cluster 

    int cluster_max = -1; 

    int cluster_nr = -1; 

    for (n = 0; n < nrstruc; n++) { 

      if (neighborcount[n] > cluster_max) { 

        cluster_max = neighborcount[n]; 

        cluster_nr = n; 

      } 

    } 
 

  //Terminate if no suitably large clusters are found 

    if (cluster_max < minsize) break; 
 

  //Print the cluster 

    bool *clust;bool *done; 

    if (full_linkage) { 

      clust = new bool[nrstruc]; 

      memset(clust, 0, nrstruc * sizeof(bool)); 

      done = new bool[nrstruc]; 

      memset(done, 0, nrstruc * sizeof(bool)); 

      full_link(neighbor, cluster_nr, nrstruc, clust, done); 

    } 

    else { 

      clust = neighbor[cluster_nr]; 

    } 
 

    clustercounter++; 
//    printf("%d", cluster_nr + 1); 

    printf("%d", cluster_nr); 

    for (n = 0; n < nrstruc; n++) { 
//      if (clust[n]) printf(" %d", n+1); 

      if (clust[n]) printf(" %d", n); 

    } 

    printf("\n"); 
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  //Eliminate its members 

    neighborcount[cluster_nr] = -1; 

    for (n = 0; n < nrstruc; n++) { 

      if (clust[n]) { 

        neighborcount[n] = -1; 

        for (int nn = 0; nn < nrstruc; nn++) { 

          if (neighbor[nn][n]) neighborcount[nn]--; 

          neighbor[nn][n] = 0; 

        } 

      } 

    } 

    if (full_linkage) { 

      delete [] clust; 

      delete [] done; 

    } 
 

  } while (1); 
 

//Free memory 

  for (n = 0; n < nrstruc; n++) { 

    delete[] neighbor[n]; 

  } 

  delete[] neighbor; 
 

  return 0; 

} 

 

minmax.sh 

#!/bin/bash 
 

#for i in `seq  3`; 

#for i in 2793 2794 2797 2919 3063 3086 3225 3230 3411 3413 3573; do 
 

for ((i=0;i<10000;i+=1)); do 

#((i=999)) 

# check minimum and maximum z-coordidates of each water 

# cluster and determine location of discontinuity 

cat << eof > minmax.tk 

mol new ../pdb/$i type pdb 

set fin [open "$i.clus" r] 

set data [read \$fin] 

close \$fin 

set data [split \$data "\n"] 
 

set a "atomselect" 

set fout [open "tmp" w] 

foreach line \$data { 

        # search long water wire which could be continuous 

        if {[llength \$line] > 4 } { 

                set mm [measure minmax [\$a 0 "index \$line"]] 

                set mi [lindex \$mm 0 2] 

                set ma [lindex \$mm 1 2] 
 

#               if {\$mi < -2.4 && \$ma > -0.4} { 

                if {\$mi < -13.0 && \$ma > 13.0} { 
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                        puts \$fout "[expr $i*0.001] 30 30" 

                } elseif {\$mi < -13.0 && \$ma > -2.4} { 

                        puts \$fout "[expr $i*0.001] 30 12" 

                } elseif {\$mi < 2.0 && \$ma > 13.0} { 

                        puts \$fout "[expr $i*0.001] -12 30" 

                } else { puts \$fout "[expr $i*0.001] -12 12" } 

#               } 
        } 

} 

close \$fout 

eof 
 

vmd.scr minmax.tk 

 

cat tmp >> wire.dat 

done 
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